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Ministeries of education in developing countries
have from time to time received expressions of concern

about the cultural irrelevance of their curricula or of
some aspect of them.

Many of these complaints or con-

cerns came in after independence, as has been true in
Lesotho.

The survey carried out by the researcher in

1978 on the "factors which affect education in Lesotho

primary and secondary schools" showed that the issue
of cultural irrelevance was one of the most important of

the negative factors reported.

published)

The report (not yet

of the Lesotho National Education Dialogue

and National Education Symposium (of 1977-78 and 1978,

respectively) once again corroborated this concern.

research of this study was carried out in partial
response to this concern in Lesotho.
viii

The

IX

Th© purpose of the study was two- fold:

to describe

and critically analyze the indigenous Sesotho education

system in the context of indigenous Sesotho culture, and
to deduce the utilization of certain aspects of the

education system for dynamic educational development in
Lesotho.

This purpose was achieved by investigating and

describing the primary aspects of Sesotho indigenous
culture and specifically the indigenous Sesotho education.
Data was collected mainly in Lesotho from such sources as:
the aged Basotho people, relevant literature, museums,

artifacts, and others.

The six-item instrument of research used was intended
to collect data about the content,

clientele, instructors,

goals, and policy of the indigenous education system.
The hypotheses to be proved/disproved by the results
of data analysis were intended to establish the existence
of an indigenous Sesotho culture and education and to

find out whether the latter had a soundly-based, even if

unwritten, curriculum complete with goals, content, methods,
and techniques.

To all these a positive response was

registered
Several important discoveries were made about the

principal objectives of indigenous Sesotho education:
these were to promote social introduction, good behavior,
the pursuit of excellence, the value of practical work,

X

care of the needy, the national philosophy and outlook,
and to provide basic requirements for survival.

Recommendations include the need for immediate im-

provement of national historic monuments and the development
of museum and archival facilities,

large-scale research and

collection and safe-keeping of Sesotho oral indigenous
traditions; research in and development of coordinated

non-f ormal education programs and effective integration
of these with formal education programs for the enrichment

of both.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
This study investigates and describes the indi-

genous Sesotho education system against the background of

Sesotho indigenous culture.
a

A culture is the way in which

society of human beings identifies itself as distinct

from other human societies.

It is also the ability of a

society to communicate with itself and with other cultures.
But only a free and independent culture appears to have

that ability.

Suppressed cultures, such as those of col-

onized societies, lose vitality and are only capable of

reflecting the dominant culture which suppressed them.
But as soon as they get back their independence, things

previously thought impossible for those societies begin
to get done:

leadership emerges, roads and bridges get

built, taxes increase, and so on.
a

People seem to gain

rejuvenation of their spirits; nothing can keep them

quiet and docile any more.

They even compete with, and

sometimes even defeat, in open world championships, the
nations which were once their colonizers.

While some cul-

tures take a long time to recover from the shock of

colonization, others are like Lesotho, where even under

colonialism people refused to be kept down and upon
achieving independence, they want to rediscover the
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things which made them great before.

Under the suppressive effects of colonization,
social communities often modified their cultures to fit

with the then-required patterns of survival norms of
behavior.

However, when independence came, it ushered

in a new sense of freedom of thought and action which

called to question the many changes effected upon indigenous cultures during the colonial era.

'Independent'

ex-colonial African countries, among others, seem to have
acquired

a

great deal from European colonial powers.

This was particularly the case in the areas of education,

religion, government, and commerce.

The post-independence

period was initially marked with jubilation resulting from
freedom from prolonged political oppression.

But that

soon became confusion and frustration arising from an

awareness of economic and technologically fast-developing

white-controlled economies (Ferkiss,

]

966

)

,

and the inabil-

ity to match them.

The newly-independent countries had to devise their

patterns and means of survival fast, or succumb and surrender their sovereignty to the dominant cultures.

The

latter path was not only degrading, but politically

unacceptable to all those who had tasted the gall of
colonial servitude.
period of reflection.

There often followed a compulsory

Sometimes this took place
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simultaneously with the period of socio-political
confusion and frustration (Wallerstein

,

]

966

)

.

In some

cases such socio-political reflection was followed by

positive political action.

For example, in Tanzania,

such reflection can be seen in the social reawakening

culminating in the ideologically-based Arusha Declaration
and the peaceful mobilization of the people, using the

Ujamaa philosophy of social reconstruction.

While some

nations like Tanzania overhauled their socio-political

colonial inheritance and started afresh from a base they

thought more stable and acceptable, others preferred to

effect change gradually through modifications of the

acquired West-orientated institutions and of their operations (Ferkiss, 1966:ch.II)

development were

a

.

Both approaches to social

result of the uniqueness of each

culture and of cultural reaction to the selection and

pursuit of appropriate human order, process and goals
(Brameld,

1957:ch.II).

As an embracing phenomenon, culture includes the

aspects of philosophy, education, government, religion,
and others.

Brameld (1955:85)

saw the philosophy of a

culture as the realization and articulation of its distinctive identity, while on the other hand, he saw

education as an attempt by a culture to "reinforce" and
implement the convictions reflected in its philosophy.
It seems that cultures change as they interact with and
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among themselves and also with their environments.
So African cultures were modified to some extent when
they

were influenced by some foreign cultures (e.g., British
or French culture)

.

They did not always react alike

because of the uniqueness of their natures and situation,
and so a diversity of cultures evolved over time.

Per-

haps, by the same token that a part may affect the whole,

the infirmity of one or several aspects of a culture is

bound to influence the health and modification of the
rest.

Education was one such factor of African cultures.
Upon achieving independence almost all African

nations cried out for more and better quality education for
more of their peoples.

Political leaders could be heard

demanding more relevant and more practical education for
their countries' youth.

The elitist European models of

education did not only seem inadequate to many, but un-

satisfactory and dangerous to some, in that they appeared
to oppose the basic tenets of the indigenous socio-cultural

systems like communality, indigenous authority and group
solidarity.

In many cases European systems of schooling

disregarded indigenous education in the colonies and
imposed their own brands of education which their adherents thought were superior (Nyerere,

]

967)

possessing

more "civilizing" influence, which really meant more

Western

a
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Colonized peoples were not only regarded as "primitive," but also as having nothing valuable to offer
besides

their manual labor to the stock of "Western Civilization."

Only recently research is beginning to lay bare the

misconceptions and distortions of those colonizing powers
regarding the existence of African civilizations.

Stud-

ents of African History and Anthropology are discovering

evidence of the existence of vast ancient civilizations
on the African soil, such as the Kingdoms of Egypt, Ghana,

Mali, Benin, Meroe, Congo, and Zimbabwe (Wallerstein
ch.I)

,

1961:

It is also becoming gradually clear that African

.

higher education, those hundreds of years ago, was in no

way inferior to the best that Europe could boast of, as
evidenced by the existence of such famous centers of higher
learning as the University of Sankore in Timbuktu, among
others.

Ancient Egypt, the forerunner of Western civil-

ization, is assumed by some scholars to have been an

African civilization (Wallerstein, 1961:ch.I).
Colonial education extolled the virtues and superior merits of Western culture and bothered very little,
if at all,

about the existence and improvement of indig-

enous cultures.

The African leaders who took over at

independence had, in most cases, been exposed

a

great deal

to Western models of education and knew relatively little

about their own national cultures.

But under the pressure
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of their societies, when things did not work out
as

anticipated, they were obliged to look back into their
own often-deserted cultures in hopes of finding at
least a source for self-confidence if not also an ideology on which to base their social activities and rela-

tionships.

This concern has sparked interest among many

scholars of African Studies in researching more seriously
their national cultural heritages, the impact of these

indigenous cultures upon current and future progress, as

well as possible modifications and probable improvement.
This study is an attempt to obtain a comprehensive

view of the Sesotho indigenous education system and its

socio-cultural bases, to make possible

a

critical appra-

isal of the current education system, and to view possible

trends of future educational needs and capabilities which

embrace the national educational effort.

Statement of the Problem
In a recent survey to isolate the factors assumed to

be affecting the quality of education in Lesotho Primary

and Secondary schools,

it became obvious that the issue

of irrelevance of curricula content and method was cert-

ainly a primary concern to most of the Basotho questionnaire

respondents (Matsela,

]

978

.

Educators and the general

public in Lesotho have expressed and continue to express
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concern over the apparent neglect of and indifference
towards many aspects of the Sesotho national culture by
the Ministry of Education, the schools and the institu-

tions of higher education such as the National University
of Lesotho
(NTTC)

,

(NUL)

and the National Teacher Training College

to mention but a few

(

Moeletsi oa Basotho (1976)

and Leselinyana (1976) newspapers)

.

This serious concern

has also been expressed by political leaders including
the Lesotho Prime Minister, Dr. Leabua Johnathan (Turner

and Hunter
(1974)

(eds.)

,

1968:10)

.

The Sesotho Language Academy

has continually raised issues of critical concern

to the national culture like the need for research into

the oral Sesotho traditional heritage, the collection and

preservation of scarce cultural artifacts and appraisal
of national cultural development issues.

These and many

more concerns are indicative of the existence of

a real

problem that can be described as the obvious lack of

a

comprehensive and reliable documentation of all important
aspects of Sesotho culture.
This documentation could be useful to students of
the social sciences and to educationists in the development,

implementation and evaluation of pragmatic and relevant
school curricula, and programs.
is either scanty or missing,

Because this documentation

there is a serious oroblem

confronting curriculum developers at all school levels
as well as educational administrators in their efforts to
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plan for, develop and evaluate
education.

a

healthy svstem of

All of them need cultural references and

source materials on which to base their major educational

decisions
Under natural conditions no normal tree will grow

luxuriantly without a well-established and undisturbed
root and shoot system.

To some extent this comparison

holds for human beings; they need their historical and

cultural foundations to feel themselves whole psychologically, and to be able to define their identity and

establish their bearings.

Hunt (1975:4) contended that

one has a sense of awareness of self when one's guiding

values are fairly stable, consciously understood and
appreciated.

Education without these guiding social val-

ues, without these cultural roots, is adrift and empty.

But where a positive cultural heritage exists, education

derives as would be expected, from

a

healthv firmly-

established "root system" leading directly into the depths
of the ground, the past, and through the stem into the

bright atmosphere of the present and the future.
is,

There

therefore, a very strong need to re-establish the

cultural bearings of Basotho, as

struction of

a

a

prelude to the recon-

pragmatic and dynamic education system

more relevant and meaningful to the Basotho nation.
This need presupposes a clear understanding of the indigenous

9

Sesotho education system and the general cultural
milieu
in which it existed prior to colonialism.

A description

and analysis of these would point up the implications
of
the basic principles deriving from the system

tion today in Lesotho.

of educa-

This is the problem that the

current study proposes to investigate.
Purpose of the Study
The primary purpose of this study is to describe
and critically analyze the indigenous Sesotho education

system in the context of the indigenous Sesotho culture,
and to deduce the usefulness of certain aspects of this

indigenous education system for dynamic educational

development in Lesotho.
The study will encompass:
1.

an investigation and description of the primary as-

pects of indigenous Sesotho culture and their signi-

ficance to the Basotho nation;
2.

a

description and analysis of the indigenous education

system of the Basotho, in the light of their general

culture
3.

a

critical review of relevant literature pertaining

to ancient African culture;
4

.

data collection and problem analysis of indigenous

Sesotho culture;
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5.

recommendations for the use of certain aspects of
the indigenous education for the development of

the Lesotho education system.

Design of the Study
The study of indigenous Sesotho education system
as a subsystem of the culture, forecasts several problems,

such as the colonial onslaught on indigenous African cul-

tures by some European nations; the "ineradicable temp-

oral locus" of Sesotho indigenous culture (Cohen and Nagel
(1934)

in Varma,

1965:210) which comprises the political

hotbed of the Southern African region; the fact that the stud
deals with closed data (Varma, 1965)

;

and the limited

avaliability of cultural primary sources.

Very few docu-

ments exist on the indigenous Sesotho culture and the old

people (Basotho)

,

some of whom were or could be good sour-

ces of information on the indigenous culture, are becoming

fewer and fewer with time.
The troubled political atmosphere in the Republic of

South Africa is so unpredictable that arranging to study

Government records there that have

a

bearing on nineteenth-

century Lesotho involves risk for an African scholar.
This consideration necessitated a special approach:

to

some extent the descriptive method of research was used

alongside the historical method which obviously predominates.
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Description is applied in informational analysis in the
examination of data.

Finally, education, in the last

analysis, deals with the development and clarification of

socio-cultural values and to that extent has to do with
philosophy.

So the study of indigenous education and

culture requires the philosophical method which should as

Varma (1956:33-4) stated:
Seek out the principles of things which constitute
education. Philosophical insight must of necessity generalize and seek out by preference the
essence of things, the ideological frame of
concrete fact ... In philosophical research our
interest is primarily in ideas and the theory or
principles underlying educational practice rather
than in a particular past with its "ineradicable
temporal locus".
If history clothes the dry bones
of facts with the flesh and blood of a vanished
but once-vital reality, philosophy must breathe
life and spirit into this ressurrected apparition.
This amounts to capturing the moral and spiritual
heart-beat of a generation, or in a personality
long dead.

The collection of data took place in the Kingdom of
Lesotho, by means of interviews using the interview sched
ule

(Appendix

B)

.

One hundred subjects were used all

over the Kingdom, the majority of them sixty years and
over.

This data plus visits to museums, archives and cul

tural dramatic performances, became the basis for the

description in chapter V and subsequent conclusions.
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Significance of the Study
1

•

To the National Education System

:

It is still difficult to find significant numbers
of

critically collected and analysed works on Sesotho
indigenous culture, let alone on the educational aspects
of the culture.

But such literature is of vital impor-

tance if the of ten-spoken-of relevance
be realized.

of

education is to

This study should increase the number of

scientific documents descriptive of the culture.
in Lesotho primary,

Teachers

secondary and vocational schools, and

perhaps also others elsewhere who are interested in Sesotho or related cultures, need some scientifically collected information on this culture and in particular on the

nature and purpose of the indigenous education and its impact on the current system of education and vice versa, in
Lesotho.

This study may be an answer to this need.

This study should extend awareness of participants
in content, goals and techniques of the Sesotho indigenous

education.

A high degree of awareness of the essential

aspects of the culture would inspire teachers to motivate the young to study and devise suitable techniques
to promote its development and/or modification as

would facilitate the development of culturally-rooted but
forward-looking school curricula, and some guidelines
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for administrative decision-making on management,
super-

vision, examinations and financing, by the Ministry
of

Education.

Teacher education programs at the NTTC and

NUL* would also, hopefully, utilize the findings of the

study and perhaps encourage more research in the areas

identified by the study.
It is assumed that the results of this study will

be of critical importance to:

-school curriculum programs,
-teacher education programs

-non-formal education programs which have

concern for quality of learning by their
members, and

-research fellows undertaking similar studies
or continuing or verifying the study.

The results will hopefully highlight what seems to
be the most essential

(permanent and dynamic) aspects of

the indigenous education system and to motivate Basotho

students of the social sciences and humanities to reflect

upon and seek to improve their culture and cultural

sensitivity among their peoples.
*NTTC:
National Teacher Training College.
NUL:
National University of Lesotho.
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2

*

rg et group
—
important

to whom the results will be particularly
“
'

:

The results of this study will be of particular

importance to those people who deal with Sesotho institutions of enculturation such as schools, churches, families, non-formal education organizations, reformatories

and others, and to those who reflect upon and seek to

develop various aspects of the national culture and
economy

Definition of Important Terms
1*

Culture

:

My view is that culture embraces the actions,

behaviors and products of people, their beliefs,
hopes and aspirations, and all those qualities, such
as language, which make one society distinct and

unique without necessarily being separate from
others
2.

Educational Development

:

As used in this study, educ-

ational development means the growth and improve-

ment in the quality (measure of excellence or
effectiveness) of the conditions of observable

aspects of education (formal and non-formal guidance
and leadership of learning) --guaranteeing greater

achievements and benefits to the largest possible
number of learners.
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3*

Educational Excellence
(Matsela,

:

In the earlier study

1978:43), educational excellence is

observed to include those aspects "that guided

development of youth in schools, which is so
carefully planned, implemented and evaluated as
to ensure a high degree of success in the acquisi-

tion of essential and appropriate knowledges,
skills and attitudes, by the largest possible

number of students at each school level."

This

view includes school curricula, the instruction
process, personnel, facilities and general admini-

stration.

Lockhart (1963:49-60) observed five

measures of educational excellence:
ing,

critical think-

creativity, growth in human relationships,

development of sound value judgements and personality
growth
4.

Indigenous

:

produced or developed within

a

soecific

region (territorial reference); not imported or
exotic.

Indigenous is preferred, in this study,

over "traditional" because the former includes the
latter (which is limited to the reference of inform-

ation passed orally or by example).

So,

except

where the specific and circumscribed meaning of
"traditional" is preferred, indigenous will always
be used
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5.

Relevance

Having a significant and measurable effect

:

on education.

Educational relevance is interpreted

in the following three categories bv Scheffler

(1974)

Epistemological relevance ... reguires
not contact but criticism, not immersion
in the phenomenal and conceptual given,
but the flexibility of mind capable of
transcending reordering, and expanding
the given.
An education that fosters
criticism and conceptual flexibilitv will
transcend its environment not by erecting
a mystical substitute for this world but
rather by striving for a systematic and
penetrating comprehension of it.

Psychological relevance is reflected, he savs

,

by

education which:
takes its starting point in the
doubts and difficulties of the student,
originating in his life conflicts and
social issues of his environment.
Its
relevance to life problems must be evident in its motivation, which is to
solve these problems and in its evaluation
as facilitating or retarding such solutions.
.

.

.

Scheffler's interpretation of moral educational

relevance is similar to what Lungu (1978) calls "the

promotion of material and social goals"
Seen in the long-term perspective, then,
the school is a means for the improvement
of society.
The ultimate fruit of knowledge
it seeks is its own life
Practical problems of the larger community should serve to
provide the major framework within which all
school activities are set
Education is
thus made to be relevant by making its instrumental values dominant. A remote education,
bringing nothing to the resolution of the
problems of society, is a luxury society neither
can nor should afford.
.

.

.

.

.

.
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6.

Sesotho

:

The language and customs of the Basotho

people (most of whom live in Lesotho, Southern
Africa).

Sesotho as

a

language, is a member of the

Bantu group of African languages, and is

a

very

close relative of Setswana (spoken by the Batswana,
in Botswana)

,

Sepedi

(spoken by the Bapedi in

Northern Transvaal, Republic of South Africa) and
Lozi (spoken by the Balozi of Zambia) --with which
it forms a linguistic cluster.

It used sometimes

to be referred to as Southern Sotho to distinguish
it from these other "dialectic" clusters.

Although

the word Sesotho is generally used to refer to

the language of the Basotho people, it also includes

their general culture in its wider meaning.

In

the context of this study, unless otherwise stated,

Sesotho will be used to refer to the language.

Where reference is made to the state of being

a

Mosotho or the unique characteristics of the Basotho,
the word

"

Sesothoness "

(Bosotho) will be used, or

the term Sesotho culture to refer to beliefs, atti-

tude, behaviors, etc., unique to the Basotho people.
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Hypotheses
The study makes the following initial, but not all-

inclusive, propositions which will help to guide it.

They are based on readings on Sesotho and related indigenous
cultures, on discussions and participation in the various

aspects of Sesotho culture, and on discussions with several

people who are similarly concerned about the future welfare
and development of cultures in the so-called developing

world.

They are:

Hypothesis one

:

The Basotho people had an indigenous cul ture with its own unigue characteristics

Every people have

a set of

.

acquired behavior patterns

which they use for survival comprised of such things as
understandings, customs, attitudes, beliefs, skills, and
tools or instruments of various kinds.

The current Sesotho

culture should, it is assumed, be a product of the indigenous culture influenced to some extent by enculturation
and acculturation processes with other African and foreign
(mainly European) cultures with which it came into contact

over time.

Hypothesis two

:

Sesotho culture is a totality, one aspect
of which is education

.

Education, which is an aspect through which

a

culture mani-

fests itself, must reflect some of the basic dualities of
the culture, be influenced by and itself influence some or
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sll of the other aspects of the culture.
H ypothesis three

:

Sesotho indigenous education must have had
formal and non-formal aspects

.

It is assumed further that the indigenous Sesotho
educa-

tion system must have occurred in one or both forms:

formal and non-formal education.

It is maintained that

all education is purposeful, whether the learner or in

some cases the instructor is aware of it or not, since
the activity itself must be the carrier of the purpose.

Hypothesis four

:

The Basotho must have been aware of the

need for education as an instrument for

producing good persons and worthwhile
citizens for their culture
If education had much value

.

(in the view of the old Basotho)

those Basotho should have noted that and used it as a

conscious instrument or means to achieve certain objectives:
individual or personal and group or social benefits.
Their education must, therefore, have had a set of purposes
or goals that reflected this consciousness.

The existence

of such purposes should be an indication of a social motive
to satisfy felt social needs.

Hypothesis five

:

There must have been some organized learn ing activities in Sesotho indigenous

education
Even if there were no stated content to be covered by
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learners, there must have been some activities
the doing
of which required some skill

learned to be known.

(s)

which had to be taught/

The Basotho were pastoral and crop

farmers mainly, but there were among them some skilled

craftsmen, politicians, medical doctors, sages and others.

Each of these crafts/professions requires some training
and the acquisition of certain skills to achieve mastery
in it

Hypothesis six

:

Indigenous Sesotho education system
should reflect a philosophy of life and
a

view of the world held by the Basotho

.

This study assumes that Sesotho culture, like other world

cultures, contained much that was generalizable and could

provide food for serious reflection.

The study assumes

also that the qualities of Sesotho culture were trans-

ferred internally from one epoch to another and externally
to other cultures

.

Such features would need to be iden-

tified and clarified.

Delimitations of the Study
1.

The reasearcher is a member of the society (Basotho

community)

among whom the study was conducted.

It is

obvious that because of unavoidable personal involvement
in many or most of the cultural activities/behaviors

observed, a certain degree of bias might still be found.
However, this membership among the cultural group of the
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subjects might also be an advantage as the researcher
was

capable of detecting subtle happenings, emotions and attitudes otherwise undetectable by researchers from a
foreign

culture
2.

The limited precision of the instruments for measur-

ing the degree to which colonial influence affected and

modified the indigenous Sesotho culture in certain areas
of the life of the Basotho which were to some extent

comparable to those of the foreign culture (e.g., in religion) was a further limiting factor.
3.

The study will not include school education of the

colonial days or thereafter, except that samples of these
may be mentioned here and there to elucidate the descriptions where necessary.

Outline of the Dissertation
The introductory and subsequent chapters of the study

make up its body.
and appendices.

This is followed by a bibliography

Chapter

two,

"Historical Scholarly Per-

spectives", looks at the meaning and significance of
culture; problems in studying African cultures; Bantu

cultures, their social organization, economic systems,

political structures, religions, and education systems.
Chapter three deals with methods of data collection, analysis and interpretation, and comprises:

choice of topic,
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area of study, sample population; methods and
techniques
of data collection; analysis of items and
interpretation.
It forms a basis for chapters four and five.

Chapter

four, on the description of the Sesotho culture,
deals

with its social organization, social differentiation,
political and religious systems.
a

Chapter five comprises

critical description and appraisal of the Sesotho

indigenous education at the various developmental levels,

assessing at each level the instructors, learners, content,
media and techniques, and administration.

It concludes

with an appraisal and a brief description of the system.
Chapter six discusses the assumptions and

a

statement

of implications of the study for educational development
in Lesotho.

mendations

.

Chapter seven gives conclusions and recom-

CHAPTER

I

I

HISTORICAL SCHOLARLY PERSPECTIVES
Introduction
This chapter sets out a philosophical
basis for the
critical consideration of the Basotho indigenous
education system.

It begins by searching for a convincing and

acceptable meaning of the term "culture" and then applies
that to the African Continental setting, as an attempt
to establish the widest region within which Sesotho
cul-

ture exists.

Within the wider African context would then

be established a narrower regional context
ture)

,

(the Bantu cul-

within whose perspective more embracing character-

istics of Bantu culture are considered more closely with
a

visw to their implications on indigenous education sys-

tems or patterns and as a check to the more specific na-

tional cultures such as the Sesotho.

Meaning of Culture
Many anthropologists seem agreed on the assumption
that all human societies have their own unique cultures
(Keesing, 1976:172), these being the product of social

behavior rather than genetically determined (Binford,
23
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1968:323).

Culture is seen by many as an
ideational patterning or system of social
understandings, beliefs, atti
tudes and behaviors taught each
young generation by members of the adult community (Hunt,
1975:28-9).
The term
is also used to include all
material and other products
such as artifacts.
This "complex whole" (Tylor, 1871:1)
or "totality" of social thought and
action
30)

(Linton,

1945:

is also seen to be a dynamic and
integrated system

(Hunt,

1975:29).

Culture has an inbuilt ability to allow

itself to be passed from the older generations
to the

younger (enculturation) and to move into other
cultures
(by diffusion or acculturation)

.

Education here is con-

sidered a subdivision of the wider concept of enculturation.

There are times when enculturation appears to stop

and new modes of behavior are developed (evolution)

There seem to be reasons for human behavior in
groupings:

why humans feed, dress, work and enter

tain in the ways they do.

Understanding these reasons

could contribute to relevant and effective planning, im-

plementing and evaluating of an education system.

Human

beings do not think and act without motive, and as Cremin
(Scanlon:

1964, v)

said:

Men do not think or act outside the broad confines
of a particular cultural heritage; they face their
problems with a knowledge and wisdom transmitted
to them by their predecessors.
Hence, tradition
is inescapable whether one reaffirms it or repudiates
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it.
Indeed, even those disposed to reject tradition entirely do well to bear it in mind, since
it is at the very least their point of
departure.

"Tradition" as used above seems to have the same

wide implications and context as "culture" as used in
this study.
a

If culture or "tradition" is,

indeed, such

powerful factor in human life, it is necessary and ap-

propriate to know the elements it consists of and how
those elements and the whole of a specific culture affect

people individually and in groups.

Ember

&

Ember (1972:

242)

contended that the unique manner of believing, think-

ing,

feeling, and acting by a person is "the result of

an interaction between his or her genetic inheritance

and life experiences."

The same conviction was held by

many anthropologists such as Goodenough (1961:1522) and
is evident in the definition of culture by Franz Boas

(1934:34) where he stated that:

Culture embraces all manifestation of social habits of a community, the reactions of the individual
as affected by the habits of the group in which he
lives, and the products of human activities as determined by these habits.
"Habits," as used in this quotation, may be interpreted
to mean customs, established social patterns of reflected

thought, action, beliefs, attitudes and skills.

In or-

der for such patterns of thought and behavior to constitute culture, they must have uniqueness of form and
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content (meaning and function), that is, a pattern of
thinking and acting linking men's lives and making them
special and distinct from the lives of others.
ing to Ember

&

Accord-

Ember (1973:23), they must also be trans-

ferable from generation to generation, be integrated to

specific physical and social environments, and be generally changeable.

Several definitions of culture similar to the above
exist, all of which are identical and emphasize the still

relevant definition by Edward

B.

Tylor (1871:1) who viewed

culture as:
that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom and any other
capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society.
This view that culture is a complex "unity" or "whole"
has been expressed also by Brameld (1958:68).
(1945:30)

Linton

saw culture as a total way of social life,

a

view held by many contemporary cultural anthropologists.
However, another group of cultural anthropologists

held that "culture is an abstraction from concrete human
behaviour, but it is not itself behaviour."

view held by Kroeber

&

This is the

Kluckhohn (1952:155), but their

meaning is unclear, except for the fact that "an abstraction is not an observable thing or event"

Chilcott, Greenberg and Wilson, 1968:50).

(White in

This might be
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acceptable if it meant conceptualization or thinking about
some observed phenomena.

Like Tylor, Harris

(1975:114)

defined culture as:
the total socially acquired life-way or life-style
of a group of people.
It consists of the patterned
repetitive ways of thinking, feeling, and acting
that are characteristic of the members of a society
or segment of a society.

Significance of Culture

Murphy

&

Stein (1973:138) held the view that

a

peo-

ple's life obtained its meaning and significance through
their culture.

Experience shows that every culture gets

modified with the passage of time, to the extent that
changes take place internally as a result of intra-cultural

developments and inter-cultural encounters.

Such inter-

cultural encounters may take place in the form of political,

administrative and religious pressures forced on
ture from the outside (acculturation)
1977:23)

.

(Ember

&

a cul-

Ember,

Another form is the fairly free assimilation

or absorption of influences from the foreign culture (diffusion)

.

The quality of a culture decides its ability to

influence and be influenced by foreign cultures.

Quality

here refers to cultural flexibility, durability, adaptability, transferability and utility.

In order to ensure

the continuity and reasonable development of culture, a

nation's younger generations must continually be exposed
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to the essential aspects of their indigenous culture.

The finding of Paulsen (in Chilcott et al., 1968:14)

significant here:

is

"The key to any growth or even the

transmission of culture must be an understanding of it."
Therefore,

the effort of a culture to become conscious

of and to articulate to itself" its philosophy and the

effort "to reinforce and carry out the beliefs expressed
through its philosophy" through education becomes
ious necessity in the life of human beings
85)

a ser-

(Brameld, 1957:

.

So it could be concluded that culture embraces the

acquired and observable manner in which

a

people (tribe

or nation) behaves under certain circumstances, what they
have as their indigenous possessions, and the way in which
they think about and relate with their world.

All social

communities (e.g., the Basotho, the Zulu) have their own
unique manners of self-identification, methods "of obtaining food, clothing and shelter, of assigning power and re-

sponsibility, of expressing themselves artistically and of

acquiring and applying scientific knowledge"
Book Encyclopedia

,

Vol.

4,

1977:944).

(

The World

Considered from

this point of view, there is no nation without a culture

and cultures cannot therefore all be the same.
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Problems in Studying African Cultures
The African continent is a vast land mass with widely

differing peoples:

Arabic, African, and European.

The

Arabic peoples had for many hundreds of years been separated by the Sahara desert from the African.

Whites came

from Europe where they had lived for thousands of years

and had developed their own unique cultures.

In the same

way, African peoples had developed cultures in line with
the demands of their environments.

There were distinct

regional differences among them, too, for the inhabitants
of the jungles developed customs peculiar to themselves

and often foreign to those of the Savannah grassland farmers and coastal fishermen.

The large expanse of the

African continent, the great regional differences, and
societal variations among the Black Race alone, accounted
for a wide occurrence of different cultures.

There was

generally very little that brought the different tribal
groups together in the way European commerce and political
lust did during the colonial era.

It seems reasonable

therefore to talk of African cultures rather than the

African culture, because there is no one culture on the
African continent.

The Bantu peoples (Bleek, 1869) of

the African Central and Southern Grasslands, however, had
a

great deal in common.

They obviously possessed a common
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origin, their languages being very closely related and

much of their cultural behavior and possessions being
similar (Bleek, 1869).
Sesotho culture is only one of the several elements

making up Bantu cultures.

Bantu cultures, as a group,

are only one of the many African culture groups.

Sesotho

culture is a branch only of the Bantu cultures occurring
in Southern Africa.

There is so much commonality inter-

penetrating the Bantu cultures that their similarities
are unquestionable in terms of language, social organization, economic system, political structure and other modes

of socio-cultural expression.

These will be described in

the following few pages.

"Bantu" is a linguistic term used by Bleek (1869)

and other students of African languages, and is being used
here to include a wider concept (culture)

for lack of a

more convenient term.

Bantu Cultures
The Bantu cultural region stretches from Ethiopia/

Somalia westwards to the Cameroons and southwards to the
"Cape of Good Hope" in Southern Africa.

Bantu peoples

are generally mixed farmers who till the land, tend domestic animals and produce a variety of craftwork with clay,

wood,

soil paints, horns, etc.
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Bantu social organization:
the Bantu peoples,

The indigenous education of

like that of all other societies, was

based firmly on their environment as this
influenced their
thoughts, feelings, actions and the products
of their work.
Their social organization is one aspect of this.

Bantu had

a

The

variety of dwelling types, depending on the

climatic and relief conditions of their region.

But a

great majority of them, particularly in Southern Africa,
used to have fixed family or tribal settlements.

These

settlements often consisted of bush— frames, or sod or

stone-walled and thatch-roofed huts clustered in circular
or random forms.

Their units of residence varied widely,

for while in some cases they were homesteads of agnatically-

related families (Shedick, 1953:26), in others they were
not.

The Bantu, like most of the African society groups

before European influence gained the upper hand, had both

primary and extended families, generally known among the
Basotho as the lelapa/ntlo (family or house) system with
the primary governed by and through it.
H.

P.

According to

Junod (1938:91)

All the Bantu permitted polygamy, but the great
majority of the men had only one wife. The number
of wives was generally the indication of a man's
social status.
The Bantu generally practised a marriage system in-

volving some kind of payment (for example, of cattle,
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among some Southern Bantu)
or lobola)

,

according to

.

H.

This bridal payment (bohali
P.

Junod (1938:91)

established marriage as a Bantu tradition.
It was a bond of a legal nature, as sanctioned by
custom.
It did not prevent repudiation and did
not give a complete fixity to the marital tie, but
it was at least a check to illicit intercourse and
.

.

.

promiscuity
But Shedick (1953)

stressed that "marriage was a lifelong

contract terminated only by death of both partners," and

Munnig emphasized that by showing how:
among the Pedi both groups of relatives will
do their utmost to dissuade any applicant from a
divorce; they even 'endeavour to remove the cause
of the complaint and reconcile the partners.'
.

.

.

,

It was also generally recognized among most Bantu social

groups that affiliation of individuals was patrilineal
and that family relationship was by blood ties, whether

resulting from a monogamous or a polygynous family structure.

There are also many matrilineal societies in Cen-

tral and West Africa, even among the Bantu.

Social stratification was generally by sex, age
and class.

There used to be very distinct types of work

for females and males, and people of one sex differed in
the range or complexity of tasks assigned to them.
ses generally consisted of chiefs and commoners

Clas-

(Shedick,

1953:37-43), whose responsibilities though distinct were

designed to ensure checks and improvements.
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Ba ntu economy

:

Ember

&

Ember (1973) maintained that all

human societies had their own forms of
economic system,
even before they were disturbed and
disrupted by Western
cultural ideas and practices.
In Africa, especially
among the Bantu, there existed some expertise
of sorts
with regard to:
the regulation of access to natural resources, production of goods and services, transformation
of such resources by means of human labor into
necessaries

and other things, and the distribution and exchange
of

goods and services by means of trade, mainly barter, and
by

sale

of human skills, as well as the utilization or

consumption of such products and services.
In the indigenous tradition of Bantu society,

the

use of cattle as the principal medium of measuring wealth

seems to have been very general.

According to Schneider

(1968:427), cattle were looked upon as "capital, money

and consumption goods."
153)

According to Hammond-Tooke (1974:

:

cattle are the tribal equivalent of money.
They are stores of value, standards and media of
exchange.
They provide 'big notes' rather than
the 'small change' in tribal transactions.
.

.

.

Another form of wealth treasured among many Bantu was the
common ownership of natural resources like flora, fauna
and land.

Hunting, to supplement family rations, was a

community effort.

Grass for grazing domestic animals and
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bush for thatching huts were also controlled
in common
by communities (Schapera, 1956:71).

Most Bantu peoples seem to have been stock
farmers
as well as cultivators of the soil.
For example,

ancient

Basotho were great cultivators of sorghum, beans,

pumpkins, sweet cane, millet, lawn grass, etc.
ized trades, e.g., blacksmithing

,

Special-

doctoring, etc., also

existed among the Bantu.
Bantu political structure

:

(Basotho, Bapedi, Batswana)

As exemplified by the Sotho

and Nguni people (Zulu,

Xhosa, etc.), the Bantu political system was quite

distinct even if varied in details.

Decisions that would

affect the life of Bantu societies were generally the
result of consensus, but individual views were not
suppressed.

Among the Southern Bantu, for example, the

Chief was "unique and central in ritual performances,"

according to Hammond-Tooke (1963:147).

Murphy (1974:14)

held this about them:
The Bantu peoples were far from primitive
in social organization, culture or behavior.
They were a civilized people capable of creating
elaborate kingdoms and empires; impressive tools,
.

.

.
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farms, and cities:
great works of art and architecture; powerful poetry and oral literature;
and religion with a Supreme Being and deep moral values.
In brief,

the Bantu political system was destined

to ensure Bantu welfare,

security and development.

There

was in Bantu culture, as in all dynamic cultures,
an awareness of regional and human potentialities and needs;

a

m -*--^-itary and judicial, economic and political capability

established on a strong religious foundation to adequately
meet the requirements of each era.

Bantu religion

:

African religion was

a

communal rather

than an individual affair (Smith in McEwan and Sutcliffe,
1967:63).

According to Ember

&

Ember (1977:267), reli-

gion was communication with the supernational powers in
the form of "prayer, music, physical experience

(drugs,

fasting, physical mortification), exhortation, preaching,

code recitation, simulation (voodoo, divination) and sacri-

Murphy (1973:146-7) observed about the Bantu in

fice."

particular and the Africans generally that:
religion is a deep, pervasive influence in
traditional African life.
It is intimately interconnected with family values through the belief
in the spiritual role of ancestors and is expressed
through art, drama, music, and dance as well as
through religious rituals and prayers.
.

.

.

Ayisi

(1972:66) believed that religion in Africa

was similar to other religions and dealt with the same

spiritual matters; that the content was the same, but
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procedures differed according to the social development
of the people.

Bergounioux (1965:140) maintained that

this content could be discovered as the expression of
the environment.

Environments differ and so must reli-

gious, political and other ways of life.

Ayisi (1972:57)

believed that Africans did have profound religions which
were condemned and almost destroyed by colonial recklessness

:

There has been too much confused thinking about
the religious practices and beliefs of Africans.
Africans have been described by some writers as
pagans, heathens or men whose lives are dominated
and trammelled by superstition.
It has been said
that all the elements which make Judaism, Islam
or Christianity sublime are lacking in African
religion.
People who should have known better,
especially missionaries, were completely misguided
about African religion and by their muddled thinking propagated erroneous ideas about African religious beliefs.

Religion seems to have been
the Bantu.

a

moving force among

It ran very deep among them and affected every

significant aspect of their social lives.
fore, have been wiped out;

It cannot,

there-

it should still be observed

as quite important in their lives today.

Indigenous Bantu education

:

Bantu indigenous education

is difficult to describe because it was fused very closely

into the totality of the people's way of life.

only during "initiation periods" that

discernible system was observable.

a

It was

formal and clearly

Education was the
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concern of every adult among the Bantu, with
the family
carrying the primary task of making its children
acquire
all the basic essential understandings and
skills related
closely with the work they did.
The curriculum of

Bantu

education for the young

consisted of all aspects of their lives.

Their language

received special attention from a very early age.

They

were taught to listen and to express themselves appropriately.

It was firmly believed that:

a nation manifests itself, finds expression and
self-realization mainly in its way of life, its
beliefs, its faith and in its intellectual strength.
Its language is the supreme vehicle through which
it finds its sublime expression.
(UNISA,* 1974:131)

They were taught a variety of language aspects:

simple

dialogue, language games, nursery poems, story enjoying
and telling, listening to and reciting heroic poetry
(Kunene,

1971), and a variety of musical forms.

There were certain things (e.g., language) that

were taught to both boys and girls alike.
grew older, so did their functions differ.

But as they

They had to

learn to adapt to special sex roles and development needs.
Boys learned to tend animals, to plough and to acquire

skills of self-defense and group fighting, hunting, the
art of basket making and others.

Girls on the other hand

*UNISA = University of South Africa.
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learned housekeeping, making and cleaning
utensils, collecting fuel wood, making beds, cleaning the
inside and

outside of huts, replastering floors and walls,
preparing food, tending babies and a variety of home
activities

and home crafts.
In all Bantu groups,

education was unknown.

the European-type of school

But non-formal education techniques

were used every day and everywhere.
Summary
This chapter has looked concisely at the meaning

and significance of culture, and the difficulty of de-

scribing African culture.

It then described Bantu cul-

tures, especially those of Southern Africa, as a basis for
the description and appraisal of Sesotho culture--all

this with a view to laying the foundation for a critical

description of Sesotho indigenous education.
The researcher takes the view that culture is a

totality, a life-style of a people.

Its importance lies

in its ability to establish a basis of social thought,

feeling and action.

Because of the wide variety of cul-

tural environments on the African continent, several cul-

tures exist, rather than one African culture.

Bantu cul-

tures which occur in Eastern, Central and Southern Africa,
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have great similarities in terms of social
organization,

economic structure, political structure, religious
and

educational structures.

CHAPTER

III

METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS
AND INTERPRETATION
Introduction
This chapter begins with a concise description of
the conditions which led to the selection of the topic
of research.

It then sketches the area of study

(Lesotho)

the sample population and reasons for its selection, the

methods and techniques used to identify and collect data
and the conditions under which data were collected.
The selection of the special procedures followed

was to a large extent influenced by the topic chosen,
the environment of the study area

(relief, people and

their level of school education, available resources for
research, etc.), the experiences of the researcher and
the anticipated objectives.

The procedures followed are outlined and then the

data collection instrument is described and the collected

data are analyzed and interpreted item by item.
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Choice of Topic
As an educationist and a student of African
Studies,
the researcher has a deep interest in the way
the indigen-

ous culture continues to influence Basotho
people and

their development.

The results of the survey he conducted

in 1978 indicated that among the most important
factors

affecting the quality of education in Lesotho schools
was the lack of cultural relevance prevalent in the curricula.

This limitation has also been emphasized by the

National Education Dialogue and the subsequent National

Education Seminar in Lesotho (Lesotho Ministry of Education, 1979)

*

Since the cultural foundations of national

education systems are one of the major concerns of developing countries, the topic seemed most appropriate as a step

towards

a

rational reform of the Lesotho national educa-

tion system.

The topic also appears to be a logical basis

for further intended studies in the area of interaction

between education and culture.

It cannot be denied that

developing African nations are in serious need of cultural
reawakening (cultural awareness and dialogue within and
through the national cultures).

Another reason for the choice of the topic was the
awareness of the continuing loss by death of the few
*The report was not available for general consumption at the time of research.
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remaining repositories or living documents
of Sesotho
indigenous culture, the old Basotho, who were
eyewitnesses
and therefore constituted a primary source
for the indi-

genous culture.

Unless a variety of cultural data were

collected and interpreted now, the future cultural
heritage of the Basotho would be very bleak.

Area of Study
The area selected for the study was the Kingdom of

Lesotho.

The enclave Kingdom is two-thirds a mountainous

terrain (over 5,000 feet in altitude) with mainly pastoral
farming and little agriculture, whilst the rest is good

agricultural lowland and foothills.

The lowland, foot-

hills and valleys carry the whole population of over 1.2

million Basotho

— Africans

of Bantu origin

sand Indians and Europeans

— and

a

few thou-

(mainly British and French

Canadian)
The Basotho nation was welded together from a num-

ber of Sotho and Nguni tribes who fled to King Moshoeshoe
I

over a hundred and fifty years ago, to seek refuge from

the plundering wars of King Chaka of the Zulus.

It is

from the descendants of the original Basotho tribes (with
the absorbed Ngunis included as far as possible) --that

information was sought.

The still-distinct Nguni clus-

ters were only included as checkpoints on issues which
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affected them, e.g., the relationship of the
Bafokeng
with the Bathepu of Chief Voova of Quthing
district.

Collection of data was done all over Lesotho.

Each

of the ten administrative districts was visited
for inter-

views.

Rural areas mainly were selected because in them

would still be found old people who had not been adversely
affected by Western culture.
Sample Population

Because indigenous education is now part of the

national historical culture, the population selected for
the study included mainly aged Basotho men and women (60100 years) who could either recall what their parents and

grandparents told them or who had themselves acted as full
participants (as youths) in the indigenous system of education.

The high expense in time, money and effort that

would be involved if the whole population of aged Basotho
were studied necessitated the selection of

a

sample of

one hundred (100) persons in the following groupings:
7

persons between 26 and 50 years of age

14 persons

(7%);

between 50 and 60 years of age (14%);

61 persons between 60 and 80 years of age

18 persons over 80 years old

(61%);

and

(18%)

Reasons for the selection of this sample population

were that people of age sixty and over had grown up in
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TABLE

1

SAMPLE POPULATION FRAME (BY FUNCTION
ROLES)

a)

Functional Role
Pastoral and
crop farmers

Numbers
90

(40 men,

50 women)

b)

Parents and ex-parents

= 98

(44 m]n,

54 women)

c)

Initiation tutors or
ex-tutors

-

32

(20 men,

12 women)

12

(8

men,

4

women)

Chiefs and chief mothers/
aunts
= 13

(8

men,

5

women)

Teachers, preachers,
professors (or ex-)

16

(11 men,

5

Special craftsmen/women
(e.g., potters, tailors)

35

(20 men,

15 women)

d)

e)

f)

g)

Medicine people
(herbalists/diviners)

h)

Ex-civil servants

i)

Ex-mine laborers

j)

Ex-servicemen (1st
world wars)

k)

8

&

(5

men,

women)

3

= 20

(all men)

= 15

(all men)

22

(all men)

women)

2nd

Ex-participants of the
Court-place

,

Etc
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the indigenous tradition milieu, while the younger
groups

would have only received information about it from
their
elders or from the scanty available literature.

The

elderly people were therefore expected to best understand
and articulate the content, methods and other aspects of

Sesotho indigenous education.
In selecting this sample population,

a

great deal

of care was exercised to ensure that there were included

current participants or recent participants in the old
culture, for example, those who still clung to the old

system of initiation/circumcision, who could still have

vividly in their minds the various aspects of the indigenous education being studied, and who could also be

capable of justifying their position and the reasons for

considering the old culture still relevant today in their
lives
The older adults and the very aged group included

among others:

old cattle farmers, old chiefs and chief

uncles, mothers or aunts, herbalists/diviners, ex-civil

servants, university/college professors and ex-professors
and others.

Although it is difficult to draw a line of

demarcation (since function roles may often be found mixed
in one person among the elderly Basotho,

may be simultaneously a parent,

a

for example, one

cattle farmer, an ini-

tiation tutor, a herbalist and so on)

— the

following
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sample population frame shows the sample’s
function roles
by what appeared to be their major current/recent
areas
of employment (Table 1)
It had been the earlier intention to
interview more

men or equal numbers of men and women, but the number
of
old females

(over seventy years old)

so outnumbered that

of old males, even in the pre-test sample
three)

,

(about one to

that it was decided to take forty-four men and

fifty-six women for the sample.

The distribution of the

sample over the Kingdom of Lesotho is shown in Tables
and

3

.

2

The reasons for the relatively large numbers of

interviewees in some districts were:

the large size of

the districts in terms of territory and/or population and
the concentrations of elderly people who still engaged

actively in what could be described as the indigenous
Sesotho traditions and/or who were known (by chiefs or
teachers or civil servants or clergy within the areas)
to possess the capability to articulate some aspects of

the indigenous culture adequately.
In selecting the subjects what was done was to

make sure each district was represented

(10)

active ward (area of ward chief) one person

;

to give each

(22)

each active initiation area one representative

to give

(34)

and

very elderly people (eighty years and over) who could
still discuss the issues of their youth days sensibly (34).
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TABLE

2

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY DISTRICT*
AND AGE RANGES
Age
Ranges

LA

LB

LC

LD

LE

LF

LG

LH

LJ

LK

26-30

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

31-35

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

36-40

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

41-45

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

46-50

1

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

51-55

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

4

56-60

3

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

4

10

61-65

4

2

1

0

2

0

1

1

0

8

19

66-70

6

1

2

1

2

1

1

0

0

2

16

71-75

2

2

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

5

11

76-80

5

0

2

0

2

0

2

3

0

1

15

81-85

2

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

7

86-90

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

2

4

91-95

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

3

95-100

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

3

101-105

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

106-110

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

111-115

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

116-120

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

26-120 30

7

9

4

8

2

5

9

1

25

100

IOTALS

'

A. R.

*The Kingdom of Lesotho has been divided
administrative districts, as follows:
Maseru
LA
Mohales Hoik:
Botha-Bothe
LB
Quthing
Leribe
LC
Qachas Hek
Berea
Mokhotlong
LD
Thaba.-Tseka
Maf eteng
LE
i

:

into ten
LF
LG
LH
LJ
LK
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TABLE

3

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY SEX
PER DISTRICT

LA

Age
Ranges
26--30

:

0

:

0

:

36--40

1

:

46--50

51--55
56--60

1

:

0

0

:

3

:

66--70

6

:

86--90

91--95
96--100

101--105
106--110

0
2
2
0
0

:

:

:

:

:

0

:

0

:

0

:

0

:

116--120 0

:

111--115

A. R
26-:120

0
1

:

81--85

0

:

2

76--80

0

1

61--65

71--75

LC

LD

LE

M :F M F M F M F

31--35

41--45

LB

2
0
2

0
2

0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

1

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

:

1

0

0

0

:

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

2

:

0

1

:

0

0

:

2

1

:

1

1

1

:

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0
0

0
0
0

M: F M:
:

0

:

0

:

0

:

0
0

:

:

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

2

:

1

0

:

1

2

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

3

0

:

0

1

:

1

0

:

0

0

:

0

1

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

1

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

LF

0

LG

LH

LJ

LK

TOTALS

F M: F M: F M: F M: F

:

:

0

:

0

0

0

:

:

:

M: F
:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

1

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

1

:

0

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

1

:

1

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

3

:

0

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

1

0

:

0

0

:

0

1

:

3

0

0

:

0

1

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

1

0

:

4

5

:

5

0

0

:

0

1

:

0

0

:

1

0

:

0

2

:

6

8

:

11

0

0

:

1

1

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

1

:

1

11

:

5

1

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

1

0

:

0

3

:

2

4

:

7

2

0

:

0

0

:

2

1

:

2

0

:

0

1

:

0

5

:

10

1

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

1

0

:

0

0

:

1

3

:

4

0

0

:

0

0

:

1

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

1

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

2

1

:

3

0

0

:

0

0

:

1

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

1

0

:

0

1

:

0

1

:

2

2

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

1

0

:

3

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

1

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

0

0

:

1

4

6

:

3

0

:

4

4

:

4

0

:

2

3

:

2

2

:

7

0

:

1

8

:

17 44

18 :12

3

:

:

:

56
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V ariables

:

Age is the independent variable used in
this

study.

Dependent variables used consist of the items
of
the interview schedule (and the sub-items
which make them
up)

.

Procedures in Data Collection
The research for this study is anthropologicallybased.

It has used mainly the descriptive and historical

research methods more or less interdependently in observing

,

evaluating and clarifying the historical perspective

and the "values, processes and goals"

(Brameld, 1957) of

the culture.

Studying

a

people's culture or general way of life

necessitates observing the people as far as possible firsthand.

As a preparatory task, the literature bearing on

the history and other aspects of Bantu generally, and

Basotho in particular, were investigated and explored.
Such literature, however, was found to be quite scarce
and limited, having been produced by missionaries and

colonial administrative officers either as a pastime or
for special record purposes.

The researcher's firsthand

knowledge of some of the Basotho cultural beliefs and
practices obliged him to regard very critically some of
these writings because of the evident bias, however good
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some of their contents were.

To take just a few examples

from the very first missionaries' records:
"After having sojourned
among the descendents of
them some good, I return
fathers
(Casalis,
"

a.

.

.

.

twenty-three years
Ham seeking to do
to the land of my
1965:V).
,

"... they (the slave-traders) earnestly
entreated that one of the Missionaries would
undertake the education of these degraded
beings ..." (Casalis, 1965 1)

k*

:

.

It was necessary, therefore, for the honour
of our race, to allow them a minute inspection,
in order that they might judge for themselves
how far superior were our silken locks to the
wool which covered their own heads" (Casalis,
1965: 14)

c.

.

d.

"It was no easy matter to make these heathe ns-absorbed as they were with material things
feel the benefit they would derive, in a temporal point of view, from the diffusion of
Christian doctrines" (Casalis, 1965:15).

e.

"And now began in earnest our apprenticeship
to a missionary life in a savage country"
(Casalis, 1965:41).

Such derogatory remarks, either resulting from dire

ignorance or suffocation from over-imbibing in lessons
of selfish heroism were to be found in a large number of

these books, most of which were evidently not based on serious research into and reflection upon the true state of

affairs.

These books were often written without much con-

sultation with knowledgeable people in the nation; they
often generalized without adequate examples of appropriate
and convincing nature and thus erred in the process as in
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(d)

above; they judged the Africans by European
standards

of "good" and "bad" and had "no time to
waste" on studying the essential cultural bases for the
behavior they

observed; and quite often also their informers were
their

converts (new Christians) who were not generally among
the strongest students of the indigenous culture or who

had been warned strongly by the elders not to divulge the

correct way or actual essence of certain things, but to
give superficial reasons or explanations that would satisfy
or divert the curious foreigners.

As

I

learned from several

of my oldest interviewees:

these white men's books about us must be read with
the greatest caution, because they are in another
language which cannot give complete/adequate description of Sesotho culture; and because their
authors might have written them to prove certain
predetermined points to the discredit of the

Basotho
It was this warning among other things which also obliged

me to discuss things at length with the old Basotho, which

had been otherwise only just implied in the schedule.
In this area of literature on the early Basotho,
it was a surprise to find that foreign libraries

(like

those of Harvard University, Teachers' College of Columbia

University and the University of Massachusetts

— which

were

used for this study) were much richer in the literature

about Lesotho and Southern Africa than similar institutions in Lesotho.

But that may go to show how much
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cultural wealth about developing countries needs
to be

collected from some foreign lands, especially those
which
were once the colonizers. However, the National
Archives
in Maseru and the Lesotho Evangelical Church
archives

and museum of Morija (Lesotho) provided fairly useful

information (despite their level of maintenance and development)

.

Pretesting and Interviewing

:

interview schedule (Appendix

The English version of the
A)

was revised several times

and when it was at last found acceptable, it was pretested

with a group of twenty NTTC student-teachers in various

courses and levels.

It was revised further as a result

and then translated into Sesotho (Appendix

B)

.

The Sesotho

version was also subjected to examination for language

accuracy and clarity of meaning to several lecturers at
the Teachers' College

(NTTC)

and the University (NUL)

It was then pretested again with the assistance of twenty

mixed interviewees, the majority over age sixty, in some
lowland districts.

The revised Sesotho version was then

used in interviews throughout Lesotho.

Lesotho (Appendix

C)

See the map of

with places visited for final inter-

views shown by asterisks

(*).

The reasons for using a Sesotho translation for in-

terviews were that the majority of interviewees had limited
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or no knowledge of English and because it was
assumed

that the most authentic information about Sesotho
culture

gathered firsthand from the Basotho mainly in
Sesotho.

Translation of some subtleties and nuances of

Sesotho language was found to result often in some degree
of loss of authenticity, force or depth of the Sesotho

original.

This might be the case with other languages,

especially when translations are made across wide cultural
channels, such as those between English and a Bantu language.

To illustrate:

University (Montreal)
a TV

comic show.

,

One evening in 1965, at McGill
a

group of students sat watching

There were English Canadians and for-

eign students from Asia and Africa.

It was interesting

to note that in some cases only one group laughed while

the other two cultural groups found nothing to laugh at,

and at other times, another group or two laughed.

.

.

.

There are indeed some "untranslatable" things in languages

and cultures.

Interviews

:

In most villages visited,

interviews were

held with the prior approval of or by consultation with
the local chief.

Often, it was the chief or his represen-

tative who introduced us (the researcher and/or his assistant)

.

Then before introducing each interview session,

it appeared necessary first to talk about the interviewee's
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home or related issues, stressing good ones,
then to talk
of ourselves--where we came from and why
we were there.

The motive of the visit was generally indicated
as fol-

lows

:

to ask for assistance from knowledgeable aged persons like yourself, Mr. /Mrs. X, with regard to what
used to be done during your days of childhood and
early adulthood; and to get information on some
simple questions to which we feel assured you will

have good answers.

.

.

.

With these assuring remarks, interviewees generally

agreed to answer the questions with a smile, "if they are
not difficult and too searching."

Only in a few cases

did the interviewers find it difficult to open discussions
soon because the interviewees were very frightened (this

was the case only with women interviewees)

.

In these

cases, the interviewer just gave a little present like

money "for sweets/tea, etc." and requested to come again
at a later date, whereupon he was asked to go ahead with

discussions then or to come at any future time.

The

knowledge that no tape recorders were going to be used,
unless by permission of the interviewee, and the assurance
that the information was not going to be used for Radio

Lesotho were generally adequate to open the way for very
fruitful discussions.

These discussions were always based

on the interview schedule, but were flexible enough so

that question two or five could be asked and answered before question one or four, and so on.
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The average amount of time taken per
interview was

about one-and-a-half hours.
(seventy years old and over)
like soft drinks,

With the older interviewees
,

availability of edibles

sweets and so on made it possible to go

much beyond that time because the interviewee became
really free and interested.
to use a tape recorder,

Where permission was granted

that was done, and it helped to

lessen the amount of writing otherwise necessary without
it,

to note essential/interesting descriptions or details.

Every question provided for

a

free commentary by the in-

terviewee if he/she wanted to make one--and this generally

occurred without the interviewer's request.

About half

the interviews were done by the trained assistant inter-

viewer

.

Conditions for Data Collection

Transport

:

The fact that the data had to be collected

all over Lesotho had implications for transport.

The

improved cross-country road system made it possible for
interviews to be held in the remotest parts of the country.

Where landrovers could not reach, rented horses were
Light aircraft was used very little.

used.

Timing

:

Since rural Basotho are mainly farmers, inter-

views had to be so timed as to coincide with weekends,
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or

l a te

afternoons when they would be at home.

This,

therefore, meant that a great deal of travel to
remote
areas had to be done on weekends.

Subjects

:

Pretest interviews showed that evening visits

were not always very successful, except in the case of
the very aged who had no work to do during the day.

on weekends, special times seemed to work best:

Even

late

morning (10:00-12:00 A.M.) and early afternoon hours
(2:00-5:00 P.M.).

least in the towns.

People's meal times had to be disturbed

When an interviewee (or

a

close fam-

ily member) was found unwell, it always helped to arrange
to see him at some later date, when he/she was well.

Interviews done in interviewees

'

own homes or those of

relatives/f riends appeared best.
Interviewers

:

It became obvious from the beginning that

success in the collection of data depended a great deal
on the mood of the interviewee.

So,

the interviewer had

to be very sensitive to his/her wants/jokes.

This became

even more important among the very aged (eighty years and
over) who appeared individually and as a group to be quite

sensitive to the feelings of their listeners/questioners.
Some of them took time to describe or explain even sim-

ple things, and this necessitated some patience in the

interviewer
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Instrument of Research *
The interview schedule consisted of six items,
each

meant to collect specific information on Sesotho
indigenous

education
Item one includes a list of activities which
are assumed to have been important in the lives

of the early Basotho.

These could probably be

taken to have been elements of curricular

content for the education of Basotho of those
times
b.

(1920 and earlier)

Item two develops further on item one, by seeking information about the group of people

(in-

fants or boys/girls, or young men/women, or

mature to older men/women, or everybody) who

performed each of the activities indicated in
item one.

It looks for the clientele or the

doer of the specified activities.
c.

Item three contains some assumed activities of

people who facilitate the organization of learning among others as observed also among the

other Bantu peoples.

.

It was intended to iso-

late the instructor or tutor in the indigenous

education process.
*See Appendix A.
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d.

Item four stipulates what are assumed
to have

been among the most important goals of
indigenous education.

By assessing their importance

as supposedly observed by their parents
or

grandparents, there is a high probability that

respondents would give some indication of the
importance attached to the goals by their elders
of old, a fairer and more objective evaluation
of the indigenous education system than other-

wise
e.

.

Item five isolates certain very critical issues
that are assumed to have had a special bearing
on the education of youth in the indigenous

system, as an indication of its management and

administration
f.

.

Item six is a straightforward request for those

specific lacks or weaknesses in the education
of today's Basotho youth

.

These would show

what the old Basotho regard as

a

failing in the

current system as compared with the indigenous
system.
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Data Analysis*

Item

I

Here, except for sub-item
(3), all sub-items

were indicated correct by all respondents;
sixteen respondents indicated that sub-item
(3)

was incorrect

because they thought many Basotho

of old, especially shepherds/herdboys
did not

keep their bodies regularly clean.

Some twenty-

five oldest interviewees felt that the
list could

not be said to be exhaustive even though it

indicated what were obviously very important

activities at the time of their youth.
added to the list.

They

Reactions to the authentic-

ity of sub-items were as follows:
I- (1)

It was normal to expect arrivals to greet those

they found somewhere:

when travelers met on

the road, it was the younger who usually greeted

the older.

Those about to depart were also

the ones who greeted or bid good-bye to those

they left behind.
(2)

Respect was expected of everybody whether young
or old, but more so among the young who had
to learn it and make it a habit.

*See Appendix A.

Self-respect
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was just as important.

Respect could be gauged

from the manner of speech, approach to
others,
etc
It was normal to see women and girls
wash their

hands regularly especially before serving meals.
Boys washed their hands from water kept in horns
at the cattle kraals, before and after milking.

Before meals, men also washed from the big horns
kept at the court-place (Khotla)

,

because they

generally used their hands rather than the

wooden spoons (mpshane) they sometimes employed.
Eating was often done by several people from
one clay or wooden pot, and so cleanliness was

always essential and demanded.

But there were

exceptions as usual, who did not wash regularly.
Before and after using dishes and other utensils, every woman knew she had to wash them.

Careless women (and men seldom) became the talk
of the community and were generally avoided and

their daughters might not get married.

Bathing

was not unusual among all the Basotho.

Men and

boys did it infrequently very early in the morning at the nearby rivers, generally at waterfalls.

Women and girls did it much more
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regularly for cleanliness and
other obvious
reasons (during menstrual
periods)
The underground leaves of the plant Eucomis
undulata
.

(khapumpu) were used for soap.

Preparing food was understood to
include:
grinding corn or sorghum grain,
drawing water,
cooking the food and such other
related activities
.

Articles of clothing were of
for example:

a

wide variety,

from skins/hides were made karosses,

night blankets, dresses, men's loin cloths,
belts, sandals, shoes, shields, bonnets,
etc.;

from wool/mohair, bonnets; from grass like
D anthonia Macowani

Cyperus marginatus

(mosea)
,

and the rush (loli)

were made various types of

hats, mats and baskets.

Among the ancient* Basotho, tilling of the land
and sowing of seeds were done by women using
the old local hoes.

During the time of King

Moshoeshoe the Great and afterwards, this became work for both women and men until the in-

troduction of European ox-pulled plows.

Weed-

ing and harvesting were done mainly on a com-

munity/village cooperative basis (matsema)
*Before 1800.
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Tending of animals was a carefully— guarded task.
Calves, lambs and horses which grazed very near

home were herded by young boys; cattle, sheep
and goats which were usually grazed rather far

from home were the concern of young men or even
of adult men.

Before the twentieth century,

the herding of cattle was a very serious busi-

ness as they could be captured easily by ene-

mies unless they were under strong guard of able

bodied and trained men.
(8)

Family huts were often constructed by cooperative parties under some expert guidance.

The

same was generally the case for animal kraals.

These were men's tasks, but reed enclosures
(liotloana)

around the homes were not.

The

latter were put up by women.
(9)

The art of narrating folk tales seems to have

been remarkably developed among the older women
who used them to lull youngsters to sleep and
to teach them to listen attentively and to remem

ber and speak logically.

They were narrated

at the family house at night, just before peo-

ple retired to sleep.

Old warriors narrated

adventure stories of all kinds at the same time,
at the men's common Court-place

(Khotla)
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(

10

)

Examples of accepted communal/f amily
ways of
social behavior included: waking
up early
each morning to do work expected of
one; taking errands punctually and conveying
them accurately; greeting others; speaking to
and relating respectfully with others and so
on.

(

11

)

Special attention to movable family wealth
included:

herding and proper feeding; proper

handling of work animals, diagnosis of diseases
and/or prevention and cure; proper kraaling/
stabling and so on.
cluds ! animals
1

utensils.

,

Family movable wealth in-

food items, clothing, tools and

Immovable wealth included arable and

pasture land and the family huts/houses.
(

12

)

War-readiness included:

the availability of a

ready contingent in case of attack by an
enemy; a good stock of effective weapons of the

time like spears/javelins
(and guns later)

riding horses
century)

;

;

,

war clubs, war axes

availability of well-trained

(later in the early nineteenth

knowledge of what to do in case of

emergencies, for example, alarms and secret language codes, hiding places and so on.
(

13

)

There were laws developed from custom which
had to be observed by all.

Law-breakers were
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brought before the chief's court and inter-

rogated by men of the court.

A select coun-

cil of advisors would thereafter step aside and

advise the chief or his chief minister about
the proper

judgment to make.

Initiated young

men were also allowed to take part in court proceedings, .as well as to learn from the elders.
(14)

Articles made included:
a.

from clay:

pots of various types and

shapes for various purposes;
b.

from grass:

hats, mats, baskets, ornamen-

tals, ropes, slings, roofing, and others;
c.

from bone:

knives, needles and divining

bones
d.

from horn:

utensils (watering cans),

spatulas, cups, needles and so on;
e.

from leather/skin:

karosses, skirts, belts,

armulets, shields, shoes, bonnets, bedding,
bags,
f0

from wool/mohair

kets
g,

fire-tongs, etc.;
:

bonnets, bags, and blan-

(hand-spun)

from iron/copper ore:

weapons like spear-

heads, war-clubs; tools like hoes, adze,

hammers; ornaments like necklaces, armulets,
pins, rings, etc.;
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h.

from wood:

sticks, knobkerries, stools,

stirring sticks, sledges, rafters,
pins,
needles, etc.;
i.

from soils:

soil paints of various colors

for floor and wall plastering and
for oint-

ments for women's complexion creams, etc.;
j.

from plant-parts:

vegetables, grain foods,

medicines, etc.;
k.

from animal parts:

meats for food, medi-

cines, etc.
(15)

Decorating with works of art included:
a.

Verbal expressions of artistic skill:
oratory, use of proverbs, idioms, poetic

expressions, song, etc.
b.

Designs:

on the faces of women

(litubatubi)

on floor and wall soil plasters, on pots

and other craftwork, etc.
c.

Flavors:

yeasts, spices, etc., used with

foods, etc.
d.

Ornaments:

on clothing, on utensils and

tools, on house walls, on the bodies--

armulets, rings, necklaces, etc.
(16)

Entertainment was of various types:
a.

Verbal expressions in the form of jokes,
riddles, debates, songs, etc.
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b.

Dramatic expressions:

men's dances,

women's dances, dances of youth--all

accompanied by songs; singing by medicine
men; playing house/court, etc., by children,

etc
c.

Purpose-built campaigns:

mice hunting by

boys/men in winter in the fields; lesokoana
race games by women and girls; fights with
sticks, etc.
d.

Foods and drinks:

liquor (for the older

adults only); meats, etc., prepared in

a

variety of ways at/for ceremonial occasions.
e.

Games and sports:

races, moraba-taba

,

knuckle-bones, etc.
(17)

Specialized vocations/professions required
lengthy training and often also

a

period of

internship/apprenticeship under supervision of
experts.

Examples of such vocations or profes-

sions were doctoring (herbalists, diviners, etc.),

lecturing at initiation academies, blacksmi thing

military training, housekeeping; butchercraft, clay-modeling, tailoring, house construction, etc.
(

18

)

Fuel wood was collected from a variety of trees
(e.g., wild oak, willow,

etc.), or bushes, e.g.,
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sage wood

(mofahlana) Tarchonantus camphoratus;

mimosa (leoka)

;

Aster filifolius (leholo)

;

or

bitter bossic (sehalahala) Chrysocoma
tenui folia

;

Deucosidea sericea (cheche) and

others
(

19

)

Central social beliefs, attitudes and skills,
such as were learned at initiation academies

included
a.

Unquestioned obedience to authority in
times of social stress/emergency;

b.

Freedom and democracy as contained in such
principles as:

"the chief is the chief by

the grace of the people"; mooa-khotla

("non-segregation"); sechaba ke poho ("the

nation is the boss");
c.

Respect for law and authority; respect of

other people; respect for life; self-respect;
d.

Love of work and readiness to sacrifice for

one's people (every male's destiny);
e.

A determination to preserve and increase

family wealth and to protect it where

necessary
f.

Belief in the greatest and almighty God and
in His good people in Heaven

(the small

gods or saints), men's intercessors;
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g.

Love of peace and a determination to maintain it and to defend one's self and one's

people
h.

Ability to work to maintain one's self and
one's family;

i.

Ability to sympathize and help with the
needy.

(

20

)

Working on

a

cooperative basis, for instance,

by means of work parties

(matsema)

,

was a very

common aspect of the Basotho way of life, as

proved by their many proverbs on unity and cooperation

,

e g
.

.

,

a.

Kopan o ke matla ("unity is strength");

b.

Bana ba khoale ba bitsana ka mololi ("nestling partridges summon each other by whistling")

c.

;

Marema - tlou

a

ntsoe - leng ("elephant-hewers

have one voice");
d.

Ba ka ba babeli bana ba monna, mong a bolaea,

mong

a

tsoaela

,

mong a okha mollo ka sekhono

("When there are two sons of a man, one

kills game, the other makes the fire");
e.

Nonyana tsa siba le le leng li

f of

'

moho

("Birds of a feather flock together");

:
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TABLE

4

TOTAL RESPONSES* BY ALL AGES
ITEM

Sub-Item

2

A

A'

1

6

6

13

13

18

18

10

9

81

2

4

4

13

13

16

15

17

17

75

3

2

1

4

3

23

14

25

11

77

4

0

0

3

0

58

0

92

12

5

5

0

0

0

2

7

9

19

92

1

6

0

0

0

2

10

16

64

90

0

7

0

1

3

34

5

89

5

62

0

8

0

0

0

0

1

8

27

100

1

9

0

0

1

1

1

1

98

24

0

10

2

3

6

5

19

19

32

29

59

11

0

1

0

7

1

43

5

94

9

12

0

0

0

1

1

24

2

68

0

13

0

0

0

0

4

30

9

127

0

14

0

0

1

0

22

21

79

91

1

15

1

1

5

4

51

10

92

23

3

16

1

1

10

13

49

44

44

47

44

17

0

0

3

1

11

8

40

89

1

18

1

1

14

3

71

22

88

19

2

19

0

0

0

2

76

75

84

88

1

20

0

0

1

1

11

14

96

90

2

0

0

0

0

1

1

6

11

4

B

B

'

C

C

'

D

D

'

E

Sub-items are shown as statements under item or question one above.
The columns indicate the number of
respondents who agreed that each activity was done by
male/female infants (A/A'), boys/girls (B/B'), male/
female adolescents (C/C'), mem/women (D/D') or everybody (E)
.
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Ho iketsa khokanyan'a phiri

f.

wolf's bicep muscle (to unite));

a

Letsoele le beta poho

g.

(To form into

(A

multitude will

throw a bull down.
Item II:

The following observations were made about the

people who were mainly responsible for the activities in Item
(1)

I

above

(see Table

4)

The largest number (81) of respondents agreed

that the activity of "greeting respectfully

those whom people meet or leave" was done by

people of all ages and stations in life.
ever

it was also observed that except for in-

,

fants

How-

,

children and adolescents are still ex-

pected to be the first to greet the older/adults

when they meet on the way.
(2)

In the same way as for

opinion

(75)

(1)

above, the general

with regard to "talking and act-

ing respectfully to elders and authorities,"

was that all were expected to do so, that re-

spect was not taken as a one-way but a two-way
process, a process of give-and-take.
(3)

Cleanliness was considered
(

77

)

.

a

necessity for all
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Mature women

(77)

prepared food for the family,

with other female family members assisting
them.
(5)

Tailoring the family's clothes was done by
men
(92),

especially the older ones who were

relatively free from more arduous tasks.
Though among the ancient Basotho, agricultural
chores were done mainly by women, from the nine-

teenth century onwards when families took up
larger arable plots, they had been taken over
by men
(64)
(7)

(90)

with women as their assistants only

.

The tending of animals like cattle, sheep, goats,

and sometimes horses, belonged mainly to the

strong and aggressive young men (89), with older

men

(62)

as their closest support, and boys

(34)

coming third in line as herders of calves, lambs,
and often horses, too.
(8)

The construction of horses, kraals and animal

enclosures was done by men (100) with the support of women

(27)

who provided water, ropes,

etc
(9)

Women narrated the folklore (98), while men

contributed by telling mainly real or near-real
adventure stories.
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(

10

)

Although it was felt that the adults must always show the way (D:32, D':29), the general

consensus was that observance of the proper
social code of behavior was everybody's responsibility.

The oldest respondents

and over)

(80

years

stated definitely that good example

mus t always come from adults.
(

11

)

The responsibility of looking after and improving a family's economy

(wealth) was men's

with their older, maturer sons

(43)

(94),

assisting

as well as possible and also learning in the

process
(

12

)

Training and practicing military skills was
men's
(24)

(13)

(68)

and,

to a limited degree, young men's

responsibility.

Attendance at public court hearings was
(100)

task.

Young men

(30)

a

man's

who had been ini-

tiated were permitted to sit in and listen, and
to participate on a limited scale.
(14)

Both men

(91)

and women (79) made

a

variety of

articles, with the women mainly doing clay-

modeling and grass-work.
(

15

)

The decorative arts were a woman's responsibility
(92),

the younger women

major assistants.

(51)

participating as
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(

16

)

Entertaining (with dances, jokes, debates,
foods/
drinks, etc.) was generally the task of
adults
among themselves.

Younger women

(49)

performed

women's dances, while men's dances were done by
the maturer warriors

as young men were

(47)

generally engaged in pastures as herdsmen.

But

all adults engaged in a variety of entertainment.

Infant's, children's, boy's and girl's enter-

tainment included riddles

,

jokes

songs

,

imitation of adult activities and

,

games

variety of

a

collection/ construction activities
(17)

Men (89) were generally the best specialists
(professionals and craftsmen) among the Basotho.

Women's expertise was mainly in areas of housekeeping and allied crafts such as clay-modeling
and basketry.
(18)

Collection of fuel wood was

a

some extent to women (71).

Another valuable

task limited to

source of fuel was the dung of domestic animals.
(19)

The teaching of primary social beliefs, atti-

tudes and skills was done by men

males (76) and by women
(75)
(

20

)

(84)

(88)

to younger

to younger women

.

Working on

a

cooperative basis was

practice among Basotho women

(96)

a

general

and men (90)
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TABLE

5

ACTIVITIES DONE BY SKILLED
PERSONS

Item
_

A.R.

in

Sub -I tern

1**

Sub -I tern

*

26-30

A/A'

B/B'

C/C

'

D/D

'

E

A/A' B/B

'

C/C

'

***
9
Z

d/d

'

E

0/0

1/1

1/1

1/1

0

0/0

1/1

1/1

i/i

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

36-40

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

1/1

1/1

1/1

0

0/0

1/1

31-45

1/1

1/1

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

2/2

0

0/0

1/2

46-50

1/2

2/2

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

3/3

0

0/0

2/3

51-55

2/3

3/3

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

4/4

0

0/0

4/4

4/4

56-60

4/4

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

10/10

0

0/0

10/10 10/10

61-6 5

10/10

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

10/19

0

0/0

66-70

0/0

0/0

0/0

16/16

0

0/0

71-75

19/19 19/19 19/19
16/16 16/16 16/16

0/0

0/0

0/0

11/11

0

0/0

76-80

0/0

0/0

0/0

15/15

0

81-85

0/0

0/0

0/0

7/7

86-90

0/0

0/0

0/0

91-95

0/0

0/0

96-100

0/0

101-105 0/0
106-110 0/0

31-35

111-115 0/0
116-120 0/0

HIGHEST
SCORES

0
0

0/0

11/11 11/11 11/11
15/15 15/15 15/15

0

0

0/0

6/7

7/7

7/7

0

3/4

0

0/0

3/4

4/4

4/4

0

0/0

3/3

0

0/0

3/3

3/3

3/3

0

0/0

0/0

3/3

0

0/0

3/3

3/3

3/3

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

1/1

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

1/1

0

D/D

'

B/B

'

C/C

'

D/D

0

'

•k

A.R. = Age Ranges of the interviewees.
*

Sub-Item 1 reads: Leading youth to observe adults and
happenings very carefully.
*

Sub-Item 2: Guiding youth in simple speech through
interesting techniques like mursery poetry, songs, riddles,
interesting narrations, etc.
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TABLE
(

Item III

5

Continued)

Sub-Item

*
3

Sub- I tern

4

A. R.

A/A'

B/B

26-30

0/0

o/o

o/o

1/1

0

0/0

o/o

0/0

1/1

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

o/o

o

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

1/1

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

1/1

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

2/2

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

2/2

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

3/3

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

3/3

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

4/4

o

0/0

0/0

56-60

0/0

4/4

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

10/10

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

61-6 5

10/10

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

19/19

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

66-70

19/19

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

16/16

o

0/0

0/0

0/0

71-75

16/16

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

11/11

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

11/11

0

76-80

0/0

0/0

0/0

15/15

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

15/15

0

81-85

0/0

0/0

0/0

7/7

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

7/7

0

86-90

0/0

0/0

0/0

4/4

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

4/4

0

91-95

0/0

0/0

0/0

3/3

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

3/3

0

96-100

0/0

0/0

0/0

3/3

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

3/3

0

100-105 0/0
106-110 0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

1/1

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

o/i

0

31-35
36-40

41-45
46-50

51-55

111-115 0/0
116-120 0/0

HIGHEST
SCORES

D/D'

D/D

1

Sub Item 3:
Encouraging youth to participate as assistants
in adults' activities, c.g.
preparing food, performing war
dance, reciting poetry, making clothing, etc.
,

**

Sub-Item 4: Giving adults' names and
and family responsibility to youth.

a

share of respect
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TABLE
(

Continued)

Sub -Item
A. R.

A/A'

B/B

26-30

0/0

31-35

5

5*

Sub-Item

6**

C/C'

D/D'

E

A/A'

B/B

0/0

0/0

1/1

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

1/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

36-40

0/0

0/0

0/0

1/1

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

1/0

0

41-45

0/0

0/0

0/0

2/2

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

2/2

0

46-50

0/0

0/0

0/0

3/3

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

3/3

0

51-55

0/0

0/0

0/0

4/4

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

4/4

0

56-60

0/0

0/0

0/0

5/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

10/10

0

61-65

0/0

0/0

0/0

10/19

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

19/19

0

66-70

0/0

0/0

0/0

5/16

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

16/16

0

71-75

0/0

0/0

0/0

2/11

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

11/11

0

76-80

0/0

0/0

0/0

3/15

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

15/15

0

81-85

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/7

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

7/7

0

86-90

0/0

0/0

0/0

1/4

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

4/4

0

91-95

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/3

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

3/3

0

96-100

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

3/3

0

101-105 0/0
106-110 0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

111-115 0/0
116-120 0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

1/1

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

1/1

0

HIGHEST
SCORES

'

D/D

'

'

C/C

'

D/D

D/D

'

'

*

Sub- Item 5:
Expecting, encouraging and urging youth to
advise and inculcate social responsibility among themselves
•

:

*

Sub -Item 6
Praising aloud worthwhile performances or
evidence of progress or success among youth

E
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TABLE
(

Continued)

•k

Item II I
A. R.

5

Sub-Item
A/A'

B/B'

c/c

'

**

7

Sub-Item

D/D'

E

A/A' B/B

'

C/C

'

8

n /n

1

P
£j

26-30

0/0

0/0

0/0

1/1

0

0/0

0/0

31-35

0/0

1/1

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

36-40

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

1/1

0

0/0

0/0
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0/0
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0

0/0
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2/2
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0/0
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0

0/0

0/0

0/0

4/4

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

56-60

4/4

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

8/10

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

61-65

10/10

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

19/19

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

66-70

19/19

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

16/16

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

16/16

0

71-75

0/0

0/0

0/0

11/11

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

11/11

0

76-80

0/0

0/0

0/0

15/15

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

15/15

0

81-85

0/0

0/0

0/0

7/7

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

7/7

0

86-90

0/0

0/0

0/0

4/4

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

4/4

0

91-95

0/0

0/0

0/0

3/3

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

3/3

0

96-100

0/0

0/0

0/0

3/3

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

3/3

0

101-105 0/0
106-110 0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0

0/0

0/0

0/0

1/1

0

111-115 0/0
116-120 0/0

HIGHEST
SCORES

D/D

'

D/D

'

Sub-Item 7: Expo;sing learner s to real -life or
improvised problems.
**

Sub-Item 8: Using corporal punishment to train youth,
especially male, for the harsh conditions of their time.
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In general,

the pattern of major work responsibili-

ties indicates that the largest share of
them went to men
(11)

and women

cation
(

1

)

(6)

followed by those with a general appli-

and then came young women

(4)

(1)

and young men

.

Item III: Table

5

above shows that most teaching instruc-

tion was done by adult men and women.

It is

noteworthy that with language skills, however,
the instructors included the older children and

younger adults.
(1)

Leading youth to observe adults and happenings
very carefully."

Encouraging infants, children

and adolescents to learn from the example of

knowledgeable adults was always insited upon.
Adults encouraged careful observation as well
as they could.

Careful observation seems also

to have been learned from youthful games,

fol-

lowing game spoor in hunting, etc.
(2)

Speech training was given special attention
among infants and children.

Some of the major

activities done to inculcate knowledge of proper
speech ability into children included:
a.

Children were taught the ability to listen
to good speech,

e.g., the telling of a folk-

tale by an old lady;
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b.

Infants and children were taught a variety
of tongue twisters and nursery poetry,
like

praises of their totems or other language
games, e.g., U tsoa kae ?

come from?"); u mang ?
Hop ke ng ?
1

c.

("Where do you

("Who are you?"

);

("What is this?");

Infants and children joined in or imitated

their elder sisters (and brothers)

in sing-

ing or reciting longer poetry;
d.

Riddle games were a very common evening language and mental exercise;

e.

Children were also asked to repeat the folktales they had been told previously to exercise their memories and train in language

usage
(3)

Aside from being encouraged to learn from adults,
children were encouraged to participate as assistants in adults' activities.

While the re-

sponsibility to finish a piece of work properly
lay on the adults, children worked hard and

well to assist their masters/mistresses and got

credit for all they did (encouragement and praise)
(

4

)

All children were given names quite early in

their life.

Names were given for a variety of
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reasons, not merely as a mark of identity.

Among the Basotho, some of these were:
a.

so that they could resemble as well as

possible the great/beloved ones whose
names they bore;
b.

to mark some special events which occurred

at or about the time of their birth, e.g.,

-Moloantoa ("The Fighter"), born during

a

war;

-Lerole ("Dust"), born during a windstorm
such as occurred in 1933

;

-Tlalane ("Famine")
-Fusi
c.

("One who succeeds twins");

to indicate some unfortunate incident with

which a baby's birth was associated, e.g.,
an illegitimate child could be called:

-Matlakala (Bits of grass or straw)

-Makhokolotso (Sweepings or Rubbish)
-Lekunutu (Secret)

,

etc.

Children who bore names of respected family members

(even of late ones) were ac-

corded respect:
at,

they could not be sworn

for example, without those who did so

receiving much rebuke in return for doing
so
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From the point of infancy upwards,
children
were generally given some light but definite responsibilities to look after,

for which

they received constant check and praise or

mild rebuke; for example, a girl could be
asked to see to it that the area inside a
reed enclosure immediately surrounding a

house

(5)

(

seotloana) was kept always clean;

a

boy could be given a calf to care for on

a

regular basis.

Adults generally urged children and adolescents
to advise and help each other wherever and when-

ever necessary in areas of social responsibility:
for example, by helping those who were in need,

by girls drawing water for families of sick ones

or by looking after the cattle of a sick boy's
family, etc.
(6)

Old Basotho were and often still are full of
praise for worthwhile effort, by youngsters in
particular.
a

They hardly ever let a good act or

worthwhile trial go unnoticed and this tended

to encourage the repetition of such behavior by

the praised one(s).
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(7)

Learning from problems seems to have been

a

common instructional strategy among the Basotho.
Boys had to look after their families' animals

even in cold weather and to learn to withstand

hunger by eating in the mornings and late evenings only (they discovered and ate certain wild

Plants)

.

Girls had to learn to wake up very

early every morning to draw water or fetch fuel
and to clean family huts/houses and their sur-

roundings; at certain ages
cence)

,

(e.g.,

from adoles-

boys and girls had to abstain from eat-

ing the tripe of sheep and eggs until they were

officially offered these by their family elders
sometimes after marriage.

These are said to

have been a means of training them to withstand

hardships without

a

murmur.

A youngster might

be forced to finding his/her own solutions to

life's problems, as when a boy was required to
go to a certain place, only to meet up with

obstacles such as a group of hostile boys.
(8)

As recently as forty years ago in rural Lesotho,

boys received quite hard, if loving, training.
It was said

manong"

"

Ngoan a moshemane ke kabeloa'

("A male/boy is food for vultures");

he had to be hardy and prepared to sacrifice
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himself for the benefit of his people.

As a

result, it was regarded as good training for

older boys to receive harsh treatment:

frequent

punishment in the form of flogging/lashing for
even trivial failings; to be starved during the
day or a few days sometimes; to have to stay

away from home for six to nine months, at cattle or sheep posts in the mountains, etc.

Item IV

:

The value attached to each item was measured

by the number of A's
B's

(extremely important) and

(very important).

Since A's were regarded

as the most important in this context, the larg-

est number of them indicate the degree of impor-

tance considered to have been attached to them
by old Basotho adults.

Based on this decision,

therefore, the probable order of importance of
the goals to the Basotho
fore)
(1)

of

are sub-items 5, 4, 2,

old (1920 and be1

and

3.

Old people argued here that their concern or
that of their ancestors was to make sure that

children did what was expected of them in the
form of work, behavior and games as preparation
for their future life.

But emphasis was not

on "preparation" as such, but on living their
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lives well and fully.

Nobody knew what the

future would be like, so it would be incorrect

and perhaps wrong to prepare for any one
type
of life.

Many old people thought children ought

to learn life skills, such as the ability:
a.

to use their hands to produce something

for themselves or their people;
b.

to work and to enjoy working;

c.

to solve problems;

d.

to sacrifice for the benefit of others;

e.

to play with others;

to work with them;

to sympathize with and help those in need,

and
f.

to obey their authorities, etc.

Although

they accepted that these abilities would
be a preparation for the future, they were

uneasy with the concept "preparation."
(2)

Learning

a

job by doing the job, at first under

supervision, was regarded as a practical way to

develop essential skills.
(3)

Respect for authority and laws was regarded as
one of the major goals of indigenous education.
The oldest interviewees maintained that children

should respect and obey those who possess knowledge,

skill and the good will to lead them, so
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that they too could learn to lead others.

But

some felt that such respect should not be
inter-

preted as blind following, hence, their insistence that respect must be from the led to the

leaders and vice versa.
(4)

This item was thought by some to be too con-

cerned with the present commercial period and
less with the Basotho of old.

They maintained

that there were already some established and

proven ways of doing things which children had
to know and that after they had learned the

basic skills, it was up to them to use them in
their own ways:
ea ithuta "

"

Ngaka e rutoa litlhare

,

mejo

("A doctor is taught medicine, but

learns his own modes of charging")

.

The major-

ity of respondents however accepted the "goal"
as it stood.
(5)

This goal was accepted as it stood.

interviewees (80+)

The oldest

almost without exception,

took this goal to have been very fundamental.

They thought that the initiation/circumcision
(Lebollo)

education was the climax of the indi-

genous education system.

It taught life prin-

ciples

(melao ea bophelo) with general applica-

tion.

It also taught those things which unite
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a

people,

like a belief in God, service for

one's people, a set of similar values and
goals
in life and ways to avoid social
restlessness

and to ensure peace (e.g., by helping
visitors

and the needy, encouraging and sharing wealth

with others on

a

gift or loan basis

(mafisa)

condemning indolence (bokhoba) and slovenliness
(bokhoahlapa)

Item V:

The objective here was to find how respondents

would check the sub-items which indicated what
were assumed to have been among very important
activities or beliefs among the Basotho.
every interviewee agreed that sub-items
(3)

and

(5)

respondents

(2)

were correct as stated, only 85%

and 82% agreed with sub-items

spectively.

While

(1)

and

(2)

re-

The fact, however, that the oldest
(60

years and over) consistently

took "yes," is material.
(

1

)

The oldest respondents

(70 years +)

agreed with this viewpoint.
dents

(+

59)

generally

The younger respon-

generally felt that people who

could rightly be called educators or teachers
then were the tutors at initiation academies.
But all accepted the fact that all Basotho were
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concerned about proper behavior among children,

whether they knew them (the children) or not.
An example:

a

general occurrence in those early

days was that of a traveler who passed by
a herd
of cattle, some of which were nibbling at
the

sorghum in a field.

Noticing that the herdboys

were not paying proper attention to the stock,
he immediately took it upon himself to punish

them.

If the boys questioned his authority,

they were given more flogging when they got

back home
(2)

Special ceremonies were held to mark such points
in the life of people as:

-birth and name-giving;
-entry into and graduation from initiation,

-entry into

a

marriage contract (bohali)

,

and

-funeral services.
(3)

Males were trained to withstand difficulties
of all sorts, without a murmur in an almost

Spartan way.

The switch/lash/cane was supposed

to be the best language for the generally obstin-

ate male adolescent.

Girls, on the other hand,

were generally only reprimanded, though older

women might punish them by pinching or applying

a

sheepskin belt or blanket to the buttocks,

legs or shanks, and always with
caution.

Age-groups were usually free and sometimes
spontaneous.

Village boys would generally

group together to organize challenges against
groups from neighboring villages.

But they

were taught to join against foreign enemies.
It was generally through initiation
that they

were more systematically organized into battalions which would normally fight together even
as adults.

It was observed, however,

that al-

though such close companions generally stayed

under the same senior chief, they did not neces
sarily settle in the same villages.
The custom of circumcision/initiation seemed to

have been mandatory only at the family level.

Those who refused to be initiated were avoided
by the general public and could not get anybody

hand in marriage, unless they emigrated to faraway places and settled among foreigners.

This

practice of ostracizing the uninitiated was an

effective way to force all youth through the
ritual.

Those who ran away from circumcision/

initiation (mongala) were regarded as strange
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and suspicious animals and were often
killed
or expelled from their homes.

Item VI

The essential skills, knowledges and
attitudes
or ways of relating with others, in which
young

Basotho of today were thought lacking by interviewees, were:
(1)

Lack of self-respect and respect of others:
they were said to be indecent in their dress
in their making love in public and in speaking

freely on what adults considered shameful issues.

But, most respondents felt that the major

reason for this was the moral laxity and poor
example set by parents, teachers, religious

ministers and other adults in positions of author
ity,

both in the private sector and in the civil

service.

Given

a

choice, many youngsters would

reform, but that would require drastic measures

taken towards the adults who led them astray.
It would also imply some control over night

functions.

Of course, the respondents were

aware that closing night clubs would mean unem-

ployment for many people, but they said the nation will have to choose between money and a

morally healthy young citizenry.
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(2)

Dislike for and neglect of practical work:
these, plus the alleged great deal of inter-

est by youth in idle talk and entertainment,

ranked quite high.

Distaste for disciplined

work was also recorded.
(3)

Use of intoxicating drinks and dangerous drugs

which affected their mental and psychological
powers were seen as

a

new evil, brought in

mainly by young expatriate teachers and rural
project technical officers.
(4)

Youngsters liked to talk

a

mixture of languages

and seemed incapable of expressing themselves

wholly in good Sesotho.
(5)

Members of one Church (the smallest churches
were included) spoke disparagingly of those of
the other churches and their faith, although
all these churches claimed to be "Christian."

Politics has also had a hand in dividing

Basotho youth.

Here again, the example of some

adults was seen to be strong.
(6)

There was a general dislike for work associated

with the soil.

Youth regarded it as defiling

and degrading and therefore escaped to the towns
as soon as they could to swell unemployment and
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worsen crime.
boys'

One reason stated was that some

fathers worked in the cities, too, in

South Africa.
Girls married young and soon sought divorce or
ran away from their husband's homes to live
as hired house servants in towns.

The result

of that was often a large number of fatherless

children who would soon become a national
problem.

Summary
This chapter describes the method followed in col-

lecting research

data,

then gives an analysis and the

interpretation of the data.
Tables were used in analyzing the data which were
then interpreted descriptively.

The methods of collect-

ing the data were anthropologically-based.*

Data was collected and analyzed in Lesotho using a

Sesotho version of the interview schedule (Appendix

B)

Of the one hundred subjects selected randomly over ten

districts (forty-four men and fifty-six women)

,

more than

seventy percent were in the aged bracket, more than sixty
years old.

These were the people who would have seen and

participated in much that is asked of in the schedule.
*See Pelto and Pelto (1978) and Williams

(1967)

.
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Interviews were done by the researcher and an assistant
sharing about fifty percent interviewees each.
The instrument was so constructed as to check the

authenticity of the activities (content)

,

who did them,

who the instructors were, what the goals of education were
then,

some basic assumed policy requirements and the con-

cerns of the interviewees about the weaknesses of the

current (modern) education system.
It was generally agreed that the activities in Item
1

of the schedule were all authentic activities of Basotho

youth and adults in the Sesotho culture environment.

Sub-item

on washing and bathing, which had been re-

3,

sponded to negatively by 16%, was however also upheld

because all the aged (60 years and over) agreed that by

custom Basotho used to wash and bathe regularly.
Table

4

ties in Item

above,
1.

shows responses on who did the activi-

Most of these activities were done by

adults, adolescents and older children than by infants.

Table

indicates that the instructors were adults in all

5

cases, except in the area of language skills in which

older children and adolescents also

Table

helped.

6

shows

the ranking of goals by order of importance to youth as:

sub-item

5

skills)

sub-item

1

,

(initiation objectives)
2

,

sub-item

4

(involvement in production)

(practical
,

sub-item

(ability to do all that was expected of each sex at
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various age levels)
ity and law).

Item

,

and sub-item
5:

a

3

(respect for author-

positive response (yes) was

registered by all/ most aged adults and over 80% of the
respondents in this item.
have been:

Major policy issues appear to

the authority of adults as educators, special

cultural ceremonies, endurance, age-grouping and mandatory initiation.
of concern:

of others,

Item

6

showed the following to be areas

lack of or limited self-respect and respect

dislike of practical work, use of intoxicants,

poor Sesotho image, church conflicts, divorces, etc.

CHAPTER

I

V

THE SESOTHO CULTURE
I ntroduction

This chapter attempts to briefly elucidate

com-

a

plex of social relationships and their modes of application among the Basotho.

Probably one of the major rea-

sons for the high degree of unity among the Basotho is
the close familial relationships among them.

The reason

for this fairly elaborate, but not exhaustive, descrip-

tion is to set a basis for the description of their in-

digenous system of education in Chapter Five.

The fam-

ily carried out most of the education of its children;
a

clear picture of the family structures and processes

will help to explain certain behavior otherwise difficult to understand.
The Basotho nation was founded by King Moshoeshoe

early in the nineteenth century (Casalis, 1861).

After

his initiation education, he received further education

on chieftainship from the hands of the great sage and
doctor, Chief Mohlomi, his paternal uncle.

Thereafter,

heeding the advice of the great Mohlomi and of his own
counselors and men-of-the-court-place
95

,

he developed

I
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gradually into a mighty king.

His greatness grew as more

tribes joined him to become his own people
and as he fought
and won battle after battle on the interior
plateau of

Southern Africa.

He was joined later by other Bakoena

tribes as allies, the Makhoakhoa, the Batlokoa and
the
Bataung.

Persons fleeing King Chaka of the Zulus also

joined him in large numbers.

He developed great diploma-

tic prowess while dealing with the Hlubi King Matiwane,

King Chaka and later, the Boers.

King Moshoeshoe pre-

ferred peace to war and generally did all he could to

avert the latter, but when circumstances obliged him to
fight, he did so with ferocious bravery and with the

wisdom to stop and negotiate peace when his enemy had been
sufficiently routed to accept reasonable terms (Ellenberger
&

Macgregor, 1969)

.

Basotho Social Organization
The Basotho, as described in this chapter, include
all the groups which enjoyed "an existing or former asso-

ciation with Moshoeshoe

I

and his descendants and with

the people of Moshoeshoe, and whose homeland is Lesotho"
(Shedick,

1953:12)

originally extending between the Vaal

and the Orange Rivers.

Although "Basotho" is a term appli-

cable to both the "Transvaal Basotho and the Southern
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Basotho respectively"

(Lestrade in Duggan-Cronin, 1933-59)

it is the latter only that this study will
refer to as

the Basotho;

the former will be referred to as the Bapedi.

The Basotho of today as a political entity are
all peo-

ple who claim citizenship to the Kingdom of Lesotho ir-

respective of whether they live inside or outside the
territory's borders.

This includes small groups of Basotho

residing in the Republic of South Africa around Lesotho,
e.g., at Witzieshoek, Matatiele, Mr. Fletcher, Thaba-

Nchu, Bloemfontein and elsewhere.

It includes those whose

ancestors joined the original Basotho state later than the
time of Moshoeshoe the Great.
Of the original Basotho tribes

(before and during

the earlier reign of Moshoeshoe the Great, up to 1850)

there appear the following major tribal groups among the
Basotho:

Bakoena, Bafokeng, Bakhatla, Bataung and their

prominent sub-divisions (Ellenberger
14-115 and Shedick, 1953:29).

&

Macgregor, 1969:

The pioneer inhabitants of

the present Lesotho were of Nguni origin (Maphetla,

Mapolane and Baphuthi) and were later absorbed completely
into the Basotho nation (Ashton, 1967:10).

The Zulus and

Xhosas who joined en masse later became known as the

Matebele and Bathepu, respectively (Ashton, 1967:11).
Some of the Bathepu (of Voova in Southern Lesotho, Quthing
District)

are said to be true Bafokeng who, very much
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earlier on, had "mixed intimately with the Thembus
(Southern Nguni)

in the Cape Colony many years ago and

absorbed the Thembus culture"

Ellenberger

&

(Ashton,

1967:11 and

Macgregor, 1905:19).

Settlements

According to Shedick (1953:26), Basotho indigenous
units of residence were varied.

Single homesteads owned

by primary families and composed of a cluster of huts used
as bedrooms storerooms and kitchens, were a general fea-

Several such clusters, usually formed by households

ture.

or homesteads of agnatically-related families, comprised
a small

village or hamlet (Casalis, 1861:124).

Kraals

and grain-storage baskets were placed separately, the

latter nearer the huts than the former and usually on the
frontal aspects of family house clusters.
The pattern of settlement of the ancient Koena

tribes is said to have been the circle or ellipse.

But

settlement patterns seem to have depended upon the lay of
the land, whether a plateau or a slope or a rolling plain.
In Lesotho, villages were generally located

leaders)

(by political

at the foot of a hill or mountain but higher

than the lower fertile reaches which generally served as

arable land.

Such areas usually commanded a good view

of the field area as well as the higher, well-grassed
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pasture lands.

They were so sited as to receive full
benefit of the rising sun and of warning
against enemies
in

the event of attacks.

Casalis

(1861:124)

observed that

the reasons Basotho settlements were at
higher levels than
the low-lying land used for fields was
mainly "insolubility

of low ground," and for purposes of defense
and economics.

Families and Kin ship
The Basotho primary family generally consisted of
the spouses and their dependent children.

But more often

than not, their close relatives' children or their aged
or aging parents lived with them or nearby under their
care.

Although monogamy was the general pattern, polygyny

was practiced a great deal by the wealthier men.

A

polygynous family complex consisted of simple units set
out separately but united under one husband common to all

spouses.

Upon the husband/father becoming ill or incapaci-

tated, the eldest son by the first house in order of mar-

riage supremacy took over his father's place of authority.

Marriage extended blood relationships to embrace affinal
relatives, or those on the side of the mother's family.

According to Sesotho custom, members of

a

household

should produce and rear children until they are adults.
A woman was married into a family and not merely to a cer-

tain man; thus, she had rights towards the complex
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extended family just as they too had towards
her and her
offspring.
This was a measure to safeguard her
personal
freedoms as a human being and her rights as
a member of
the family and as a mother of some of its
members.

Sesotho descent always followed the patrilineal
system.

Descent could be traced through one's father and

his father's relative or kin and one's mother's
father and

his patri-kin.

An exception to this rule was a child

born out of wedlock, whose affiliation was through his

mother's patri-kin or mother's father's relatives.
Shedick (1953:28) explained that:
The Southern Sotho are individually members of very
large non-exogamous non-localized groupings which
are distinguished one from another by their respective objects of praise (Seboko)
But, the
'Seboko' is the family aggregate of membership from
its earliest known ancestors.
,

.

.

This fact is attested by Casalis

and Ashton
of praise

.

(1861:210

&

223)

(1952:12-14) who believed that "these objects
.

.

.

were associated with ritual behavior"

(Shedick, 1953:28).

According to Shedick (1953:29, the

main descent groupings (liboko clans
:

as follows:

)

of the Basotho are

these clan descent groupings are still re-

garded as quite important today and relationship by family ties still clings fast to them.

Each clan had praises

reflecting its ancestry or ancestors' philosophy of life.
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An example of such praise-poems follows:

Mohlakoana of the Napos of Mosito
Bahlakoana are best visited in the
Winter
In Summer they eat behind closed
doors.
These people do not live on bits
of bread
They eat the whole loaf;
The select relatives of Kali of Tsolo
Who avoid to live on gifts
Who avoid the stale bread of yesterday.

Figure

Major Clans and Descent Groupings

1.

clan /
Groupings

Object of Praise

Bakoena

Koena Crocodile

Bahlakoana
Bakoena (of Molibeli
& Monaheng)
Makhoakhoa

Bafokeng

Foka Antelope
Hare

Bafokeng (of Lijane,
Mare etc.)

Bakhatla

Khatla Baboon

Makholokoe (Wild cats/
cats/Baboons)
Basia (Wild cat)
Batlokoa (Wild cat)
Baphuthing (antelope)

Bataung

Tau Lion

Bataung (of Hlalele,
Moletsane etc.
Bakubung (Hippopotamus)
Batloung (Elephant)

:

:

.

:

:

.

Major Descent Groupings
in Lesotho
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Sesotho is quite rich in terms of descent and marital relationships, and this is perhaps indicative
of
the high degree of social concern regarding this aspect

of their lives.

Family solidarity among the Basotho seems

to have guaranteed the welfare of its inmates at all times,

assured them of love and trust, helped to build their
self-image and to develop their self-confidence, as well
as being a strong anchor for personal, social, and economic

security.

Where the primary family failed, there was

the extended family to complement and enrich the members,
the family and the community

Figure

2.

Kinship Representation

Ego (myself)
Brothers (Moena/baholoane)
& 6:
likhaitseli
Sisters
7 & 5:
Cousins (bo-motsoala)
9, 10, 11:
Paternal uncle (ntate-moholo)
18:
Paternal aunt (rakhali)
19:
ntate & mme)
Parents (batsoali:
20 & 21:
Maternal uncles (bo-malome)
22 & 23:

1:
8,

4

(
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Of special relationship was the mother's
brother
(22,23)

in the life of a Mosotho child

(ego), who repre-

sented the kin of his mother, or matrikin.

A maternal

uncle was normally expected to offer to his
nephew/niece
a

series of gifts and to receive part of his
niece's

b ohali cattle or of his nephew's initial
wages or win-

nings.

The maternal uncle's daughter held a special

place of preference for ego's marriage and this was
de-

veloped in various ways through the games of youth,
e.g.,
Mali to

.

something falls and one's cousin calls the word

and wins it.

The special place of cousin (motsoala) was

held by both the paternal as well as the maternal female

cousin of ego.

She was the first on either side to be

selected in marriage.

Should she be married as one of

several in a polygynous marriage, her house immediately

superceded the rest.
Sesotho Marriage

Shedick (1953:33) maintained that:
The institution of marriage among the people of
Basutoland,* as among nearly all Southern Bantu
people, receives its fullest expression in the bohali
system--the transference of articles of value between two groups at the marriage of a male of one
group with a female of the other.

*Colonial name for Lesotho.
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This point of view was also held by
Macgregor (1910:
280), Ashton

(1939:101)

(1967), Mabille

(1906:244)

and Leenhardt

The word bohali means the same thing
as lobola
(Zulu/Ndebele)
it is significant to point out
(Shedick,
.

.

1953:33)

that

*.* t ^ie bohali system is symbolized in certain
articles of intrinsic value, their precise
nature
being determined by the current standard of
values,
in that they nearly always coincide with
the most
highly prized medium of exchange.
’

Betrothal

:

When a Mosotho young man, according to indi-

genous tradition, wanted to get married, he would let
calves suckle their mothers freely quite early in the

morning and sent the cattle to graze out in the pastures.
He might repeat this for a few days to register his intent

firmly among his elders.

In this way,

there would be no

fresh milk for the family for as long as the practice
lasted.

The practice, ho raha moritsoana ("to kick off

the pail"), was an adequate notice to parents that their
son was requesting a wife.

His father would thereupon

summon his closest male relatives and inform them.

They

would advise him regarding his sisters' or cousins' or
wife's brothers' daughters or somebody else
Such choice was

a

'

daughter.

matter of very close scrutiny, especially

if someone outside the family lines was concerned.

To

be selected, the girl and her parents, especially her
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mother, were subjected to very close
scrutiny in which
were studied their deportment, ability
to relate with
others, industriousness, concern for human
welfare and
tidiness.
The woman's family had to be self-respecting,

respectful of others, dutiful, healthy and
beyond reproach
.

Upon an agreement being reached between the
son's
parents, influenced a great deal by the criticism
of close

family elders, a messenger or messengers were sent
to
the family of the selected young woman to ask
for her
to be married to their son.

mohope oa met si

In Sesotho,

this is ho kopa

("to ask for water drawer/calabash")

The messenger would drive an ox or a cow (khomo)
the

mouth"

(molomo)

called

that would introduce the request.

Types of marriage unions

were of various types.

:

Sesotho indigenous marriages

Although the commonest was

monogamy, polygyny was frequently practiced among the
rich until the onset of Christianity.

While marriages in

which the husband and wife lived together as such may be
regarded as full marriages, there were some which were
subordinated.

One of these subordinate marriage unions

consisted of a married woman who became a servant (serethe)
to one of the full wives.

She belonged to the wife to

whose house she was attached and her offspring were regarded as that wife's junior children.

Another
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subordinate union was a form of ghost
marriage in which
a childless rich widow could
marry a young woman to her
deceased husband, or ho nyalla lebitla
("to marry for
the grave").

Private consorts would be provided, and
her

offspring would be regarded as the deceased
husband's
legal children.

Another form of subordinate wife was

one married for an as-yet unborn son.

It would be re-

garded as a marriage with the fictional son of
man who had few or no children.

a

wealthy

Her children born of

private consorts would for all intents and purposes be

regarded as his grandchildren.
In general,

ally relegated to

in public life, women were traditiona

lower status than men to whom they

were variously subjected.

But in their families, women

were accorded respect and consideration, and no major
family decision would normally be taken without them.

Preferred unions
a first or

;

Normally, a favorite preference for

principal wife would be the family of the sis-

ter of the man asking for a wife for his son, because
the cattle which contracted her im marriage would be re-

turned to her family (khomo li boele sakeng
cattle would return to their kraal").

:

"so the

It was believed

that marrying one's cousin would oblige the husband to
take special care of her and she of him, much more so
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than would be the case for a stranger
to the family.

a

stranger might take time to get used to the
new family,
but a close relative would be joining her
next-of-kin,
her own mother's brother's home (ha rakhali'ae)

or the home

of her father's sister--people who were
normally her own

kith and kin.

But more important, the wealth of the fam-

ily would revolve among family members or af
fines.

Parents

'

choice

:

A choice of the parents was considered

important because they were concerned about the future

welfare of their son in a stable, loving family.

would therefore make a very thorough search for
mate.

Parents
a

proper

Although the boy's opinion was never sought, it

was not unusual for him to have discussed his preferences

beforehand with his mother, and such choice was generally
supported strongly through his mother's influence.

Boys

and girls generally never argued the correctness of their
parents' choice; they knew that they had their welfare
at heart and trusted their experience and judgment.

Upon receiving acceptance from the intended

fiancee's family, the messengers feet would then be

smeared with ointment (mafura:

fat).

The young man and

his fiancee were normally not notified of these arrange-

ments, but because they were observant, they were gener-

ally aware of the meaning of such activities.

Here again,
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loving mother would inform her son or
daughter of the
choice while extolling the excellence of
the choice.
a

Bohali contract:

A major matrimonial occasion after that

consisted of the cattle-paying (bohali) ceremony.

The

normal agreed number of cattle (lehali) among the
ancient

Basotho was ten head,
son

measure called "the head of

a

or hlooho ea motho

,

per-

a

and whatever more would be agreed

upon by the families concerned in arranging the marriage
contract.

The payment of twenty head of cattle, which

is the current standard,

seems to have been a later inven-

tion, perhaps later in the life of King Moshoeshoe

after his death.

I

or

After the payment of required animals,

the bride's family slaughtered an acceptance-of-bond

(tlhabiso ea bohali) ox.

Chiefs' daughters used to be

contracted in marriage for several tens over the normal
standard.

Marriage contract cattle were generally not

all paid out at the same time, perhaps to oblige the con-

tinuation of close contact and obligations between the
two families and their offspring

oa lefshoa:

(le ka ngoana

(molato)

"a debt is payable even by the offspring").

When ten such cattle have been paid for the bohali

,

the

wife's family kill an ox or a cow as a symbol of contract
acceptance to be passed to the other family.

It is note-

worthy that he who has nothing to pay may not be charged
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anything (Monyala-ka-peli o nyala oa hae
ried with two got

Reasons for Bohali

a wife,

:

:

"he who mar-

too").

According to Sesotho custom and in-

deed according to Bantu culture generally, the bohali

was an acknowledged visible contract or symbol of the

existence of

a

marriage union between two families.

It

was also a symbol of the legalization of the marriage
bond.

Marriage was accordingly a socially-accepted link-

age of two families and affines, and here Shedick (1953:
39)

has stressed "that marriage was a life-long contract

terminated only by the death of both partners."

Marriage

among the Basotho was also regarded by Monnig (1967) and
others as awarding the rights to children by wife; as
also transferring marital rights over the woman and sig-

nificantly also as transferring one family's rights over
the female member to another family (husband's)

.

It could

be argued also that the rights of the woman to belong to

the family of her birth and to share its continued com-

panionship, to offer them the fruits of her services,

were customarily lost to her own family members, through
her transfer to her husband's family which enjoyed them
all.

So the bohali cattle were paid as a tribute or

visible "thank you" to the girl's family who lost the

benefit of her services.

On the Sesotho marriage bond

(bohali), Shedick held (1953:33):
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Ihe bohali (lobola) system is symbolized in certain
articles of intrinsic value, their precise nature
being determined by the current standard of values,
in that they nearly always coincide with the most
highly prized medium of exchange
The terms "bride-price" and "bridewealth" not only
fail to indicate the role of this system in formulating everyday relationships, but, at least as far
as the people of Basutoland are concerned, they misplace its emphasis which could be more appositely
expressed by some such term as "child-price."
.

The Tlhonepho system

.

.

When the husband died, the wife

:

could be married to one of his younger brothers.

Elder

brothers of the husband were regarded with a degree of
respect bordering on avoidance by sisters-in-law, just
as were the husband's father and brothers.

of Tlhonepho

This system

extended likewise to immediate

(respect)

sisters of the "wife" to the same people.

A married man

and his immediate brothers likewise extended tlhonepho
to his mother-in-law and her immediate sisters.

Those

who were "respected and avoided" should not court with or
have intimate relations with those who bear them such

mutual relationship.

When the wife dies her husband could

marry her younger unmarried sister (sea-ntlo:
the house")

.

The tlhonepho system obliged women to invent

a special terminology all their own,

to facilitate their

calling the names of their in-laws, e.g.,
-ho

j_a

"joining

("eating")

became ho futa

-lebitso ("name") became lereho

Ill

ho tseba
- pula

("knowing") became ho itsa

("rain")

- khomo

The new home:

("cow")

became netha
became tjepa.

When the marriage contract had been fin-

alized by way of bohali

,

the selected young woman would

be officially informed, prepared and sent to
her new home.

She took with her all house articles her family
could

afford to procure for her:

floor mats, brooms, pots,

pieces of clothing, utensils, etc.

She and the attendants

accompanying her, would not eat any food at her in— laws
until a sheep had been slaughtered and prepared for them.

They should be the first to taste its fresh meat.
a

Usually

new hut (leqatha) was ready for the new couple at the

family village outskirts.

The young wife would be under

her mother-in-law's loving care and training (peko/ho
beka)

for some time.

This was regarded as the climax of

her education for married life and consisted of guidance
by way of verbal advice, example and demonstration on how
to maintain a house, how to keep her husband always strongly
in love,

how to care for children in the family (even those

who were not her own)

,

and especially how to prepare family

food, when to draw water from the well and a variety of

other practices.
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Pregnancy and Birth-Giving
A pregnant young married woman was generally
given

much care and protection.

However, illegitimate pregnan-

cies were frowned upon and responsible males severely

punished through payment of

a

fine of six head of cattle

where unmarried young women were concerned; two to four
where married women with living husbands were concerned.

Affected young females were heavily reprimanded and often
also excluded from the company of self-respecting young
females.

A woman who was legitimately pregnant would,

by custom, at and after about six— months

'

pregnancy, be

sent to her own mother for a variety of maternity checkups,

including hair-cutting rites.

month (motlahali)

,

At about the eighth

she would be sent to her birth-place

again and would remain there until about six months after
the birth of her first baby.

There it was known, she

would normally find the loving care of her own mother and
the warmth of her family, neighbors and friends of her

youth during the ordeal of the first delivery.

Deliver-

ies were made by very well-trained female veterans who

were experienced at the trade.

Moreover, by means of

tested herbal preparations, the deliveries would have

been rendered easy in advance, by family traditional doctors or herbal experts

(Ashton,

1967:27-29).
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After the first baby was born at its mother's
home,
an urgent message was sent to its father's
home where the

family elder

would be informed secretly.

(s)

The father

would then be notified by the switch/lash (if it was

a

baby son) or by being sprinkled unaware with water
(if
it was a baby daughter)
In about a fortnight or so,

a sheep

(or several

sheep or an ox) was slaughtered as a symbol of thanksgiv-*-^9

to God and to those who had provided water and pre-

pared porridge for the young mother.

This feast was also

name-giving ceremony for the baby.

Generally, names of

a

elderly members of the family, alive or deceased, were
given by the family's oldest authority (grandfather) or
by consultation, the grandmother.
a name

The eldest child bore

both from his mother's and father's side.

A child

was given a family name of a grandparent or relative so
that he/she should be like that person and so that the

latter should continue to be remembered and respected by

way of this grandchild.

It is alleged that very corrupt

or unlikeable grandparents were often disliked and for-

gotten by families, except perhaps by their closest kin
only.

Some clans normally gave a married woman a new name

(in anticipation of a child yet to be born)

upon entry

into their family, but others waited until a baby was

born and given

a

name— whereupon

the mother often became
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known by a name indicative of the fact that she was
the

child's mother, e.g..
'

'

Mathabo

mother of Thabo (Joy)

Mateboho

mother of Teboho (Thanks)

'Maneo
'

mother of Neo (Gift/Blessing)

Maf usi

mother of Fusi (she/he who comes after
twins)

Family planning:

,

etc

According to old Basotho, the families

were generally very carefully planned.

Babies were suck-

led until infancy; that is, about the age of three.

Dur-

ing babyhood and early infancy, in fact until infants

had been weaned, husbands had to refrain from intercourse

with their wives,

This was one of the reasons why after

the birth of the first child, mothers were retained at

their parents' home until about six months to

a year.

Very strict measures of restraint were expected of husbands
and wives by their families.

Husbands often stayed at

sheep/cattle posts for prolonged periods or went to the
mines for upwards of six months or more.
Old people agree that the arrival of the Europeans
and of Christianity accelerated the breakdown of these

restrictions.

Missionaries taught contrary lessons to

accepted custom; polygyny was despised and discouraged
and as a result, some men got confused by lack of other

wives and by the fear that if they had intercourse with
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their wives (who were then suckling babies)

,

babies would be adversely affected by it.

Some men,

their

therefore, became unfaithful to their wives during this
period, which resulted in family disputes and often even
in large numbers of separations

—a

new phenomenon among

the Basotho.

Abortion:

According to Sesotho custom, taking away the

life of an unborn baby by any means whatsoever was un-

acceptable if not illegal.

Those who did it as well as

those to whom it was performed (pregnant females)

,

were

treated as murderers and condemned to heavy penalties,

.

upon such infamies being discovered and guaranteed to
have actually taken place.

Although no definite period

was attached, the life of the unborn baby however old was
to be guaranteed by all means.

It seems also that when

illegally pregnant women went to seek abortion medicines
from doctors, really conscientious doctors gave medicines

which improved the health of the foetus rather than kill
it

A normally aborted foetus was buried deep in family

ash-heaps (hence, the traditional refusal to permit such
ash to be used as manure in the fields as recommended by

British-trained agricultural demonstrators)
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Social Stratifications

*

the Basotho,

During the nineteenth century among

factors of sex, age and rank operated to

produce clear social groupings.

Men and women, boys and

girls were generally to be found in their sex groups or

more with their own sex groups of other ages than with
people of a different sex.

Special social functions at-

tached to each sex included the following:

females cared

for homes, prepared food and brewed liquor; they plastered

walls and floors, did laundry and collected and prepared

dung-fuel among other special duties.

Males tended ani-

mals, defended their state, ploughed the lands, tailored

clothes and did a wide variety of specialized jobs like
doctoring, blacksmi thing and so on.

Boys slept at the

khotla (court place) and girls at the thakane ng (special
hostel huts under guard of old widows)
VI)

(Ashton,

1967 :ch.

.

Social differentiation on the basis of age operated

vertically and horizontally.

A clear distinction existed

between minors and seniors (adults)

.

Entry into adult-

hood was marked by the completion of circumcision or initiation rites at the Mophato

marriage.

(Initiation Academy) and by

While infants used to play about their homes

in mixed group sexes,

they quickly learned as younger
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children (from about the age of six to puberty)
to adapt
to special boys' or girls' duties, and from
this
time

until old age, sex differentiations by function
became

clearly pronounced.

On this Shedick (1953:40-41) held:

Among minors, babyhood and early childhood are
distinguished from childhood proper, lasting from
about the age of six years to puberty, during which
period children may be gainfully employed. Puberty
serves to divide childhood from adolescence which
lasts strictly speaking until marriage
.

.

.

Rank structure normally derived from age differen-

tiation of

f ratri-segments

.

In this way age is a factor

in the differentiation between older and younger siblings.

According to Shedick (1953:42), this factor is projected
vertically to distinguish between the offspring derived
from an elder sibling and those from a younger one.

Accordingly he claimed:
There it establishes a seniority grading of descent
groups.
Authority and prestige within the lineage
structure and directly related to age, both the
lineage segments to which an individual belongs
and of the individual within his segment.
In this
way, the Koena peoples hold first place among the
ethnic communities of Basotoland, and among the
Koena, the Fokeng are accorded the highest positions
of ritual authority and leadership.
Some cultural anthropologists like Shedick (1953:
42)

maintained that two classes based on rank could be

recognized among the Basotho--the chieftain and the com-

moners— and

that:
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Supreme administrative authority is vested in the
office of the chieftainship
Local and national
rank falls by inheritance to all lineal descendants
of the founders of the ruling dynasties.
.

.

.

Within the rather fixed factors of social stratification indicated above, there operated to

a

lesser extent

some minor factors like the family rank, material posses-

sions and special occupations or professional skill.

Some old men regarded chiefs as repositories of
the national or communal cultural heritage.

It was at

the chief's place that the hub of town life revolved.
It was not only the chief who got things of social signifi-

cance done, but it was his immediate advisers and specialized experts.

It was at the Khotla

(court place) where,

for example, patients bitten by venomous snakes could be

rushed for immediate assistance; where the control of

epidemics was centered; where ploughing and harvest times
were established and where wars were declared.

All men

participated in the decision-making process and in the
critical evaluation of their own or their chiefs' decisions.

Women were mistresses of the home.

They paid par-

ticular attention to family concerns and rather less to

national concerns.

They made sure that there was enough

food for each day, that every member of the family was

adequately fed, properly attired, clean and healthy.
In this way,

they were in fact the guardians of family

life of which they were also the first teachers.
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Religious Life of the Basotho

Bantu indigenous religion could be observed
in their
everyday actions and utterances, but especially
in their
rituals and socio-cult.ural ceremonies of birth,
namegiving, marriage, doctoring, funerals, etc.

McEwan

Sutcliffe (1967:63), held firmly that:

&

African religion is "communal," an affair of
the family, the clan, the tribe rather than of the
individual.
Religion permeates African life
therefore any full explication of it involves
complete exploration of social and political organization, material culture, law and custom, as well
as the physical environment.

-•

;

Smith, in

.

.

.

.

Mkiti (1971:1-3) observed that Africans were "notoriously religious,

but also that every human society has

its own system of religion, beliefs and practices.

He

went on to say:

Wherever the African is there is his religion, he
carries it to the fields where he is sowing seeds
or harvesting a new crop, he takes it with him to
the beer party or to attend a funeral ceremony.
In traditional religion there are no creeds to be
recited; instead, the creeds are written in the
heart of the individual, and each one is himself a
living creed of his own religion.
Where the individual is, there is his religion, for he is a
religious being.
.

.

.

.

This quotation to some extent describes the reli-

gious way of life of the Basotho in accordance with indi-

genous traditional life.

A newly-born baby would, by

the Dedication ritual, be accepted into his/her family as
a welcome and precious gift or offering from God and his
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saints"

^

^ nel °

birth.
baby.

(Molimo le balimo)

.

The ritual was called

("Appreciation"), and was made

a

few weeks after

It was also the occasion of name-giving
for the

Name-giving, some old Basotho say, is an
important

moment when a passed-away elder is called
back to life,
requested to live again and do the great things
he did

when he/she was alive in the person of the
newly-born
baby.

It is an act of faith, as it were,

a prayer that

wisdom, greatness and goodness may continue to
reign in
the family.
It was believed that the Basotho people came from

Ntsoana- Tsatsi ("the home of the rising sun"), understood
also as the home-place of God, where the good dead would

reside forever with the great God.

It is not clear where

the dead are expected to reside before entering that re-

gion of Paradise.

Their not-so-distant abode soon after

death was considered to be

a

human home, which is why

the dead were given seeds of sorghum, pumpkin, beans,

sweet cane and couch grass in their clenched palms before
they were buried.

But they were also buried in a sitting

posture facing to the northeast so that "the rays of the
rising sun should strike the right end of the face, on the
day of rising up," which "ascension" was later confirmed
by Christianity.*
There is
*We do not as yet know what this means.
need for urgent and thorough research by Basotho scholars
into this rich historical area.
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Basotho's very ancient prayers are yet another evidence of their religious attachment to God and the dead.
Here are some versions:

Prayer by Way of the Dead
God, do hear we pray,
Young gods, pray the Eternal One,
Implore the Perfect God,
The Maintainer, with pierced (holed) palms.
Palms from which rain/blessings flow,
Your palms are exhausted,
They are tired by creating us
Do not pray us, pray God,
Pray the Perfect One,
The Maintainer, with pierced palms.
.

*

*

*

(Makara,

.

.

1960:168)

Prayer for Children
I starve, though I'm a child of God,
Starved till my ribs could be counted,
I slept with a puppet child and got cold,
The superstitious little god,
The monkey and the owl have just left.
Do hear, 0 God, we pray,
Our Maintainer with pierced palms.

(Makara, 1960:168,
Ellenberger ... 1969:255)

According to
240)
a

J.

C.

Macgregor (Ellenberger, 1969:

the Basotho "always try to enlist the services of

mediator to speak for them to the chief.

Even in the

most ordinary everyday transactions with each other a

mediator is most desirable."

Hence, reference to the

"young" gods or the dead relatives, found so often in

these ancient prayers.
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Prayer for Rain
0 Soloane (Renovator)
Oh, where is the rain?
Lord, give us rain.
!

We seek rain.'

We remain always thirsty,
The cattle too are thirsty.
Soloane, where is the rain?

(Ellenberger
1969:253)

Macgregor,

&

Prayer for Maintenance
God of our fathers!
I slept on an empty stomach,
I lay down hungry,
Though others had eaten
And rested full.
Even if it is but a squirrel,
Or even a small klipspringer
(Give me) and I shall rejoice.
I cry to God,
Father of my ancestors.
(Ellenberger
1969:240)

Lamentations

&

Macgregor,

(Mourning Hymns)

1.

We
We
We
Oh

2.

Why have I not wings to fly there?
If a strong cord hung down from the sky
I would cling to it, I would climb up,
I would go and dwell there.

3

The desolate widow adds
Foolish woman that I am:
When evening comes I open my window,
I listen in silence, I watch,
I fancy that he returns
(her dead husband)

.

are left
are left
are left
if there

outside,
for trouble
for tears
were in Heaven a place for me!

:

Oh!
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4

*

5.

She whose brother fell on the baht-. p
field
~ "
laments and prays!
If woman also went to war
I would have gone,
I would have thrown darts
by his side (her brother)
My brother should not have died;
The son of my mother should rather have
returned.
He should have gone but half-way,
As if he had hurt his foot against a stone.

Chorus (by all)
Alasi
are they really gone?
Have they left us here?
But where are they gone?
That they can thence return no more
To see us again,
Are they really gone?
Is the grave so insatiable?
Will it never be full?
:

(Ellenberger & Macgregor,
1969 299-300)
:

.

The ancient Basotho (up to the nineteenth century)

seem to have known much about God.

They gave Him

a

var-

iety of names indicative of the attributes they understood

Him to have.

They used to sing Sacred Hymns in honor of

this God to whom the little gods

were holy servants.
and Makara,
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

g)
h)
i)
j)

the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the

(citizens of God's abode)

In these Sacred Hymns

(Guma,

1966

1960), they addressed Him as:

Perfect Being (Tlatlamacholo)
Omniscient/Omnipotent (Molimo, Tsitoe)
Originator (Tlake)
Attractive Force (Mohokong)
who-is-clothed-in-Perfection (Raseapara-Lome)
Sanctifier (Mohalali/Mohalaletsi
Annointer (Tlotsi)
Perfection (Lome)
Maintainer (Rammoloki)
Protector (Sekhele)
)

,

,
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k)
1

m)
n)

the
the
the
the

Praise-Worthy (Mpoko, Ralefaloe)
Excellent Beauty (mpshoe-Motlehali)
Improver (Koetla)
Creator ('Mopi, Moholo-Motlou) etc.

It seems unlikely that an ignorant,
pagan people

could have so large

a

vocabulary about something/someone

they never believed in.

This may be good evidence that

they had faith in the one omnipotent and
omniscient God
who was entirely woven into their own cultural
fabric with
no foreign names such as appeared later (when
these were

introduced by French and British missionaries among
the
Basotho)

Makara remarked in Mosibolli oa Basotho (1960:9-10),
that the Bantu probably picked up superstitions which

tainted their Israelitic-type religion, as they traversed
through the African continent where they lost their Priests
and High Priests and became influenced by false prophets,

magicians and diviners.

He assumed

(1960:10)

that they

were part of the ten Lost Tribes of Israel which had become intermixed with other nations of the world.

He quoted

Hosea (9:17), Isaiah (11-12) and Jeremiah (11-30) to confirm his assumptions.

This, he said, was the reason for

the Sacred Hymn "Sekholokhochane

(Guma,

1966:13):
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The wanderer,
Who wandered all around
Let us go forward,
Let us go where others go,
Away where we go,
We go not to rest,
But spent time in service,
Working for the proud chiefs,
The proud little rulers.
Who pretended to be the greatest
The above Hymn along with the following
might give
a

clue to a seeming mystery, the Egyptian-Israelitic
ad-

venture at the Red Sea (Guma, 1966:5):
And secretly I escaped
To where I should not
Where the Nation should not go;
There people are finished,
Swallowed by the Sea (Ocean)
The Red Sea (Ocean)
At the early dawn.
When the sun rose,
It rose and vanquished
Erased the proud little rulers

.

.

.

If one were to compare the Sacred Hymns of Basotho

ancestors with the holy Scriptures, especially the Old
Testament, there are very many similarities.

Economic System
The mainstay of the Basotho's economic system were
their cattle.

They were their most important medium of

exchange for many centuries as may be observed from the

extremely large number of proverbs built around the word
"

khomo "

(bovin)

.

There are more than fifty such proverbs
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m

Sesotho.

Cattle were the centre of Sesotho
productive
and distributive operations.
Many battles were fought to
capture or rescue cattle. They were herded
by men from
whom they could not be wrestled easily.
Their
by-

products satisfied Basotho's basic needs for
food, clothing,

shields, fuel and others.

Cattle were also used in

sacrificial offerings to ancestral spirits.

They were

used as beasts of burden too, mainly before the
introduction of the horse.
tle

The Bohali contract was based on cat-

.

Other economic animals the Basotho kept were sheep,
goats, and dogs to guard and hunt with.

A great deal of

Basotho life, especially the life of Basotho men and boys,

revolved around their domestic animals.
Basotho were also producers of crops of which
sorghum, potatoes, pumpkin, sugar cane

(ntsoe)

sweet melons were the most important.

Gardens were tended

,

beans and

by women while fields were worked jointly by men and women.

Women gathered vegetables from the fields.
There were several indigenous food preservation

techniques used by the Basotho.

Meat and most grains and

seeds were dried by solar heat.

Cheese (seoma) was drained

of water and kept in a clay pot in the cool thatch-roofed
huts.

Another type of food that kept long was called
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"lipabi,

"

made from roasted sorghum (later maize) grain,

ground into meal and salted.

This was the food taken on

long journeys.
The family was the center around which wealth cir-

culated.

Marriage preferences tried as well as possible

to reinforce this idea.

generally.

No man lived without cattle,

if he had none from inheritance,

War-booty and other sources, he could get
relative or the chief or
the loan animals

(mafisa)

a

neighbor.

a

share of
loan from a

He paid nothing for

but if he cared very well for

them, he might even get some as a "thank you" when he re-

turned the loan.
Political System
The indigenous political system of the Basotho was
a

kind of participant democracy.

The basis of the system

was the family in which each member was assured a place
and a dynamic function.

A system of related families

constituted a clan, the head of which was
clan or a tribe depending on its size.

consolidated his position by adding

a

a

chief--of a

King Moshoeshoe

I

large number of

minor and important tribal chiefs to his own, in that way

establishing the fairly homogeneous Basotho nation out of
heterogeneous tribal elements.
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Figure 8

.

Wealth Ownership and Sharing
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The heart of an indigenous social community
was
the chief

a leader

selected because of some outstanding

characteristics like birth, physical might, military
valor
or wisdom.
A weak or cruel chief became weakened
by the

flight of his followers to join other chiefs
elsewhere.

Chiefs had well defined obligations:

to look after peace,

order and the security of their subjects; to care for
the
weak, orphans, widows, sojourning travelers and other
spe-

cial cases; to plan with the people the development and

exploitation of communal resources like grazing land,
thatch grass, fuel bush, hunting game and others.

Chiefs

arbitrated in cases of disputes; they called pitsos (public gatherings to discuss issues of national importance)

they acted as judges or, more accurately perhaps, as chair-

men of the jury in deciding major cases and generally,
they led their people in all cases of national importance.
The chiefs

'

court-place (Khotla) was the most important

venue for all men in a Basotho village or town; all major
issues affecting the life of each community were decided
there.

During daytime, craftsmen did their work around

the Khotla buildings--producing grass baskets or hats,

making wooden tools, making clothing and other wares.
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Values among the Basotho
The Basotho, like all nations of
the world, had a
set of values that guided their behavior
and relationships.

lowing

Among the most important obvious ones were
the fol:

P ursuit of

Khotso

m

l

peace
Pula!

:

The national exclamation or motto:

Nala

!

"

was generally exclaimed loudly

beginning and ending national pitsos (public assem-

blies), or rallies or official meetings or
conferences.
The words mean literally:

"peace, rain, plenty."

The

ancient Basotho seem to have placed much premium on peace:
of the individual within him/herself, of the individual
as a member of a social community, and of a community

with another.

They were aware that without peace, the

development and enjoyment of other values would be minimal, that justice and charity would find it hard to

thrive.

In order to spread the idea of peace among the

people, the Basotho made the word a frequent tool of com-

munication, a word for greeting everybody at all times
and places.

Pula on the other hand expressed a national

hope and supplication for rain or figuratively to let

nature take her course undeterred, so that man might thrive
from her fruits.

Rain was often a necessity in the fairly

dry interior plateau of Southern Africa which the Basotho
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nations populated.

Without good rains, there would, of

course, be no plentiful supplies of food and
therefore

peace would be endangered, as one community
would plunder
another in its search for the basic necessities of
human
lif e

Serv ice for the benefit of society

The Basotho observed

:

that every human being was an important member of his/
her society.

Human dignity seems to have been an impor-

tant attribute of this people

— but

for a purpose.

Man

was always seen in terms of his membership in a family
and a wider community

.

This is why Sesotho education and

training ruthlessly exposed acts and habits of individual
selfishness and why misers (makhonatha) were as unlikeable
as indolent people

(likhoba).

A person's usefulness was

measured in terms of his/her contribution to the observable welfare of family and community.

Human dignity ap-

plied to all, including unborn babies.

The social useful-

ness, and therefore dignity, of everyone lay in being a

member of a family and a social community, and could be
maintained and developed by the contribution made to its
survival and welfare.
rongoa,

("the

'fat'

The proverb

lef ura la ngoana ke ho

of a child consists in his/her be-

ing an effective carrier of messages") conveys an important

point of social outlook on social service.

Harsh punish-

ments, even death, used to be meted out to those who
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showed utter disregard for this principle,
especially
men who abandoned their families or did
them
harm.

The

fable of Rangretloa, who was executed when
discovered to
be starving his family while he grew fatter
on the food

from his wife's far-away relatives, is quite
instructive
here.

Perpetrators of public scandals like treason, rob-

bery, wizardry and others, were mercilessly
punished.

Once established, these habits made men and women
feel
a

gruelling and emasculating sense of guilt at

a

inability to do what society expected of them.

culpable
All educa-

tion seems to have been geared towards developing pride
in service and excellence in doing, making, creating some-

thing useful to someone.
a

This ability was accepted as

dynamic process of being in which all members of society

had to share, but also in which individual effort and

merit had its place and honor.
Specialized service to society was in the form of
doctoring, public administration, blacksmi thing

,

lectur-

ing at initiation academics and skill in special crafts

like house construction, tailoring and so on.

Skill in

any or some of these vocations/professions, was sought

after by many, because they paid very well.

This is why

children's education emphasized love of work and inspired
love of mastery in the special trades or vocations.
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S elf

expression

:

Appreciation of the good and the beau-

tiful seems to have been another goal
sought by all, not
only for personal gratification but more
importantly for
the greater welfare and enhancement of the
society con-

cerned.

Because it was observed that youth learned more

from example than mere words, their teachers
were gener-

ally selected from men and women of good repute.

Such

people were selected to give babies their first morsel
of
meat,

to initiate them into adulthood and in other im-

portant social operations.

The main and ultimate objec-

tive of education was obviously always excellence and

mastery.

It is surprising how much the Basotho were very

much like the Athenians in this pursuit of excellence,

beauty and mastery and how much like the Spartans in
the ruthlessness of military training of their male youth.

Freedom of speech was an accepted principle.
Belief in God

:

The religiousness of the Basotho was some-

thing so fundamental that it reflected every social activity in a variety of ways:

and other ceremonies.

statement:

at birth, marriage,

funerals

Their medical doctors' frequent

"if God wishes you will surely be cured,"

justifies this assertion, too.
times of need:

Their songs of prayer in

drought, war, lack of children (barren-

ness), and other limitations and natural calamities also

bear witness to their faith.

The Basotho believed that
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it was somebody who had served
people very well, and who

had exemplary and socially non-destructive
behavior, who
stayed
God's place, up somewhere in Elyssium
or Heaven
(Leholimong)
it was these types of ancestors who
were
implored (as saints are today in the Catholic

m

.

Church)

to

intercede for those on Earth.

Authority and R espect

:

The custom of the Basotho was

very clear in this regard.

Elders of a family were to

be given due respect as were nationally-accepted
leaders.

Respect seems to have been expected vertically and hor-

izontally in mutual directions:

youngsters to adults and

vice versa and every group among its members.

Rough lan-

guage could be tolerated between/among companions, but

otherwise respect was expected of all.

Those who refused

to give proper respect were generally taken to initiation

academies

(men)

and re-taught the lessons of respect of

authority and whatever other social principles they might
be observed to have forgotten.

Such re-teaching is said

to have been dreaded because of its severity.

Among women,

such lessons are said to have been mainly in the form of

words by the women elders or where words failed, they used

leather belts or appendages of skin karosses and their
sharp nails

(pinching).

Authority was also hierarchical:

the eldest members of families being accorded, along with
the aged, the highest social respect.

Just as people had
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to respect their political leaders

(chiefs)

,

the latter

too were expected to show respect to the
people because
as a proverb says, morena ke morena ka
batho

("the chief

is a chief by the grace of the people."

In dustriousness and Wealth

All were educated to love

;

work and to seek self-reliance in the economic
sphere.
But those who did not have were not despised or
neglected.

They were assisted in a variety of ways by members
of
their families or the chief and the general public.

Summary
This chapter has looked at various aspects of peo-

ple's lives, quite concisely.

Family and kinship and es-

pecially marriage and its various aspects have been dwelt
on at length because they were the basis of community life

style and influenced everything else.

Until about the nineteenth century, the original

Basotho existed as clan tribes.

gether by King Moshoeshoe

I

These were brought to-

(1820-1870)

.

Basotho vil-

lage settlements used to be in circles or ellipses, gen-

erally on high ground.

Family houses were usually close

together in a village.

A family comprised a nucleus of

the primary family with a husband and one or more wives

and children and the closest members on the husband's
side.

only.

Villages were generally not inhabited by relatives
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Marriage was

a

contract between families and not

solely between individuals.

Cattle were an observable

symbol of this contract (bohali)

.

Cattle (and later hoes,

were the most highly-prized medium of
exchange among
the Basotho.
Marriage arrangements were concluded
too)

bv

parents and relatives between respective
families.

Wives

belonged to their husbands' families, as did
their children.

There were many customs associated with the
marriage

relationship and the Basotho family system.
Social groupings

among

mainly by sex, age and rank.

the Basotho were influenced

Special functions and privi-

leges were attached to each social group.
The Basotho were traditionally a very religious people.

They believed in one God with whom they communicated

only through their ancestors' spirits as mediators and

intermediaries.
style.

Religion affected their whole life-

The center of community and national life was the

chief who was a political, judicial and administrative
head of the people.

The chief often administered by way of

councils of community elders and his uncles and tested

communal/national consensus by means of pitsos or assemblies of all adult men.

economy were the cattle.
family

The mainstay of the national
The major economic unit was the
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Among their most important other values
were:

de-

sire for peace and social justice, mastery
of service,

excellence of behavior, freedom of expression
and respect
for authority.

CHAPTER

V

INDIGENOUS SESOTHO EDUCATION

Introduction
In this chapter the type of education which took

place among the Basotho several decades and centuries ago
is examined against the background of their indigenous

culture as described in Chapter Three and against the

information observed in Chapter Four above.

The chapter

starts by looking at the education of children at various levels of development and then that of adolescents

and finally at adult education opportunities and offerings.

In each case,

as far as possible,

an attempt is

made to describe the participants, learners and educators, the content, the goals and objectives, materials

or media, techniques of instruction and learning and the

administration of education.

This approach may not al-

ways adequately describe the integrated practice called

indigenous education; the fact that some of these points
may be found lacking in some cases should not be taken
as proof of the weakness of the indigenous education sys-

tem, which must be understood in the context of its pur-

poses and times.
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Care of Pregnant Women

There was, among the Basotho, an indigenous tradition of care and protection rendered to a pregnant
woman

that appears appropriate here as a prelude to
descriptions
of education at various levels of development.

They be-

lieved that a child was a gift of God, rendered through
the act of marriage
of God

(Ashton,

(sex)

1976:26).

and the fusion of the Spirit

Both parents had to behave them-

selves particularly at this time and avoid any relation-

ship of adultery with other men or women.
A pregnant woman should accordingly never overwork

herself.

She had to refrain from carrying heavy loads.

Her tendency at this time to develop special preferences
or cravings for special foods were to be satisfied as

well as possible which loving husbands never hesitated
Some pregnant women might behave like spoiled

to do.

children, but nobody dared to say so or to refuse to grant

their wants.

They were also expected to keep warm in

cool or cold weather, and to be well-protected from sorIn some cases,

cery.

according to clan customs, they had

to undergo special rites upon first pregnancy being con-

firmed.

(See Chapter Four above and Ashton, 1967:26-28.)

Pregnant women were also expected to cut down on

visiting and to receive only a few acceptable visitors.
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That, according to old Basotho, was a measure
to protect

them from sorcery or acts that could affect the
health of
the foetus, the mother or both.

They were also encour-

aged to feed as well as possible and to do a certain

amount of walking daily, especially close to birth-giving

According to custom, it is said to have been normal
to put every pregnant woman under medication, aside from

the careful and ever-watchf ul eye of her mother, motheri n-

law, and husband.

The herbs they took were supposed

to keep the systems clean and healthy

reproductive and circulatory systems)

(the excretory,
,

to have a develop-

ing influence on the foetus and to facilitate easy de-

livery (Ashton, 1967:28).
To effect delivery, there was in almost every com-

munity a group of expert mid-wives.

It was customary

that the home of the new-born be well plastered and me-

ticulously clean well ahead of the delivery day.

These

mid-wives, always elderly women of "good reputation and
conduct"

(Ashton, 1967:28), were very rarely unsuccessful

In any such difficult circumstances male doctors were

always summoned for assistance.

For bedding, the mothers and their new-born babies
used grass mats

(meseme)

placed over a cushion of broken

and softly-made, dry cow-dung.

They were attended to by

all well-meaning ladies in the community.

Whoever
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refrained from giving them assistance, e.g.,
grinding the
grain, drawing water from the well/spring,
collecting
fuel wood, etc., was sure herself to suffer
similar com-

munal treatment when she or her own daughter was
in maternity.

Food was also provided.
For upwards of six weeks to three months, the new

mothers' concerns were their babies and themselves to
some extent.
a

They were looked after very closely and had

special common food

soft porridge of sorghum meal or

a

corn meal called lesheleshele

vegetables.

,

milk and a variety of

Except in some well— to— do families, meat was

not a regular dish.

But in all cases a sheep (or several)

had to be slaughtered in about two weeks or so after de-

livery or later, as
a

a

sign of welcome to the baby and as

thank-you token to those who had helped.

In the past,

this applied to all babies, not just the first one as

Ashton alleged (1967:30).
So far as the unborn baby was concerned, what this

says is that it was customary for the mother to exercise
all care in its favor.

Her own proper feeding would, of

course, also affect her baby positively.

The result would,

therefore, be a very well developed and healthy baby.

Care of Basotho Babies

Among the Basotho, babies were given
of attention and loving care.

viewees)

a

great deal

Old ladies (among inter-

indicated that the reasons for this were to start

them as well as possible (probably emotionally) in life
and to ensure that they were healthy.

Babies, like

older children, were known to be different; some suckled
a lot

only

a

times a day.

few times a day, but others a little several

Young mothers were taught to provide for

these individual differences and to find time to show love

and care for their babies, especially during the first
six months of their lives.

Mother's milk was of primary

importance to her baby, so no effort or expense was spared
to ensure the proper suckling of a baby by its own mother.

Where such efforts failed, it was common to select

a

special clean cow (or sometimes a goat) not yet covered
by a bull since calving (Ashton, 1967:32), to supplement
the baby's meagre diet.

In the case of twins,

same practice was usually followed.

too,

the

But when a mother died

leaving a baby, the latter was handed over to its grand-

mother or, in very rare cases, the mother's sister.

The

new mother-replacement (who had to be in good health)

would be medically induced to have milk so that she could
suckle the baby as if it were her own.

Whatever the case,
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a

suckling mother had to have very choice foods, to the

extent her family could afford it.
Some of the following statements by Ashton (1967:31)

were confirmed by the interviewees:
the first two months of a child's life are regarded as critical, it is protected in various
ways.
Almost immediately after birth, before
being suckled, it is given a little porridge made
of uncooked kaffir corn* (mabele)
Some people say
this is done to introduce it to what was traditionally its staple diet, while others maintain that it
is a test of the child's humanity, for if it did
not it would be a monster, probably the child of
a familiar (thokolosi)
Segoete says that the
child is also scarified (phatsa)
.

.

.

.

Some people maintained that the uncooked porridge would,
as a new and foreign element in a baby's stomach,
a

act as

purgative element to prepare and open the way for the

mother's milk.

(Several of my oldest interviewees accepted

the first of Ashton's reasons above and rejected the other.)

The giving of names is another important early rite.
The first-born generally takes a name from its mother,
e.g.,

'

Manapo

:

Mother of Napo (boy);

Mother of Nthabeleng (girl)

.

'

Manthabeleng

The name-giver was generally

the paternal grandfather as the most senior head of the

family and therefore the one best qualified to do the
task.

In his absence it would be the oldest surviving

"Kaffir corn" is
*"Sorghum" is the proper word.
derogatory, as it refers to corn of the "savages."
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head of the family or even an old paternal
grand-uncle
of the baby's father in consultation with
the grandmother
if she was still alive.

A name is an identity label and

a status symbol in Sesotho,

so every major level of de-

velopment has a name-giving ritual.

The name may in this

case also be regarded as a rite of passage.

Bearing the

name of a grandparent or ancestor is quite important:
the person is regarded as a living symbol, a reminder of

the great one who is no more, so whoever in the family

accorded special respect (tlhonepho) to the late ancestor
must accord some modified respect also the new name-bearer.
Names like Ntoa (War)

,

Tlala (Famine) served to remind

people of the incident which took place at or near someone's date of birth.

process quite well.

Ashton (1967:32-37) related the
A good name meant a lot to a person

as it was thought to influence him/her in some way, as
"

the proverb goes:
a

bitso - lebe ke seromo "

permanent bad smear" or "Give the dog

hang him"

a

("A bad name is

bad name and

)

Another important issue seems to be the ritual introduction of the child into important developmental
levels or into worlds of activity.

A baby's hair was

shaved before it was introduced to the outside of its

birth house, but

a

tuft was left through which protection

and good-luck beads could be threaded (Ashton:

1967:31).
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To introduce a baby to the elements,

it was stripped and

laid in the court-yard with a clean older
child
gin)

(a

vir-

of its sex, and removed when it started
crying and

evil tendencies had been washed off by the rain
and the

shouts of "thief!

thief!"

(Sholu ke leo!).

Introduc-

tions do not end there; they are spread evenly into
adulthood.

Some of them are:

The killing of a sheep or even

an ox (a chicken may be enough these days)

to welcome

the child into his maternal uncle's home; circumcision
as
an introduction to adulthood; and the bohali ceremonies
as an introduction to married life.

Entering

a

house in which there was a baby was

a

very serious business in indigenous Sesotho tradition.
The place

(motsoetseng) was very special; not everybody

entered it.

To mark the house in which a baby and its

mother were,

a

reed (or two) was stuck downwards on the

lower roof above the door.
a grass rope was used,

Where reeds were unavailable,

hung down from the end of the roof

diagonally to the wall on the left or right side of the
door, according to the sex of the baby (left for a girl,

right for a boy--he should hold weapons with his right

hand to fight against his enemies).

Men, except for

closest relatives, were especially prohibited from entry.

Whoever wanted to enter the house and came from elsewhere
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had to rest for some time outside or preferably
to scorch

his/her feet over
(mehato)

a

flame to eradicate any bad influences

that might have been picked up along the way.

This was a general health practice which would still
seem

reasonable to us who know something about disease organisms

.

After the first few months, mothers could be allowed to work outside or even to go to the fields to hoe

harvest their crops or for other purposes.

When they

returned from such distant places they had to rest

while

a

before taking their babies and had also to milk off

a

few drops from the teats before their babies suckled.

This was to protect the baby, just in case some evil

things

(strong medicines--by touch or smell) affected the

teats.

When the mother or anybody took the baby away by

horse (or car today)

,

one had to pick the soil in its

hoofs (or the grease at the wheels) and smear a little of
it on the child's head in the form of a cross.

When it became necessary for the mother to be away

regularly for work, the family looked for
for the baby.

a

nurse to care

Such a person had to be closely related

to the baby's family.

Generally, it was an elder sister

of the baby or its paternal grandmother or a female cousin or sister of the baby's father.

Much importance was

attached to affection between the baby and its care-taker.
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When it was asleep at night, a baby slept with
its

mother or mother-representative.

A young mother would

have been taught the proper ways

of sleeping with a baby

when she had her first child.

But during the day a baby

could be made to sleep alone, under the watchful eye
of
its mother, often in the reed enclosure

side the house.

(seotloana) out-

Otherwise, awake or asleep, the baby

could be carried on the body of the mother or care-taker,

often on her back.
There were no set times for feeding babies.

They

were fed at regular mealtimes, or when their mothers

thought they needed food, or whenever they asked for it
by crying.

Not all crying was interpreted as a need for

suckling; it was the mother or care-taker who had to find
out.

Babies were generally the center of attention in
their families, from their mothers, women friends and
children.

Children generally enjoyed playing with babies

with things like toys or by singing to them or jumping
near or around them.

Mothers and the many relatives of

the baby would also usually fondle and talk or sing to
the baby from an early age.

Teaching a baby to speak or

crawl or walk was a very interesting hobby for relatives
and community children.
back,

chest, or lap.

Babies would be carried on the

To send them to sleep, lullabies

would be sung; they would also be rocked or fed.
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The use of mother's milk as a food
was decreased
gradually from about the third month
or so and cow milk
and sorghum porridge were introduced
gradually, along
with vegetables. Meat was introduced
at about the sixth
month.
Fermented foods like curdled milk or sour
porridge were not given to a baby because it
was thought
they would interfere with its digestion.
The introduction
of meat

(and through it the harder, chewable foods)
was

done in a semi-formal manner.

A reputable and respected

elderly adult would be asked to "give" the baby the
food.

Liver was oftentimes used for the purpose.

giver had to clean her/his hands first

and-

The

then take a bite

of the meat while looking at the baby and then give
it the

rest and chew the meat looking at the baby for

a

little

It was hoped that the baby would take after the

exemplary behavior of this person.

The rest of the meat

(usually a sheep was slaughtered for the purpose) was

food for a public party.

While infant girls traditionally got

a

girdle dress

(thethana) of fibres and beads as soon as they began to

crawl, boys generally went about naked until they were

about six to eight years.

The reason for dressing infant

girls so early was that adult women felt ashamed to observe one of their kind go about naked in public.

Men

generally did not want boys to wear anything so early,
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arguing that it would interfere with
their growth.
it
was likely, however, that women also
enjoyed looking at
boys' nude bodies; older women often
asked infant boys
to let them "smoke the tobacco"*
(touching and pretending to take the snuff into their
nostrils, after fondling
a boy's penis awhile,

declaring,

"Oh,

and then sneezing a few times and

it is sharp and nice!").

It was a sense

of shame that made older boys hesitate to
offer theirs
to these old ladies and also because if
they were supposed
to be clothed the exclamation was different:

"Oh,

it's

dull and needs to be covered."

Weaning was another important event during early
infancy.

It used to take place between the ages of two

and three years.

Some chose to send the already easy-to-

feed baby to its grandparents for a few months, until it

had given up suckling.

But others chose to wean it

gradually by getting it used to other food and to disliking to suckle by such discouraging practices as mocking
the act or smearing the teats with bitter aloe juice or

tobacco (Ashton, 1967:34-35)

.

Abrupt weaning was very

*This tobacco issue might explain the reason for
the sheep called "tobacco" (koae) offered to newlymarried wives to introduce them to their husbands family
food.
Could that not also be taken as an introduction
to the family's intimate life, as permission for the young
wife to freely enjoy her husband?
'
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rare and took place where premature
pregnancy had taken
Place (Wandira, 1971:133).
The concern that weaning might
mean "a break of emotional rather than
nutritional significance" (Ashton, 1967:34) is still not
verified by research, but it was of very rare occurrence
in the past because
:

Later, when he begins to crawl, his horizon
gradually widens; he plays with the small objects
around him, such as sticks, stones, bits of
cloth
and domestic pets.
Gradually he gains attention
of brothers and sisters who tease him and
play with
him and encourage his attempts to stand and walk.
His range of activities and interests increases,
he follows his mother about the house and
courtyard,
chases venturesome dogs and fowl with a reed or
whip and imitates the older children's games. He
is now frequently left in the charge of a small
nurse an elder sister or a cousin and accompanies
her on her jaunts with other young nurses, and meets
and plays with the other village children.

—

The above statement

(Ashton, 1967:35 makes it clear

that the babies'

emotional needs for affection and attention
never seemed to be unsatisfied. They were accustomed to having their physical needs supplied by
anyone of several women, and did not depend only on
their mother for these needs.
Nurse girls and older
sisters were often demonstrative to smaller children,
and they got more actual petting from them than from
their mother or grandmother. Young children in turn
often petted one smaller than themselves, or a new
baby, and there was a contented affectionate relationship between children in the house which indicated absence of any acute sibling rivalry.
.

.

.

This observation by Margaret Read (1959:86) among
the Ngoni seems to have held true among the old Basotho
also; after all, the two are but branches of one tree,
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the "Bantu/Batho" peoples of Africa.

Moreover, the infant

was not a baby any more at the time of
weaning.

He/she

had already learned to eat other foods
with other children and only rarely asked for suckling
each day.
Babyhood, as observed from the above, was

a

period

of initial introductions into the center
of Basotho social

life, the family.

A baby had to be welcomed into the

family and the clan; he/she had to be given

a

name to

identify him/her and given a place therein; he/she had
to
be given affection to start him/her firmly rooted
as a

social being

,

like protected seedlings before they are

exposed fully to the sun and the atmosphere; he/she had
to be introduced to the elements like rain and to the

special foods of his own people through meat, and to human

abilities or skills like walking or movement generally
and speech, which required no ceremonials.

There was no

secret about these rituals because a baby belonged to the

whole wide family and clan and not just to his two parents

(custodians on behalf of the larger family) and

everyone cared to know because they were in constant contact with him/her in one way or another.
The education of a baby therefore consisted of singing to it and speaking to it while it listened and some-

times smiled.

It started recognizing the tone of voice,

whether it was happy or angry.

The singing of lullabies
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taught it to quiet down and to sleep.

it also learned

to recognize the many faces it would
have to live with.

Listening as its mother and care-taker spoke
with it, it
gradually learned to use its own tongue to
mumble initially meaningless sounds.
The toys and games of other
children interested it so much that it attempted
to move
to handle them or to imitate the children.
All these
efforts were encouraged.

Everyone (women in particular) in the family and

nearby members of the clan joined hands in giving initial

education to the babies.

Of course, the mother became

the most important contributor and socialization agent,

providing the affection, the "tap-root system" to anchor
the child firmly in the family.

The father and other

family members, especially children, became factors of

decentralization which immediately started the baby
founded in a wider environment outside its family, by pro-

vision of their own interest in the baby, the various
introductions, and of games and abilities of various kinds

played for it or with it.
Infancy and Childhood
This was the period roughly of between ages three

and twelve.

While many things in babyhood and early
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infancy were done in common by
boys and girls, a sharp
differentiation began in later infancy
among females.
The latter would already go
about clothed
in the loin

fibre skirt, while the former
ran about naked until
about the age of seven and still
had no firm and fixed
duties until early childhood (at about
six to eight years
of age).
About boys Ashton (1967:35) observed
further:
for years (they) continue to play
with girls,
older or younger than themselves. Most
of their
games are aimless and desultory and consist
chiefly
of roaming about, playing hide and seek,
digging
on ash-heaps, making slides or watching
the activities of their elders.
At about four or five, they
begin to imitate adult occupations.
They make collections of knuckle bones to represent herds,
the
larger bones representing bulls, others oxen,
and calves, and with these they imitate cattle cows
herding, or they challenge one another to
fights.
They also imitate women's tasks, such as grinding
and cooking.
They take great interest in the ceremonies held in the village, and afterwards imitate
the more dramatic incidents.
•

*

*

.

Girls played the same games as boys during child-

hood (Ashton, 1967:

37)

.

But they also had their own games

like playing house and using dolls as babies and them-

selves as mothers.

On the other hand, they were always

called into formal adult housekeeping activities quite
early in childhood.

They also acted as care-takers for

babies and younger infants, drew water, or kept the fire
going as their mothers cooked.

Ashton (1967:37) observed

correctly that at puberty they could do much family housework often as well as their mothers.
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In a nutshell,

the major activities of infancy and

childhood were:
1)

Games of various types including:
running, digging, watching, collecting and arranging
objectsconstructing huts or kraals, skipping rope play;'
knucklebones; number and word games, e.g., Eo ke
mang?
(Who is this?)
Malataliana and othersT;

,

2)

Singing and dancing.

3)

Playing with younger sisters/brothers or cousins.

4)

Imitating adults and older brothers/sisters, e.g.,
house-playing (girls) or cattle herding, milking/
etc

.

(boys

)

5)

Under guidance of older brothers/sisters or adults,
word games like riddles, infants' poetry, etc.

6)

Taking errands or instructions from adults.

7)

Helping mothers at housework, baby-sitting, etc.

8)

Listening to folk-tales from grandmothers or
mothers or adventure stories from grandfathers,
fathers, etc.

The closest adults to children at this stage were

still their mothers and grandmothers and the old men who,

because of age, stayed at the court-place.

These old men

and old women were like managers and headmasters in the

current formal school systems.

couragement to younger parents

By their advice and en,

they got them to care

about children's interests, welfare and health.

Some of

this advice is contained in the words of Ashton (1967:42)

about infancy and early childhood:
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People very seldom shout at the child,
frighten
him, threaten him with punishment, beat
him, try
to intimidate him or force him to conform
to their
wishes.
Another method of controlling the child
is that of deflection.
.

.

Old people say that the main reason for
encouraging

infants to do what we want them to do, without
shouting
at or threatening them,

is that they are new to this world

and should be introduced to it with loving care.

Many of

them really get upset when young parents scold babies or
young infants.

They think these earliest behaviors will

affect the future lives of these babies/infants and that

frightening by threats or punishments causes fears and
inhibitions which would affect the adult life of these

children quite adversely.

They think of an infant as a

human being who does not but wants to know about the world
and should be told things quietly and convincingly.

They

generally do these things themselves unless they are tired
or ill and aggressive.

Deflection

— or

influencing a child

to leave something by urging him strongly to take up some-

thing else less in j urious--is also strongly advocated by
the aged Basotho

(Ashton,

1967:42).

Respect for adults and elders was taught very prac-

tically at this stage, e.g.:

— Say hello to Mr. X.
— Thabo is a good boy;
you,

sir.

(E-re khotso ntate X)

he knows how to say, Thank
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In later childhood, adults also
resorted to direct

instruction, the use of proverbs, or even
sanctions in
the form of "appeals to children's
self-esteem and compulsion by force or fear" (Ashton, 1967:44).
Naughtiness
and rebelliousness were unacceptable among
older children,
but they were often just not stressed among
the infants,

who were instead advised softly:
If you do not stop that, you will not get
this

meat.

You are not pretty when you do that.

Your dad will not like that;
it.

Do this or do that

I

.

.

also do not like

(which would take his/her at-

tention, but which is a positive activity)

Any form of practical jokes played by older children
on adults were regarded as disrespect; young adolescents

could play such jokes only with those of their age or
younger.

In later childhood, at about age ten, a greater

degree of firmness was exercised to maintain discipline,
and where the seriousness of an offense or its repetition

warranted, a light cane was used for punishment.

This ap-

plied particularly to older boys over the age of about
twelve.

Girls were generally not "switched" but scolded

or ridiculed or rebuked/censured, and sometimes even

pinched or spanked cautiously.
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There were daytime and nighttime activities.

Older

boys and girls were supposed to sleep at special
hostels
(thakaneng)

,

but separately.

The usual practice was to

make sure that an old lady slept with the girls
at every
girls

hostel.

Boys' hostels were generally the court-

place or a house or houses very near it.

Every village

man had the right to visit it at any time, especially

early in the morning, to make sure all the boys had

awakened and gone to attend to their work at the kraals.
1.

Greetings:
The practice entails the use of
"
khotso " (peace) or " lumela " or "ahe." Older
people had to be talked to respectfully at all
times.
In greeting them one had to say:
"
Khotso ntate " ("Peace be with you, father");
or
--

"

Ahe ntate "

--

"

Lumela 'me"

—

"Lumela X"

("Hail,

father"), or

("Greetings, mother"), or

("Greetings, X")

When two or more people were greeted:
--

Khotsong bo - ntate "
or

--

"

"

Lumelang ntate le 'me"
and mother"
or
)

--

("Peace be with you, sirs)

"

Bo - ntate

-- "'Me"

!

"

("Greetings, father

,

(

"Fathers/Sirs

.'")

,

or

("Mother/Madam").

On the other hand, the chief and his men at
the court-place had to be greeted with:
--

"Morena le Lekhotla!"

("Chief and Court'")
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ctsfh’TT

52 ^

~ - kh0tl^

:

"

"
(

Hail < Chief and

Other men would greet the
chief in this way:

or^EIif

;^

"

2

(

Ma y catt

^

Prosper,

Upon departure the usual
greeting was:

—a ^ a

hantle X"

("Remain well, X");

"Salang hantle bo-X "

("Remain well, X-s"),

whereupon the remaining responded:

—

"Ts amaea hantle X"

^Tsela-t_soeu X"

("Go well, X"), or

("White/good road/ journey

Another important point to remember
was to ask:

—

—
2

.

P_h e

la joang X?"

("How are you, X?"), or

"Le phela joang bo-Xs?"

("Row are you, Xs?").

Talking respectfully involved using
the proper
names of the people talked to; using
the prooer
epithets showing knowledge of relationship
person (s) spoken to. One also had to stop to
walking when he/she spoke to an adult or
to adults;
to run or walk fast when carrying an
urgent errand; to make proper gestures and so
on.
was considered disrespectful to laugh at It
an
adult and unbecoming to despise or sneer at a
physical handicap in another person (in his
presence)
There are some strong proverb
warnings
.

-

Motseha sof oa itseha ("He despises himself
who despises an albino"), or

-- Motseha - lefuma oa ipiletsa ("He
who laughs
at adversity calls it to himself").
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.

K nowing_one s close relatives
their actual
names not nicknames called by
adults only)
the
proper term of relationship to be
used
by
the
child, o
:

(

4- r*

Visiting nearby close relatives
One's grandparents, uncles, aunts had to be
visited fairly
regularly, though not necessarily every
day.
visit as time and circumstances permitted
was
always welcomed by other close relatives,
but
it
was not considered proper to always
visit at
mealtimes or to refuse often when offered
food.
1S
der had to help their grandmothers
and
tu
°J
others when they visited them, for example,
by
sweeping the courtyard or grinding corn or
collecting vegetables for them.
Smaller boys could
also join in such activities. The maternal
uncle's family was also to be visited, but
less
regularly, by the niece/nephew, etc.
:

)

.

5

-

Know ing one's family elders/ juniors
One's family
elders and juniors included those in one's primary family as well as sons and daughters of
first
level paternal uncles, of one's own generation
level as well as first class cousins (paternal
aunts' and maternal uncles' children). Cousins
by father's brothers are my brothers/sisters
(bana beso) in Sesotho, and are indeed still regarded as such for purposes of the rituals including members of the whole extended family or of
the clan.
Cousins on my mother's side are called
"
bo - motsoala " (daughters and sons of my maternal
uncles and of my paternal aunts)
Children of
my maternal aunts are called by the same term
as those of my paternal uncles, who would normally
participate in the rituals in which my family
were affected. People's (Basotho's) maternal
uncles used to play a vital role in their life
and were therefore considered very highly.
Occasions which called for "lining up by rank" in
family were the rituals of family scarification/
lancing, throwing of soil to the tomb in a
relative's funeral or the cutting of hair in
mourning for a relative.
In all these cases
direct nephews/nieces of the dead person took
precedence over family seniors of their sex.
:

.
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6

.

Transmitting Messages: All Basotho
children
"° be ° apable ° f trying and
transmittina^f S messa 9 es effectively, for examS greeting
ole '.h ° o end
to grandparents, to ask
2
for tobacco from uncle X, to
request salt or
leaven from aunt Y, and so on.
Sometimes to
check on whether children had
become intellectually discriminating adults would
send them
o their (adults’) seniors within
earshot
and
would use rough words. Receivers of
the rough
messages would show anger to the children
immediately smile and warn them never to and
messages roughly. They and the senders pass
would
teach the children how to send such a
message
and give them more practice to ensure
effective
replies/responses. Even herdboys would send
each other around and sometimes on
dangerous errands, e.g., to steal maize-on-cob or
potatoes
for the older bullies.
_

,

Ef fective Communication
All of the above (1-6)
were some of the many and varied ways in
which
the language of communication was taught
and
learned.
Effective communication was regarded
as very important in social interaction.
Children prepared for it by means of many exercises
in language usage:
:

a)

Careful listening to adults, when elders and
juniors were addressed;

b)

Dialogues, e.g., question and answer;

c)

Riddles;

d)

Tongue-twisters, e.g., khulu phutha thupa;

e)

Totem praises;

f)

Simple recitations, e.g., infants’ poetry;

g)

Telling and retelling of stories, legends,
etc
.

h)

Telling, retelling of instructions, messages,
etc
.

i)

;

;

Games which facilitated speech, e.g., hideand-seek, rope skipping, throwing knucklebones, etc.;
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j)

8

-

Singing of communication
etc

ls
"
—
included

(message)

songs

Common Use
In the home, such tools
cooking pots, container pots of various sizes, makes and shapes, calabashes,
sticks,
stools, bags, bedding skins, mats,
blankets,
dresses, hats, shoes, grinding stones,
baskets,
etc
At the kraal they included:
entrance bars,
cow dung, thongs, pails, etc.
Likewise, names
of common domestic animals (cattle, sheep,
goats,
etc.), common plants (sorghum, beans,
pumpkins,
tobacco, datura, etc.).
Common soils (clay,
sand, loam, ochre, etc.)
were to be learned
quite early in childhood and they were learned
as they were used or avoided, etc.
i

:

_

ope ration
Children saw many adults every
day and many forms of cooperative effort among
them, e.g.
in song and dance, in work like
hoeing, making blanket skins supple, drawing
water for brewing beer, building a house or a
kraal, skinning a slaughtered ox, etc.
or in
group games of various kinds, or even in fights.
Beside the examples they saw every day, they
were taught how to play or work together and
sometimes even the value of doing so, etc.
:

10*

Assistance to the Needy
There were many examples in the villages, especially among relatives
and neighbors in those old days. When a hungry
person visited their homes, they generally saw
him/her fed and not sent away empty. Visitors
were generally cared for cooperatively and
were always visitors of the chief. Sick people
received close attention from close relatives
and visits and food from neighbors. Children
were given presents and shown how to offer them
on their own or the family's behalf.
Sacred
offerings of oxen or goats to God through the
ancestors, to relieve a sick relative, were made
in their presence and they also participated in
the prayers/sacrif ices--of ten even before adults.

In conclusion,

:

children participated in the activities

of adults whenever they could, as observers or as assistants
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of their parents or elder
brothers/sisters or others.
They knew and generally loved their
parents and learned
to trust and respect them well
They learned to know
fairly well the activities, tools,
relations and relationships of their families the centers
of their lives then
and even in the future as adults.
.

—

Adolescence and Early Adulthood
The period of adolescence did not depend
on years
as much as it did on physical maturity.

Its onset was ob-

served when radical physical changes took place:
breast

development and menstruation in girls; breaking of
the
voice and toughening of muscles among boys; and
the

grow-

ing of public hairs in all and of beards in boys.

generally assumed

a

Boys

seemingly stubborn and difficult dis-

position at that period.

Both became unsure about them-

selves and about their place in the world and needed unshaky assurances.

When a girl experienced her first menstruation, her

mother immediately notified all local mothers of girls of
the same age,

for these girls to accompany her daughter

to the well to draw water.

This was a solemn exercise ac-

companied with a solemn instruction to carry water and
hold reeds but never to look back.

It would also be a
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special day for the girls, when they
received their first
formal group lessons in sex education
from elderly women.
Old ladies interviewed explained
to me that these were
occasions when the girls would be taught
how to forecast
and prepare themselves for the next
periods, how to keep
themselves clean and unsuspicious during the
flow.
They
advised that that was a mark of womanhood
and the girls
were to do all in their power to keep chaste
until marriage.
On the issue of chastity among Basotho
youth,

Ashton remarked (1967:40):
The general attitude still is that boys and girls,
and unmarried young men and especially women,
should be chaste.
Many do keep chaste and a
doctor of many years' gynaecological experience
considers that an appreciable proportion of unmarried girls are virgins.
.

.

These observations were made in the late nineteen-forties.

Upon their experiencing the first eviction/ejection
of semen in their sleep, boys already knew or were informed
by their elder brothers or fathers that they had to go to
the river

(at the waterfalls,

early before sunrise.

if any)

and bathe fully,

To account for this, one old man

thought sunlight should always find man clean; another

remarked that it was

a

shame for adults to see the dry

semen stuff and they would call such a boy

a

"dirty fool"

who did not keep his secrets to himself and his family.
Boys would by this time have been warned strongly that
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If they did not wash their
bodies regularly, they would

be defiled and their manhood
would be seriously interfered
with.
So regular bathing by herdboys
was not unusual—

although there were some who did
not follow this rule
and would do so with great pain
at initiation.
Abilities and Skills
Old interviewees confirmed that from
early infancy
through adolescence, youth learned a
great number of

abilities:

attitudes and skills.

The following were said

to have been of major importance for
both females and

males
A

*

1)

ability to communicate effectively with others;

2)

ability to give appropriate respect (words, behavior, etc.) to all seniors and juniors (age
and rank)

3)

ability to identify and give appropriate treatment to family and clan members;

4)

ability to give assistance to parents/relatives
whenever necessary without their requesting it;

5)

ability to observe adults especially parents and
those marked out by them as worthwhile examples
to follow;

6)

ability to use common tools/instruments effectively and economically;

7)

ability to keep family/clan/community rules, e.g.,
respect, work, chastity, etc.;

8

ability to identify one's place and those of close
relatives in the extended family system;

)
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9)

ability to carry out instructions
and to convey
messages effectively

10)

ability to know who and when to visit
in accor
dance with parents' advice;

11

ability to listen attentively, to observe
closely
and to follow good examples, even
where no words
are

)

used;

12)

ability to remember and follow important
lessons
(e.g., totem praises, etc.);

13)

ability to do work at the proper times (e.g.,
drawing water eating, milking cows, etc.
,

)

14)

ability to keep oneself reasonably clean and tidy;

15)

ability to share one's possessions reasonably
with others;

16)

ability to join in appropriate social merrymaking (e.g.
singing dance games etc
,

,

,

,

.

)

17)

ability to help the needy within limits of one's
possessions and responsibility (power)

18)

ability to enjoy oneself in socially-acceptable
individual activities, e.g., games, instrumental
music, etc.

19)

ability to treat visitors with love and generosity;

20)

ability to identify family possessions and to
protect and value them;

21)

ability to withstand reasonable difficulties
without complaint;

22)

ability to advise parents/relatives or call their
attention to essential omissions/commissions;

23)

ability to make fire;

24)

ability to keep family secrets, etc.

Communication skills: taught and learned in the
culture included:
ability to convey messages
(to ask and answer questions
or make sensible
statements), to describe qualities like
color,
number, feel/texture, size, noise/light/heat
type and intensity, etc., to use
effective gestures or mimes, to sing using one's
own words,
o make patterns/drawings
to make puppets or
clay objects (e.g., animals and persons)
and
to use them and so on.
Words, gestures, example and a variety of others were used
at higher
levels of complexity.
,

Appropriate respect
in words, gestures, behavior and otherwise.
See Infancy and Early
Childhood (items 2-7) above.
:

Family/Clan Members
Children were expected to
know by name all members of their families and
close relatives outside of it, as well as the
totem praise and the general extent of their
clan, especially membership of their family in
the clan (its position) and to give all due respect and consideration.
:

Assistance to parents/relatives
With little
verbal advice children were made to realize
that their parents worked for their good and
that their assistance was needed whenever possible and would be appreciated. Normally such
assistance although needed would not be requested; they would have to volunteer it or
else they would miss certain benefits as a les:

son.

Observation of good example
Parents were generally their children's model in life (although
some parents made poor models, such as drunkards,
indolents, etc.)
A good model was generally
emphasized, hence the introductions referred
to at the end of "Care of Basotho Babies,"
above
:

Use of Common tools/instruments
Children were
expected for example to learn how to dress well,
how to handle utensils, etc., and to care for
:

them.
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rUl6S
Res
applied to all, and all adults hadpect of adults
responsibilre Pr ° Pe
behav i°r among children and
adolesoenta
adolescents; every *family had its
rules of work
or its children; all youth had
to observe the
rule of chastity, etc.
:

f amily/clan
it was impor.r
tant that
children and especially adolescents
knew who their seniors and juniors
were in their
amilies and clans.
Such knowledge facilitated
functions like solemn hair-cutting
(following
a relative's funeral), soil-throwing
at a relative s funeral, scarifications, etc.
:

Instr uctions and messages
Children had to learn
roiri earl
Y childhood the importance of conveying messages properly and accurately
and of
carrying out adults' (and elders') instructions
effectively, as a refusal to do or indifference
in doing so could result in much
unpleasantness.
:

.

10.

Who and when to visit
Although infants used to
visit freely around the village they soon learned
that their parents did not always approve of it.
So they had to learn who to visit (generally,
their closest relatives and families of their
parents friends) and when it was most appropriate to pay such visits (e.g., when assigned
work was completed)

11*

Exemplary behavior
Listening attentively when
adults spoke (advising/instructing them or talking between themselves) was a useful skill.
Adults encouraged children to observe people with
outstanding worthwhile qualities (e.g. outstanding ability to speak convincingly, to make others
laugh, to behave in a socially acceptable man-

:

:

ner, etc
12.

.

)

Good memory
The ability to remember was exercised and developed in a variety of ways from
very early infancy, with the use of tonguetwisters, totem praises, riddles, etc.
This
quality was strengthened further during childhood and adolescence.
See Item 7 under "Infancy
and Childhood," above.
:
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13

.

n
lnqfllthou 9h they had no convenrion
a ? watches and
tionai
clocks, the Basotho had

l^r

:

Si

night^weekdays

kn0vVn among them.
Special activities
wer p to happen at certain
were
specific times e c
br( akfast and supper,
9 °
milking,' draw!
i; water from
ing of
ina
wells, etc., and children
r
° f the times
°"-ve
the : Closely?

-

14

gi^lliness:

While babies and infants were
tldY
their mothers sisters or grandmoK
others older children were
expected to learn
°K
themselves following the
example and encouragement of their
parents and
elder sisters/brothers.
The point of cleanll
as stressed formally at the
onset of
^ for girls and
puberty
boys.
^

'

15

faring with others;

This was

important
quaiity by which generosity was taught
from
abyhood and infancy.
it was encouraged in a
variety of ways,e.g., the stomach
of an ox
(qaati) was shared in common by
village boys;
sharing grains on a m.ealie cob with
a game
ari

,

,

16

Approp riate enjoyment
Basotho appreciated
ability t° share in games, singing, dance, the
etc.,
with others and encouraged it.
It was a powerful way to socialize them.
:

17
.

18

•

yelping t he needy
For young children this was
limited to (15) above, but as children grew
older they had to recognize others who needed
help and be ready to offer it within the limits
of their means, e.g., food for very starving
ones, looking after animals of sick boys, helping injured ones, protecting weak ones in skirmishes, etc.
:

Individual enjoyment
This was also encouraged
and showed itself in the form of compositions
of petry, solos and especially instrumental
music, etc.
Learning to excel in these activities was encouraged, as were healthy competitions between individual and group contestants.
:
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.

Generosity to visitors
Visitors especially
those from afar (who were not
exploiters) were
always given a warm welcome and
children were
klnd nd generous to them in
those
difficult
fficult times of wars, famines, and
other
social stresses.
:

/

20

.

Famil y possessions
Children were taught to
recognize articles, animals and other
ami ly possessions and to look after valuable
them well.
:

21

.

Withstanding difficulties: Children were
taught
gradually to withstand difficulties of
reasonable measure, for instance, not to cry
having fallen or stumbled over a stone; when
to wake
up early
the morning (older children)
to
eat less regularly; to help parents in
their
work and so on.

m

;

2

*

Adv ice to parents/relatives
Rather than wait
until something bad or dangerous had happened,
children were encouraged to advise their parents and very close relatives about omissions
or commissions which needed their attention.
But in doing so, they had to use proper channels
of communication; for ticklish situations, for
example, they could advise their brothers and
sisters by means of accepted, established warning play-games, e.g.. Ho nkong k'eng?
("What
is on the nose?")
Ka tholla^ka kulu-kulu
molapong ("I discovered a bird at a river"),
etc.
and their fathers by way of their mothers
or grandmothers, etc.
:

.

,

23.

Making fire
Using tinder of toane cinder and
stones or with iron and stone, etc. Fats were
generally used for lighting at night.

24.

Family secrets
Children were told not to go
about telling stories about their fathers and
mothers.
They were often warned about things
that were family secrets.
National secrets and
the way to keep them were learned at initiation.

;

:

These abilities were essential to the lives of the

children at those times and also in making them enter the
life of adulthood with its high demands on all.

But there
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were also abilities and tasks
designed for each sex group
which had to be developed or done
by all concerned.
These
were
B.

Girls:
The ability to draw water from
the fountain/well;

1

)

2

)

3

)

4

)

5

)

The ability to care for babies and
infants;

6

)

The ability to grind sorghum or corn;

7

)

The ability to clean the house
and its courtyard;
The ability to plaster house floor
and walls with
mud and special soils;
The ability to recognize and collect
vegetables
from the fields;

The ability to prepare and cook bread and
beverages
;

8

)

9

)

10

)

The ability to collect fuel wood and dry dung;
The ability to use utensils and other house objects carefully;

The ability to brew Sesotho beer;

ID

The ability to feed family members and clean
utensils

12

)

The ability to hoe and harvest crops;

13

)

The ability to take care of family chickens and
dogs
;

14

)

15

)

The ability to use ointments and decorations for
beauty, etc.;
The ability to dress, sit and bend one's body
decently, etc.;
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.

Boys

:

1)

The ability to separate calves from
cows;

2

The ability to herd cows, donkeys
and horses

)

effectively

3)

The ability to herd cattle and small
stock effectively
;

4)

The ability to go until evening without
food;

5)

The ability to milk appropriately;

6)

The ability to detect discomforts/sickness
in
an animal;

7)

The ability to tell when a cow needed a bull,
was pregnant, or about to calf,-

8)

The ability to make ropes, clubs, horn objects,
etc
.

9)

;

The ability to play an instrument (lesiba or
mamokhorong
a one-string guitar);
'

B.

:

10)

The ability to defend oneself and to protect one's
animals and kin;

11)

The ability to plow, sow seed and harvest crops;

12)

The ability to be interested in a specialized
trade, etc.

Girls:
1)

Drawing water
Girls had first to learn to carry
small clay pots on their heads and gradually those
containing water, devices used to prevent water
from spilling out; to clean the well; to wait
for those who arrived at the well before them to
fill their pots first; to draw water at the time
accepted by their parents (e.g., not after sun:

set)
2)

,

and so on.

House cleaning
This involved the proper shelving
of skins used as bedding and of blankets, early
each morning; cleaning (by sweeping) the inside
of the house and its proximate courtyard; cleaning and placing of utensils at the appropriate
places, etc.
:
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}

)

4

H guse plastering
Mud, from special
with cow dung was used to plaster or soils, mixed
smear the
loor and to make first hard coatings
on the
walls, with later light coatings done
with lightercolored soils; patterns of a wide variety
were
made on walls and floors which showed a
woman's
ability to copy patterns or create her own.
:

C° l lec ting vegetables
A variety of plant leaves
were used for vegetables.
Examples are:
o£ mololo cynant chum vire ns) lefokotsaneleaves
Thalictum mines
theepe (Amarantis thunbergii.
Cape pig weed)
serue chenopodium album, goose'
foot)
sepaile Bras sica pachypoda)
tenane
Wahlembergia undulata
lesha abe (Sonchus
^
^ceus
a spe r
and many others.
There were
also pumpkins, watermelons, Sesotho beans, and
potatoes used as vegetables but these were
planted with sorghum or maize in the fields.
:

(

,

(

)

,

,

(

,

(

,

(

6)

)

,

,

)

,

7)
5

8)

Baby/infant care
This involved the ability to
feed them at the right times, to play with them,
to keep them clean, to carry them on the back
and on the lap, to lull them to sleep, to rest
them at appropriate places and so on.
:

Grain grinding
Involved the use of grinding
stones and mats to hold the meal/flour, the
bitting of the grinding stones to make their surfaces rough and effective; sometimes it also
involved the grinding of wet half-crushed grain
into dough for making beverages of soured bread.
:

Cooking
Knowledge of what liquids to use (water
or milk or whey) and at what temperatures (cold,
lukewarm or boiling) necessary; as well as of
the type of flour-meal or grain or leaves, etc.,
and of when and how to stir and to tell when they
were ready; of how to regulate the fire and so
:

on
C ollecting fuel
Various woods of bushes, trees
or shrubs were used, as were stalks and straws of
some field crops; and also animal dung (Khapane,
lisu) from cattle, sheep, goats, horses, etc.
Animal and butter fats were used to light at
night
:
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Careful use of ut ensils and tools was
always
th
r USerS
This Was Particularly
n the case of scarce and expensive
or hardto find articles like game skin
blankets, iron
and copper goods, etc.

^

10

‘

rewi ng Ses otho beer from the flour of
sorghum
grain and sorghum malt.
This was a specialized
ability generally possessed by skillful
girls
and older women.
E*

Feeding family members included cleaning
of
utensils, dishing out the food in essential
quantities, giving food to all concerned,
usually in groups, and collecting the utensils
for cleaning after meals.
H oeing and

12

harvesting
The Sesotho hoe was made
from iron by blacksmiths; harvesting of sorghum
necessitated breaking of head or use of knives;
collecting to cleared threshing floors; threshing by bands of men with clubs; winnowing and
bagging of the grain and use of oxen to take
the harvest home by men.

13)
15)

Caring for chickens and dogs involved proper
feeding; building chicken nests; collecting of
eggs; laying out eggs for a hatching hen, etc.

14)

Beauty
From an early age Basotho girls were
taught to appreciate beauty.
Basotho women used
fat strained from butter or cooked animal fats
as ointments; a wide variety of ochres were also
mixed with fats: red (letsoku), yellow (lekoetje),
orange (khokhotsi)
antimony (sekama)
and many
others

:

;

,

,

Decency
Girls were taught to dress well (covering breasts and waist or lower depending on age
and marriage) and to bend the body in socially
acceptable ways, as well as to use decent language
:

.

C

.

Boys
1)

Calves and cows
These grazed separately and
slept in separate kraals, so boys had to learn
the tricks of separating them and kraaling them.
:
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The herding of calves,
rer home was done by
direction of the men at

5)

Milking
This involved allowing a calf to
suckle a little then getting it off until
milking was done; holding a pail and milking
with
hands, sometimes after getting the hind
leqs of
a cow tied together.

6)

Animal diseases: good herdboys/herdsmen had
to
be capable of detecting discomforts, ticks
and
symptoms of disease early among their animals
and of treating the animals or getting their
fathers to treat them.

7)

Breeding
boys were taught to recognize a cow
or
other
animal)
in heat; to get a bull to mate
f
it; to tell when a cow was pregnant or near
calving; and to provide proper attention.

8)

Craf twork
both while looking after their animals and in the evenings, boys and young men,
like the older men from whom they learned, made
grass ropes used for a variety of purposes, clubs
or knobkerries, container horns, blowing horns,

;

:

:

*

•

etc.
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gl g ical

instruments
Basotho boys/men had some
special musical instruments like
the lesiba made
eath
®
r
of
a
vulture
(lenong) or Cape
f
buzzard
buzzard^Kha
(Khajoane)
a string of tail hair or oxsinew, and a bamboo stick about
one inch thick.
This instrument was played a lot
by
men and seemed to have a comforting cattle herdsinfluence
on the animals. There were other
instruments also.
:

,

,

ef ^nse and pr o tection
From the age of childhood, boys had to learn to fight
effectively
with sticks stones slings; wrestling,
the use of diplomatic strategies, both and by
as individuals and in groups.
These abilities were
necessary for self-defense, defense of one's
people and for the protection of property, particularly cattle.
g.

:

,

,

Plo wing and harvesting
Boys and men generally
did plowing and sowing of seeds and also
threshed
and collected the grain with oxen which they
also rode on.
:

P2)

Specialized trades
Every man was expected to
learn and practice at least two or so trades,
e.g., pastoral farming and tailoring or basketry
or some other craft that would enable him to
earn a living.
But every man was expected to
have a few cattle at least and so worked hard
to make them, e.g., by serving his father or
another man and being paid, etc.

Instructors

:

:

As already indicated above in the non-

formal system of the indigenous education system, it was
not easy to identify instructors.

But almost invariably

during babyhood and infancy, the mother, sisters, female
cousins and grandmothers were the child's greatest helpers and teachers.

When infants developed into childhood,

instructional functions changed:

girls continued as the

direct students of their mothers and other family/clan
women, while boys gradually moved under the supervision
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of men.

“

It was expected and
encouraged that children
ShOUld 3130 lnS
each other in learning,
for example, in
speech, by the

“* -i-t

use of established
tech-

niques like nursery
poetry ory "poetrv"
or ~songs, riddles,
interesting narrations and
otherwise.

A wide variety of in-

wr

structional techniques were
in use.
use
Telling was limited,
but youth were encouraged
to observe and listen
attentively
learn the way things
should happen by themselves,
by observing what adults
wanted and how they
acted.

Language for example was
learned everywhere at all
times,
first by listening and
approval of babies' achievement,
however limited. The
encouragement of mothers and sisters/brothers facilitated fast
language development.
These efforts were coupled
with a conscious effort in
every
home to tell children legends
and interesting stories and
to get them sometimes to
retell them.
These narrations
took place in the quiet of
night, after the hustle and bustle of day activities, and
just before sleeping
time.

They,

therefore, had the whole night
to mull over them
their sleep, and since most of
them had a moral lesson
to impart that seems to have
worked quite well. This
timing is also alleged to have
facilitated the remembering of the stories.

m
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Youth were also urged
to participate as
assistants
in adults' work
activities, like the
preparation of food
(girls) and the herding
of family animals (boys).
this
way youth came to learn
easily the most intricate
activities like brewing beer
(women) and detecting
health conditions among animals (men)
since they were free to
assist as well as they could,
they were not blamed when
they missed, but were shown
the correct ways.
when they
did right they were generally
praised and that got them
more interested in learning
to assist better.
By giving adults' names to
children, parents expected them to learn to be as
great in certain respects,
and generally talked about
those ancestors and their
bravery and other worthwhile
qualities to children.
This
inspired children to be like their
ancestors or even better.
Bearing those names also made them
feel important
and respected members of their
families, and they always
wished that attitude to prevail. Another
technique which
was reported to have been quite powerful
in influencing

m

.

children's learning was the assignment of
special respon-

sibilities to them like keeping courtyards clean
(girls)
or minding certain calves

(boys)

.

These assignments are

said to have acted as strong factors in developing
many

children's self-awareness and perhaps also self-esteem.
Parents and adults generally always praised aloud any
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worthwhile performances or
evidence of progress in children's work assignments
and all children normally
want
praise or recognition.

to a
’

Older children, especially
adolescents, were exposed
variety of real-life adult
problems and difficulties,

th adults only ready to
assist when necessary.

At this
time encouragement became
limited; they had to learn to
ask for help when necessary.
Other measures like rebuke,
censure, and even corporal
punishment, were used to correct unwanted traits.
Corporal punishment gradually became the way to correct major
faults and crimes of boys
and to "harden" them, to make
them strong enough to meet
life's problems bravely (Ashton,
1967:45).
The other
reason was that their behavior was
beginning to have a
very strong influence on younger
children.
I nstructional

media

:

This varied from puppets,

modelled clay cattle, soil, stones, bones
and others used
infancy, to real utensils, tools and instruments

m

used

by adults in the homes, kraals, court-place
and in the

fields and pastures.

As older children and adolescents,

they were operating in the world of adult realities
and

used many of their tools.

Administration of education

:

Early education was

always the business of the primary family first and foremost, but it was also to a restricted level the function
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Of the extended family,

while the mother looked
after
her baby every day and
got young nurses to assist
her,

she had to report evidence
of developmental progress
or
none of it to her husband
or mother-in-law. All of
them
had a stake in the well-being
of the child; after all.
they would get their bohali
cattle later if they were
girls, or would live under
their supervision and protec
tion later if they were boys.

Children's education was also
primarily the responsibility of their families.
it was the latter who were
praised or blamed by the community
because of the excellence/weakness of behavior or achievements
of their offspring.
But the clan and to a lesser
extent the general
adult public were also to do something
about checking
wrong-doing among youth and encouraging
worthwhile behavior and achievement.
Slovenly work,
like indolence,

was frowned upon by Basotho society,
as were lack of
chastity, injustice, lack of individual

freedom, or ty-

ranny and oppression.
Initi ation academies

:

These could be regarded as

the formal climax of the otherwise non-formal

system of indigenous education.

Their purpose was to

re-,

inforce critical socio-cultural ideas among youth in a

way which would facilitate their being remembered throughThe sessions were brief (three months for women
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and six months for men) and
dramatic (e.g., ruthless punishment was used to root out
wrongdoing and rough exercises were made to instil bravery,
endurance, patience
and strength)
it was the highest institution
of social
reform with the best available and
affordable expertise
and a great deal of local control.
.

While women's initiation was held
during the warmer
months of the year (spring to summer),
and at home, men's
initiation generally took place in winter
and ran up to
late spnng--the harshest weather
months in Lesotho, and
some distance away from home, generally
in a sheltered
valley up on the nearby mountain, hence
its other name,
the Mountain Academy/College
It is significant that the most noted
heroes were

selected to give boy-initiates the meat that introduced
them to initiation rites; that the best-known medical
doctors were sought to scarify them, to get their initiation lodge (Mophato) ready and protected and that a wellnoted, well-behaved "philosopher" or sage was acquired
to lead the lectures on cultural history, national phi-

losophy and ideology (including religion)
toric.

,

law and rhe-

These men had to be outstanding examples in their

special areas of expertise.

In the case of women,

too,

the best among the wise aged were selected to lead the
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activities of initiates.

The use of assistant lecturers

or tutors in the persons
of all initiated younger
men or
women of good repute should
also be noted. They were
needed to carry out the routine
activities of initiation
and the instructions of the
experts. Ashton’s observetions are important 1967 51
):
(

:

a
y h y a e 9lVen talks by the leading
babineli on tribal
K , history,
J
_|£ineli
correct forms of bem0ralltY
The virtues stressed are
^
honesty, reliability, courage, humility,
and
°r
and the chief;
are sometimes
som^tim^ pushed home by punishmentthese lessons
meted out
sc h°° 1 to adults who have
committed some
offence at home and who are flogged
out of sight
bu within earshot of the boys.
The only sexual
instruction given consists of exhortations
to
avoid adultery.
"Smut" and lewdness are not encouraged

/

*

.

While the proprietor of the Initiation
Academy was
the manager of the place, the experts
really
led the

scene with regard to essential curricular
offerings and
the modes of techniques of offering them to
initiates.

Sexual mutilations and exercises were generally
not discussed
with us (the researchers) but they could be observed.*
The allegation that the female initiates

'

hymens were

operated upon (Ashton, 1967:57) may need research to confirm.

This is a difficult idea to accept fully because

*Some Basotho men used to observe them, as boys,
among their companions who had been initiated, while they
looked after animals up on the mountains or as they were
swimming in the Senqu (Orange) River. Among men it was
the prepuce that was removed.
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of what was alleged to
happen upon marriage:

a married
girl who was found by her
husband to have been already
interfered with would be divorced
the next morning.
Perhaps a small operation did
take place, but it is also
alleged that the two lobes (in
the vagina) were elongated
as part of the initiation
exercise.
Irvine and Sanders
(1972:124) talking about the Nigerian
experience, have
said

Circumcision of girls: Extirpation
or labia minora or both is practised of the clitoris
in varying
degrees
different parts of Africa.

m

As explained above, sex education
was given as well
as possible and as far as the
experts' knowledge went

but was not emphasized over the other
aspects of education.

Strong foundations were laid for political,
eco-

nomic, religious and other vital forms of
social partici-

pation and contribution.
The Initiation Academy was the place where:
a)

the role of a man/woman in terms of natural
sex differences as well as in terms of
social function, was exposed and described;

b)

the principles of dedication to the welfare
of one's family, of charity to the needy
and to the helpless foreigners, of thrift
and readiness to sacrifice for one's economic
independence, of attachment to truth and
social justice, of patriotism, of respect for
established authority, etc., were laid down,
explained and established;

c)

foundations for practical co-operation and
service to society were laid;
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hard headed social wrongdoing
could be punished without fear of
repercussions, etc.
In elaboration of the
above, it was observed that:
d)

1

2

•

.

Social roles

:

a)

Sex:
Women were to bear and feed
children;
men were to help in procreation
and
maintenance

b)

Function:
Women's functions were home-based
while men's were nation-based
even though all
were family-centered.

Principles

:

a)

Family welfare: Everyone belonged
to a famly in the first place and
had an obligation
6 lt WSl1 aS much as be
drew privileges
fro^it

b)

Charity to the needy: This was a
strong and
general law which obliged all to help
others
who were in need.
it was a foundation for
communality and nationhood. The principle
stated:

^

"when a traveller comes to
you
My young friend,
Give him water to drink."
c)

Economic independence: Men and women were
to take this as one of their top priority
targets.
The principle was:
"Let not the
herdsman allow his herd to be captured,
before he has been pierced by a barbed spear
which sheds his blood."

d)

Truth and social justice: Were to be striven
after under any circumstances for tribal/
national welfare reasons. Men and women had

What I call principles are morally-charged lessons
quoted from the Great Hymns of the Ancient Basotho, as
sung at initiation rites (Guma:
1966).
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ly 9 /

0t t0 be do ™trodden and
an obliaaawaY wlth human suppression,
ine principle
The
Drinr°
stated:
"My young friends,
Don't you hear me?
I teach you the
Lessons of
the Law.
e)

U

Patriotism and respect for authority -The
principle to be followed was: a
male-born
is a sacrifice to the
vultures (ngoan'a
moshemane ke kabeloa-manong)
etc
The
principle is:
"The children of (Lion) when
their father died,
Remained together,
It is for them that I sing."
;

3.

Co operation and Service:
Here could be cited
the many proverbs which instil
co-operative
e fort and those which
instruct on service:
omg a little is better than doing nothing"
(ho etsa hanyenyane ha ho tsoane
le ho lula
teela)
"he/she who tries will be helped"
(moketa ho tsosoa o itekang)
etc.
;

,

P unishment

for wrong-doing
Persistent and
socially disturbing wrong-doing could not
go
on unchecked.
Where the chiefs' courts had
failed, the malefactor could be drawn to
the
initiation academy and punished severely.
Ashton (1967:51) said on this:
".
punish
ment meted out
to adults who have committed some offense at home and who are
flogged ..."
:

.

.

.

.

.

The foregoing discourse goes to show that initiation, as the most protracted form of formal education

known at the time, was a radical instrument in making

young man or woman acquire quickly

a

a

permanent and flexi-

ble outlook on life and a desire to serve his/her family

and people so as to win a good place as one of God's family after death.

At the base of all these great principles
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was the notion that in
the ultimate analysis all
men belonged to God-the Perfection
(Tlatlamacholo) -and must
therefore serve by showing
love to each other, helping
out
the needy, behaving in
socially acceptable ways,
demanding and maintaining social
justice and peace among men
and communities, and giving
due respect to established
authority.
These principles then became
a source of
human motivation thereafter
(after initiation) and were
to be satisfied for one to
be regarded as a great social
leader
The great principles of the
initiation academy became cornerstones in guiding men's
lives and were themselves objectives, the search of
which was rich in fruitful educational experiences.
Although the old adults
used to say that "learning in adulthood
breaks the back"
(thuto ea boholo ea roba)
they seem to have been referring to practical work or memory work.
There were new
areas opened to married adults:
they were formally al,

lowed to eat the foods previously forbidden
them and were
given the reasons. People would rather abandon
their
chief and national leader and join a foreigner
rather
than tolerate a tyrant on a permanent basis
(Ellenberger
1969

)

.
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Appraisal of the System
The indigenous Sesotho
system of education had certain distinctive qualities.
it was offered in two
ways.
Non^formal education was for
the purposes of this study
taken to include all forms
of education and training
taking place anywhere and any
time other than in the initiation academies and specialized
professional training.
It took the largest portion
of every person's education
time covering all his/her days
of youth up to initiation
and much of his/her time after
initiation.
Formal
e ducation was for the
purposes of this study taken to comprise institutionalized education
such as took place in
initiation academies and secret
professional training
centres.
it comprised the period spent
under formal guidance and supervision at initiation
academies/colleges.

All their education could be classified
under these
two broad headings, but each of these
usual subdivisions
of education occurred among the Basotho
in special or

distinctive qualities.
1

•

Non-f ormal education had the following charac-

teristics
a)

:

It was structured

:

into infancy, childhood,

adolescence and adulthood education phases.
b)

It was comprehensive

:

including all aspects

of a person's life, it could be offered
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briefly at the times, places
and by people
designated by society, and
generally at any
time and place and by anybody
with the skill
to do so.
c)

— Was

relevant:

skills and attitudes in-

stilled consciously were based
on the cultural
and socio-economic life of
the Basotho of
the time and used the resources
available
to them.
d)

I^was person-family-focuse d:

the direct

beneficiaries were the individual learner
and his family so that we can say
it was

directed mainly towards the solution
of their
problems of various kinds.
It was multi-faceted

:

in order to satisfy

the many needs of many people at all
free

times,

it had a variety of goals and a

variety of channels or techniques to satisfy
them.
f)

It was situation-controlled

:

depending on

the situation of each learning experience,
the control or administration of the instruc—

tion/learning experience might be the instructor of the moment or the learner him/herself.
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Formal education had the
following qualities:
a>

^-^-institutionalized

at initiation

:

academies which were in specific
temporary
lodges (Mephato) in the
villages (women)
and the distant valleys or
on distant mountains (men)
b)

-

had

dear ly-stated

goals

:

to fashion

adults who knew and cared strongly
about
their future life; the welfare
of their

people (nation)

,

and especially of those

in need; maintenance of law,
order and peace

special sex-role functions

(child welfare,

home management, family supervision
and protection)

;

respect for authority; justice

and person-family dignity; promotion
of family wealth; and other social values.

its

major textual content was the sacred hymns
(Likoma)

d

it was expert-supervised

its tutors were

:

experts of war, philosophy, medicine, and
rhetoric, assisted by assistant-tutors who

were younger but clearly on the way to ex-

cellence
d)

.

It was excellence-directed

:

both its tutors

and students strove for excellence in and
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out of the academy.

The following were not

only stressed but their
achievement was to
be sought for by all:
knowledge of national
history and philosophy and
"correct forms
of behavior and morality
chastity,
honesty, reliability, courage,
humility and
respect for elders and the
chief" (Ashton,
.

1967 51
:

e)

)

.

.

.

ItJiad_^_clea^ _student-bodv

its students

:

were the initiates in groups
of about 10 to
30

(women)

and 20 to 50

(men)

.

They were

mainly, but not only, unmarried
persons of
l a te

f)

—

adolescence stage.

was time ~set:

curriculum objectives had

to be achieved within a certain
time-frame

(about three or six months)

^

It was re source -based
(e.g.,

:

certain resources

cattle and grain) had to be used in

one way or another to maintain the initiates.
It was generally their families which
paid

for them, but paupers' children or orphans

were the responsibility of the whole community through the chief.
h)

It was person-family-community

focused

:

(nation)

the initiation curriculum (which
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included in our current terms:

issues in

history, philosophy, religion,
government,
morality, economics and rhetoric,
was focused
on those issues which would
improve the life
of the individual, his/her
family and the
community (or nation) which are
therefore its

direct beneficiaries.
l}

~

was hi c?hly secret

the uninitiated and

:

those of the other sex, initiated
or not,

were not to know the secrets of the
camp,
let alone the foreigner who had not
been ac-

cepted as a member of the culture.
^

^

was clearl y-managed

:

Its management used

to be the family which initially organized

it in cooperation with the chief and experts.
k

)

It had an evaluation

:

all initiates had to

show certain abilities and competencies before they graduated.

Graduation took place

en masse.

The above description could be represented dia-

gramatically in the following general way:
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Figure 10

Education in the Experience Circle

.

a i n f e
•

.

.

.

:

the ante-initiation-non-formal-

education aspect.
k)

i r
the initiation or formal education
radical element or aspect.

c)

p.i.n.

«

:

f .e.

:

the post-initiation-non-formal-

education aspect.
d)

the non-education sector of the
human experience circle.
n. e s
.

:

In the following portion of the whole human exper-

ience circle, the education sector is shown with its three-

period and two-element aspects.

describable or definable into:

The education sector is
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Figure 11. The Education Sector
Components

a)

times or periods
the pre-initiation period, the initiation period and the postinitiation period; and

b)

aspects
formal education aspect and nonformal education aspect.

:

:

As we look at the above diagram, therefore, we see
the elements

(constituents) of the aspects arranged in

time perspective.
ties)

in the a.i.

The elements

(characteristics or quali-

and p.i. aspect are just jumbled about

while those in the i.r. aspect show some order.

The

radical (i.r.) aspect also shows a tendency to influence
not only the non-formal aspect but also the non-education

sector of the human experience circle.
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So we could say in summary
that the qualities or
characteristics of the Sesotho
indigenous

education system
could be seen clearly against
the background of nonformal and formal education.

Non-formal education was:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

structured
comprehensive
relevant
person-family-focused
multi-faceted
situation-controlled

while the formal education was:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

g)
h)
i)

institutionalized
clearly-stated goals
expert-supervision
excellence-directed
clear student-body
time-setting
resource-based
P .F ,C
Focus
confidentiality
.

The above presentation holds that the
indigenous

Sesotho education system had a dual
implementation
mechanism:

it had both formal and non-formal aspects.

Both aspects received much attention from
the people concerned:

the family and community leaders.

This has im-

plications for the improvement of the current education
situation in Lesotho in that the obvious weaknesses
(discipline)

in the system may be due in part to lack of

parental/communal participation in it.
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It would be unjustified
for me to pose as a judge

of the indigenous Sesotho
education system at this time,
but those who took part in
it (the aged) and who were
therefore better qualified to
assess its merits and weaknesses have said that: it
satisfied the needs of the people at that time; it did have
some weak points
(e.g.,

neglect of or poor service or
behavior by some, but they
hardly ever went away with it)
and strong points (indicated below)
but it achieved what it set
out to achieve
with everybody as far as possible
learning
,

the basics,

and was to that extent satisfactory.

To us of today,

some of its weakness lay in its
lack of written materials
and in its inability to teach
reading and writing, for

that would have enabled it to be
committed to records at
a time when there were still
many who could talk effectively about the system and its provisions.
But this

weakness was not internal to the system; it
is the view
of someone in a different era and therefore

in an external

context— a different cultural milieu— and

is to that ex-

tent unfair criticism.

Indigenous Sesotho education had

a

wide range of

activities which were the means of skill inculcation

mainly by the families in a non-formal situation and otherwise by the formal initiation academies.

Everyone was

supposed to go through these avenues which may therefore
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be regarded as intended
to offer,

in our terms, at least

a basic

curriculum to all students
and more to capable
ones, for even in the
art of plastering

floors and walls
of houses, for example,
some girls/women proved to
be
far more gifted while the
rest just knew enough to
go by.
Although they were forced by
circumstances of other
work commitments, the senior
tutors of initiation academies showed a high organizational
creativity and ability,
by letting less skilled
assistant tutors (interns or apprentices) look after routine work.
But even that is said
to have been supervised by
at least one senior
tutor.

The assignment of assistant
tutors

(who worked most con-

scientiously because they wished to
merit promotion later)
enabled their seniors to concentrate
their time and effort on major essentials of their
work.
In conclusion,

I

have noted (and perhaps discovered)

the following highlights about
indigenous Sesotho education
:

1)

The introduction rites which acted as
very strong

reminders of the extreme value of worthwhile

example by seniors to juniors (e.g., adults to
children)
2)

A strong emphasis on good behavior by all, es-

pecially by adults and leaders, and its encouragement and enforcement.
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Pursuit of excellence in personal
behavior,
actions and also in service,
whether private
or public.
4)

Obvious emphasis on practical
work and learn-

mg-on-the-job (apprenticeship/internship)
5)

Readiness and ability of the chief
(and his
court the government of the time)

—

to look

adequately after all cases of need, e.g.,

6)

paupers and their families, orphans,
travelers.
A brief period of dramatic and
intensive revision of life issues and of the essential

national philosophy and outlook by all
nationals.
7)

The ability of the system to ensure the
provi-

sion of basic requirements to all and at
the
same time to be open and able to offer more
to capable ones

(not just the materially

wealthy)
8)

The need to call the initiation institutions,

academies or colleges, because that is what they
were in fact (and not merely lodges or the all

inclusive "schools," which has come to mean
little)

;

it was like the Greek academies where

subjects like philosophy, national history,
politics, science, and rhetoric were taught.
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g££ly_ Education and Training
During early infancy,
boys and girls played
together
and were treated alike.
AH infants were extremely freg
what they sard and did, so
long as nothing dangerous
or injurious was involved
in the latter case,
while boy
infants ran about literally
naked, young girls were not
allowed such privilege.
They wore petti-skirts or
girdles made from fibres drawn
from the lower side of the
leaves of wild marigold plants.
These girdles were generally dyed in red ochre and
ornamented with pieces

m

of

copper.

The only form of dress for
infant boys would
be an ornamental belt worn
very loosely over the waist.
All infants could also wear a
necklace of ornamented
sinew rope or leather. Sometimes,
for some clans like
the Bahlakoana, such necklace
would also hold a small bone
or paw of a polecat, allegedly for
the purpose of dis-

pelling evil.

As blankets they wore supple skins
of goats

and sheep cut to size.

Younger infants were the business of old
ladies
who took care of them during the day.

They played a var-

iety of make-believe stories, and games.

Throw-away

pieces of clothing and pottery provided infant
girls with

excellent material for toy-making, while infant boys

gradually imitated men and especially the older men into
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whose company they were
being gradually drawn.
In -later
infancy, girls became
quickly drawn into women's
responsibilities by being invited
to help their mothers,
sisters or grandmothers,
old men made walking
sticks for
nfants
y
and helped them to
manufacture their own loin
from skins.
Gradually, infant boys were
attracted
away from home into the
pasture where they assisted
their
elder brothers or
grandfathers in looking after
calves
and horses, Out there,
they learned to model objects
out
of Clay:
animals, men and tools used
in their games.
They, also

played hide-and-seek (ba-ipatile)

target (senkhopi)

,

hit-the-

avoid-being-hit (seqata-majoana)

riding, stick fencing (mokallano)

wrestling (ho betana)
or-tie

,

,

,

drafts (moraba-raba)

running the race (ho ipeisa)

(karete, mathula-le-mafapa)

calf-

,

hit-

,

and many others.

On

the other hand, infant girls had
their own types of games
which they played after giving
assistance at their homes.

They also played hide-and-seek
(banana-ba-ipatile)

knucklebones (liketoana), playing house
(mantloane)
ing and clothing of toys (sometimes
with

,

mak-

the help of grand-

mothers or elder sisters)
others.

,

token food preparation and

They also sang together or in their sex
groups.

and according to the types of tasks they
were engaged
upon (e.g., lulling babies to sleep or mouse
hunting).

•
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Girls were more quickly drawn
into the circle of
assistants than boys. Girls
drew water from the spring;
they swept the huts and the
lawns; they kept fires burning as their mothers or
sisters prepared food and so
on.
Boys looked after calves and
horses and later after
sheep and goats and/or cattle.
As they looked after the
animals together with other village
or community boys,
they did a wide variety of
activities like: making grass
hats or mats, hunting clubs, hunting
of mice or rabbits
or buck or making the hornwork,
e.g., trumpets, pails,
spatula and other objects.
They made for themselves
also a wide variety of musical string
instruments.
It is correct to say that infants
had,

like other

children, a large number of games to play,
but also that
infants were freer to say or do as they
wished.
They

were always under the vigilant eye of the
older adults
who had the license to praise or punish them
as often as

necessity warranted.

Through these games and

a large

number of word games, children learned language, the
proper handling of tools, to produce useful or enjoyable
articles, to relate properly with others and so on.
-^

n -*-tiation into Adulthood

(Lebollo)

:

Initiation is

alleged to have been introduced among the Southern Bantu
peoples by the Bushmen (Ellenberger

,

1912 and Shedick,
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1953).

The reasons for the
practice seen, also to have
been "lost in the midst
of antiquity" (Ellenberger
and
Macgregor 1912:280), although
it was easy to derive
some
Of them from the very
complex language used in some
songs
of the ritual.
it was a dynamic and
solemn instrument
of socio-cultural revolution
which reinforced cultural
norms and established
ideological principles for the
na
tion.
it became an entry point,
a gate, so to speak,
into adulthood (for which
all youth yearned) and the
privileges and responsibilities
that it held for individuals.
it was a training ground
at which socially,

unacceptable behavioral practices
were removed or controlled (by punishment, rebuke,
censure or advice and
encouragement)
and the national character of
social ser,

vice, industriousness, self-respect
and respect for es-

tablished authority, truth and justice,
were firmly entrenched.
It was also a period of making

them aware dur-

ing which the individual-in-society
had his conscience

(feeling and will) aroused or sensitized
and when the

national intelligence was brought under a close
scrutiny
and critical appreciation.
It was a period of initiation
into hardships and trials, and also

a

school where essen-

tial social practices or industries were introduced
and

when youth acquired basic skills of rhetoric, warfare.
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philosophy
package

economics and cooperation
in an integrated
Ellenberger and Macgregor
(1912:280-282) main
,

tained that:
St 9rSat St ° re by this
institution
ffthe
ls
h
the base
on which all their civil
political, and social life
rests
ests, anri
c
and is,
or rather
was, to the ir]p 3 of national
security,
what
of fHo
the cnlf
the m anes was to personal
well-beina
Tf h*«=
thS aim ° f circumcision
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Into
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min
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ho
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have anything to do with him, him
and he
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" nSUltln 9 ®Pithets
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?
*

,

i

,

^

.

.

'

.

It is an open secret that
the initiates

.

.

(bashemane)

were required to surmount great
hardships and overcome
trials and torture without a
murmur; that they spoke a
secret language known only to the
initiated and that they

were rigorously trained in national
values through special recitals and hymnal sessions,
philosophical puzzles
and physical endurance (Ellenberger
and Macgregor, 1912:
282) and to these precepts they would
be attached throughout life even if it meant death for
them to refuse to
reveal the secrets.

The initiated were expected to be

wells of courage, insatiable seekers of wisdom,
truth
and social justice, of health and beauty, wealth
and

kindness
The actual initiation (lebollo) ceremony/rite for

men began with the public slaughter of

a

bull

(one of
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those captured in battle
or one sired by such)
Beef
front right leg, worked
thoroughly with medicines
of various types, was
prepared for boy initiates by
a renowned medical doctor and
offered to the initiates by
a
well-known and respected war
veteran.
From this moment
until the end of the
initiation project six or so
months
later (generally from April
to September)
they remained
under the direct tutelage
of a philosopher tutor,
adroit
in the ways of men, very
experienced and respected for
good behavior, kindness, wisdom
and healthy social relationships.
Under him would be a number
of carefullyselected men of middle age or
younger who would act as
assistant tutors. Volunteer
teachers were also expected,
and these included all initiated
men young and old; the
older generally attending to test
the effectiveness of
.

,

instruction of the younger.

The younger men were bound

to attend several times to sing
recitals with the initiates

and to do other odd jobs which did
not need older men
or experts.
Lebollo (the initiation ritual) was a very

solemn rite and all who entered it as
initiates had to
stay on until the very end. Whoever
abandoned it mid-

stream (mongala) became an outcast from his
family and
the community.

It was extremely necessary to begin at

the very beginning, too, for whoever missed the
beginning

would never get it except at the subsequent such ceremony
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(meant for the younger
ones) which he had to
attend to
complete his session
properly.
No one was excused
from
these strict requirements.

As the following
ceremonial hymn (called Koma:
the Truth) Will show,
initiates were taught sociocultural and economic norms
based on the nation's history and ideology.
Although it was taken from
the

Barolong by Rev.

P.

Lemue (Ellenberger and
Macgregor,

1912:282), it was universally
used by the Bantu of Sotho
origin (Basotho, Bapedi,
Barotse (Lozi) and Batswana)
I.

1-

The sheep are bleating,
The sheep of the North,
Seeking their lambs.

Historical origin of
the Bantu (the North)
from where they received their Teachings

.

.

.

2.

My young friends,
Don't you hear me?
I teach you the
Lessons
of the Law.

These are Commandments
to be followed.
Listen to the elders.

3.

Lessons which I have myself
received
From my elders
Who said to me

According to "Mosaic"
principles men only
could carry out priestly
services

4.

Take care of the cattle
Even to the last bovine
Which remains.

Listen to the "Instructions" from the Leaders of the people,
and heed them.

II.
1.

Let not the herdsman
Allow his herd to be
captured
Before he has been pierced
By a barbed spear which sheds
his blood.

Look after your valuable resources and
guard them with your
lives, if necessary.
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.

3.

When a traveler comes
to you
My young friend,
Give him water to drink.

Give help to all those
in need.
Practice
charity even among
strangers

Fly not from the Bushman,
Young friend!
That man of might
Who disappears as soon
as he. has shot his

Be courageous

your
wisdom might work
better. Might passes,
possess it, but look
for greater, more
permanent things.
,

arrow.

4.

That the orphans of our
people
The sons of a man.
May not say of their father:
He is old, let us eat
(take)
his herd.

5.

f

their father died,
S
Remained together,
'Ir is for them that
6

.

(lion)

Cattle

I

when Remembe
qttrengt
rpn „.
-

I

Unity is
sons of man!

sing.

a ° h thei" ™ Y lessons

Law?
Which

Respect thy father
(and kith and kin)
and protect them.
Promote national unity
and wealth.

'

the

received from my Elders
" GUard
thSm:
thS

Command of Ancestors:
.

God-ab^nfleade-s
e
g

th^

and defenS
ie :
cause in them are the
wisdom, the truth and
the wealth of the nation.

III.
1

.

The well-taught man steals not; Thou
shalt not steal!
Let the thief be put to death!
Those who unrightly
dispossess others must
suffer for it.

2.

But the company of initiates
Listen more.
Each one is preparing to sing.

3

Tomorrow at break of day
As an adult, I too
I, in my turn, shall be able to
shall be Leader and
say
Protector of men—
I am now a man.
wielding the power
Behold me among the heroes.
derived from our an-

.

Clean yourselves and
participate fully in
Worship and Service.

cestors

.

These Sacred Hymns of Basotho
Ancestors seem to
have been the best available
way to teach the youth
thei
history and the basic principles
of nationhood, their
rights and obligations.
The Great Hymns sing of

a

variety of historical

phenomena and of cultural values
that the Bantu people
had to remember. The only
books available to these ancient Bantu were their memories
and singing or chanting
facilitated their enduring. One
of the Sacred Hymns ran
(Guma,

1966

:

9)

:

The Truth of the Praiseworthy
(God)
Taught about which was beyond,
Beyond the river,
Beyond this great river,
The Great is the Sea,
The Sea, the Waves
.

.

.

and yet another:
The Thanks-worthy breathed,
Breathed with the spirit,
The Sinless one conceived
She conceived a powerful child.
Powerful like -Like the Perfect One
(Guma, 1966:15)
.

.

.

From these few quoted Sacred Hymns of Basotho
initiation rites, it should be obvious that great
religious

and life principles of existence and behavior were
laid

down for observance by all.

is it surprising then that

those who failed to attend the ritual were rejected by
the whole of society?

There is a great deal that still

remains very secret and unavailable for recording, but
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unfortunately, the few very
old people who were
initiated
are passing away at an
unprecedented rate, so that
unless
immediate steps are taken,
these valuable cultural
legacies could be lost forever.
It is worth noting also
that just as the session

started with a celebration,
it ended similarly.
There
was much jubilation when
the initiated arrived at
home
from the Initiation Academy.
Their families (parents
and relatives) killed oxen
and sheep and brewed much
beer
for merry-making.
However, the initiated young men
could
not eat and drink just anything
they liked; they were
very disciplined and could
not partake of anything special they had not yet been
officially offered, like beer.
At this celebration could be
heard individual recitations
and choral songs led by each
graduate.
These recitations
were a public affair and always
attracted large gatherings which facilitated the publicizing
of the ritual among
the uninitiated.
No graduate was a failure; everybody
who graduated was successful; no grades
were given.
Those who had gone together through the
"ordeal" were generally friends for life, members of the same
regiment and

often also settled together.
Initiation rites for women were kept extremely secret from men as well as uninitiated women.

But there

were the public starting and the closing ceremonies.
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Just as no woman attended
men's initiation rituals
(except a few at special
appointed times only), no man
could
be allowed into women's
secret initiation

rituals.
it
has been observed that
many who went into initiation
without certain skills, e.g.,
the making of grass baskets,
hats, mats, etc., had these
skills upon completion of the
"course." This therefore makes
reasonable the conclusion
that craft skills were taught
in these institutions.

Every initiate was given training
in a variety of productive skills:
technical, artistic, mental and
linguistic, as well as in the national
philosophy and religion
which became the bases for social
service and creativity.
What old women generally tell
interested scholars
is that their initiation was
an effective training ground
for womanhood, parenthood and
citizenship. They were
initiated into the principles of authority
and respect,
love of work and dedication to family
service, respect
of their fathers, husbands-to-be and
their
family elders.

They also had very thorough training in
family education

because these can be implied in some of their
words that
their lebollo prepared them to look well after
their husbands, to care adequately for their families, to prepare
to be skillful and good mothers and to bear their
children

with proper love and care.

They were taught the skills

of cookery, cleanliness and proper house maintenance,
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and who to consult
in difficulty s of
various types.
They were also very
well trained in the
art of refusing
to divulge initiation
secrets.

indigenous Literature

r

s<

The view that the re
was nothing to be
called literature among the Basotho
is a biased, if not
an uneducated
point of view.
Prof. Kunene (1971
:XI) viewed the oral
art of the ancients
(Basotho included) as
literature:
a

rr eyebrow

r Study
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Sesotho indigenous literature
was very rich in a
y of ways.
in fables, myths and
legends, storytelling, riddles and a variety
of poetic forms and songs.
From a very early age to about
ten to twelve years of age,
Basotho children listened almost
every night to legends
told by their grandmothers and
mothers; later, when boys
started sleeping at the Khotla
(court-place)
they also
listened to heroic adventure stories
told by brave old
men
It is significant that these
stories were generally
,
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told at night

da y -ti me was time for
work.
Riddles were
very wise sayings
planned to exercise the
mind.
They were
;

generally played between
youths or groups of
children with
whoever lost, accepting
f
aereat with
wi tt. a smile
y defeat
and
the ex-

pression of hope for victory
in some future amicable
encounter. Ja khomo ea hao,
u mphe masapo ("Eat
your cow and
give me the bones") or
tell me the correct answer.
Poetry was a way of life
of the Basotho.
From very early
age, infants listened
to their mothers,
grandmothers and
sisters reciting poems about
their totems or clans.
They
were also made to learn
poetic games or nursery
poetry.

Lullabies were sung by mothers
or sisters to lull
babies to sleep; boys sang
mouse-hunting songs

out in the

fields; girls sang solo as
they worked alone grinding
sorghum or later, maize grain.
Boys and girls sang movement or dance songs (mekobane)
together after work, in
the evenings.
Men and women had theirs, too:
when they

worked separately or together in
groups, hoeing or harvesting crops, preparing skin blankets,

preparing for war

or just merry-making.

Sometimes, songs were sung in ac-

companiment of instrumental music using
mainly string instruments.
The drum was used only in women's
initiation

rites and much later in Basotho history,
by medicine men
of Nguni (Zulu or Xhosa) origin (Mathuela)
Some of the
.

highest forms of Sesotho poetry (Lifela/Likoma) were
sung
at initiation academies only.
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Music

on 3
thp
the visual
art, were just as
much a way
of communication as
the
ne ordinary
ordin^ru language,
cind

i

1

i

i

particularly

among Basotho women.

They used a song to
express every
Sense of emotion: bliss,
anger or sadness.
They used
songs to tell stories,
too, to criticize, to
mock and alcourse to praise or just
to admire nature.
Communicative art also took silent
form:
as patterns traced on
Plastered walls and floors.
This is a heritage that
everybody enjoyed as much
or as well as a good song,
women
and other girls visited
each other's homes to see
and compare their works. A variety
of soils and plant paints
was used for this purpose.
Tidiness was another thing
on which such comparisons
were made: body beauty and
the
fineness and mix of soil ointments
used on the face; cleanliness in the arrangement of
utensils, tools and bedding
in the huts and cleanliness
on the lawns surrounding each
house and homestead. For men,
this art consisted of the
beauty of the poetry used in honor
of family or tribal or
national heroes, or poems on well-loved
animals like cows,
dogs and horses.
It was observable also in the use
of

musical instruments in the playing
of which several competitions were generally held. There was
also expressive
art in the construction or modeling
of a variety of tool
objects, e.g., clay pots, clothing, grass
mats, baskets,
hats; wooden spoons, walking sticks,
knobkerries for
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threshing sorghum; handies
for spears and war
axes, etc
Expert potters, blacksmiths,
tailors, orators and
others
were recognised by the
excellence of finish they
made on
therr works, and in all
these works of art, it
was the
excellence of beauty or
usefulness of articles,

that was
ught after and striven
for by instructors who
were more
often than not parents
or close relatives in early
age.

Mathematical and scientific
knowledge among the
Basotho was fairly well
developed.
Their counting consisted of units, tens and
units, hundreds and tens
and
units, thousands and hundreds
and
tens and units, e.g.,

5

= hlano

(five)

15 = l eshome le metso e
mehlano

units)

115 =

1115 =

(ten and five

j-eshome le metso e
hundred and ten and five units)mehlano (one

~

—

* hol °
leshome
metso e mehlano
(one thousand and one hundred I®
and one terTIEd

five units).

Counting of years was done by notching
on wooden
sticks.
Birth dates were marked by important

national or

international events like the death/birth
of important
chiefs or chiefs' sons, a memorable
national phenomenon
like a drought or an extremely heavy
snowfall and so on.
The concept of million was expressed
by thousands of

thousands, while billions and larger figures were
unknown.
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Quantities were calculated
rather clumsily in unevenly
equated calabash or small
clay
pots.

they knew and had.

skin bags

But,

(Mekotla)

baskets (ixsiu) were in
general use.
to make them.

that was all

and grass grain

it was a man's task

The large number of words
expressing qualities of
size (thickness, length),
comparison, sets, uncountable
masses (like water) and
others are evidence of a great
and as yet unexplored
mathematical wealth in Sesotho.
There were also a large number
of games that had mathematical implications, like
moraba - raba
.

Basotho used a large variety
of soils, stones,
plants, animals and their
products in their light craft
industries.
They therefore knew their names,
identity and
value.
They also knew many stars and
their movements.
But this valuable legacy is in
danger of dying out as
those who knew it die.
It could be used
as a good basis

for scientific study.
The availability of spears, hoes,
clay pots,

calabashes, embroidered furniture and clothes,
finely made
rondavels and of ruins showing evidence of
the existence
of rondavel villages and other things,
do stand out as

clear evidence of the existence of technology that
the

Basotho had in the past century which very few possess
today.
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The fact that when
human societies are
confronted
by critical life
issues, the human spirit
generally never
gives up, but soars to
transcend these difficulties,
is
illustrated by the way some
Bantu societies/nations
used
poetry as sole documents
in which they kept
the best
records of their philosophies,
religions, histories and
other valuable aspects of
their cultural heritage.
This
was the method in which
invaluable Sesotho Likoma
(Truths or sacred Hymns)
were recorded.
They were sung
in that form, and the two
modes (poetry and music)

worked together in producing
a highly dependable work
for
the memory.
Children were taught a large
variety of poems,
songs and music, until they
reached a
level of readiness

for the Hymns and what they
conveyed.

One of the most powerful
contributions of the Sesotho
indigenous education has been the
dynamic manner in which
instilled a sense of hope and a
determination to succeed in very difficult circumstances.
This was successfully instilled into both the
men and the women in spite
of the quite different methods
they used in training boys
and girls.
This quality is among the most important
that
need to be preserved for posterity.
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Summary

Chapter five discusses
the indigenous
education Qf
the Basotho during
babyhood, infancy,
ohildhood and adolescence.
Pregnant women received
m uch attention fro m
their
families and were expected
to feed well, visit
little and
take recommended
medications to facilitate
foetal developme nt and easy birth.
There were experienced
mid-wives in many communities.
New mothers received
good attention from all
community females of good will.
Houses in which were young
babies were
according to a strict
procedure of waiting or
scorching feet over flames.
Early introductions of the
baby included hair-cutting,
name-giving, exposure to rain,
etc.
all cases, a model to
emulate was established.
Education for babies consisted
mainly of games which
included singing, speech,
games and the use of a variety
of toys.
Babies got used to playing and
living with other
people and to eating other
foods than their mothers milk
long before the time of weaning.
As infants, Basotho children were very free.
Girls were dressed quite early,
while
boys ran about naked until about
the age of eight.
Girls
got absorbed into their mothers'
work much earlier also
than boys.
As they grew older, boys' and girls'
functions
differed more and more.

m

CHAPTER

V

I

hypotheses and results of
data analysis
CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
In this chapter,

the hypotheses made in
Chapter one

Will be closely observed
and laid against the
results of
data analysis (chapter
three) to establish the
extent to
Which they have been proved
correct or incorrect.
Hypotheses one and two win be
considered mainly against
the evidence raised in
Chapters two and four, while
hypotheses three to six will
be considered squarely against
the results of data analysis
in Chapter three.

ypothesis one.
c ulture

The Basotho p eople had an
indigenous

with its own unique characteristics

The existence of a large number of
activities done by the Basotho
(Item I of the Schedule)
elaborated into an even longer
list of more specific abilities
in Chapter five, strongly
supports the existence of what Harris
(1975:144) called
"the total socially acquired
life-way or life-style of
a group of people.
,

The Basotho people had special ways
of doing things,
for instance:

they lived in an extended family system in

which the primary family with one or several
wives and
217
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Children lived in

m

very close proximity
and shared wealth;
marriage, a woman was
married from one family
a

into

another family, to

a

designated member of the second
family whose cattle had
been paid in bohali-not
a sale, but
a Visible symbol of
marital contract; women had
their

special tasks in the home
or associated with the
home in
which they were mistresses,
while men were concerned with
family wealth and protection
and communal welfare generally.
The education of Basotho
babies and infants was
nly the responsibility of
family females, but from
childhood through adolescence,
functions became clearly
differentiated by sex, and education
also became the responsibility of all adults in
each sex. The central items
of their economic system
were their cattle,
the

'large

notes' of commercial and other
socio-cultural transactions.
They believed in and worshipped
the one almighty God
(Molimo) with whom they communicated
by way of those of
their ancestors who had been models
of goodness (of kindness to the poor and to travelers;
strong defenders of
their people; renowned administrators
of social justice,
etc.)
They were governed by a chief who had
to rule by
the will of the people as made
known in court-places, but
.

especially at national assemblies (pitso's).

The Basotho

were tillers of the soil as well as herdsmen
and craftsmen.

Through the brief and dramatic initiation institutions,
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they instilled into
youth a strong desire for
excellence
their words, the products
of their hands as well
as
their behavior. They
loved and strove for peace,
while
ways ready and able to
defend themselves effectively.
They mixed easily with
other nations (Bafokeng
and Bathepu)
and had a capicity to
absorb other peoples completely

m

(the Nguni)

.

Another proof of the dynamic
Basotho culture is that
they were a united nation,
under King Moshoeshoe I, when
the plundering European
farmers (Boers) moved into
the
interior of Southern Africa
in the early nineteenth
century.
They not only had a viable
language
(Sesotho)

,

but

complex system of government
by the people, with the
chief as the executive who
made sure the wishes of the
people were carried out. Perhaps
there is no need to prove
the obvious, for even now
that small nation
a

continues to

exert dynamic socio-cultural
influence at the heart of
South Africa and resists being
suppressed or quieted.
What would have made it resist
and withstand the destructive assegai of King Chaka, the
Zulu, and the even more
cruel and devastating guns and
ideology of the Afrikander,
if not a dynamic, versatile
and yet resilient culture?
The "complex whole" referred to
by Sir Edward Burnett
Taylor (1871:1) still exists among the
Basotho. Their

capabilities and habits were reflected in their
beliefs.
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ltions in society-even
if they did not have
brilUance
of Justinian's code,
or Michelangelo's
"Last Supper" or
Shakespeare
dramas to eyes trained to
see only those
and

Perhaps they only lacked
trained talent, pen
and paper to " m ake theirs
talk and dance" and to
shine
into similar brilliance.
Perhaps not; the soil and
climate of their culture and
other elements that influenced
it
might not have accepted or
allowed this to happen.
The existence of Sesotho
indigenous culture is a
established by history
(Ellenberger and Macgregor
1969)
and cultural studies
(Ashton, 1967), to mention
but a few.
it has also been
re-established
in this study

by the subjects who not only
heard about it from others,
but who saw it in action and
participated in many of its

aspects, like actors in a play.

Bagai£gi5

-^-^eSOth °

o f which is education

.

cul ture is a tot ality, one

asn.c

Cultural anthropologists are

scientists who show facts to support
their assertions.
The view that culture is a "totality"

or a "complex whole"

of attitudes, beliefs,

—

skills, understandings, material

possessions produced by man and his
"life-style" as a
member of society was and still is
held by many anthropologists and others.

Besides Taylor and Harris, referred

to above, others were Linton

(1945:30)

and Keesing (1958:427),
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to mention but

a

f on
eW

-

By invention,

the term has come
to be understood
to emhr*^
embrace those things
or human possessions in total, in
a society.

Sesotho indigenous
culture has been a
reality to
which even archives
and museums around
the world bear testlm ° ny By meanS ° f encu
- duration
(adaptation of culture
by the younger
generations from the older
ones,, culture
13 PerPetUated
=
talked of enculturation
as the conscious
and unconscious
initiation or inducement
or compulsion to
adapt culture. I
would like to refer to
ucation as the conscious
and purposeful exposure
and
teaching/learning of some
aspects of cultures by
men.
In a way, education
is spph as an
=
aspect or part of the
encultura tive process.
-

The appraisal, in
Chapter five above,
postulates that
the Sesotho indigenous
education experience can
be viewed
sector only of the human
experiential world; that
this
sector had an element
(the initiation radical,
whose influthe whole life experience,
exerted a very powerful dynamizing and
directing effect, children
as well as
uninitiated adolescents and
adults strongly desired to
be initiated so as to at
least be accepted into the compuny of adults with all
the benefits, if for nothing
'

•

else.

After initiation, there was

a set of principles to be

adhered to in order to achieve
the remote but much sought-
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after excellence in
service and virtue.
So in the indigenous
Sesotho culture, the
education
experience element, although
quite small in relation
to
the rest of the human
world of experience,
exerted a
powerful influence on
individual and social thought,
feeling and activity.
This study views culture
as

a

dynamic system which

is quite frequently
changing, one way or another.

As

enculturation takes place with
different people, certain
modifications are bound to take
place.
Western societies, particularly where
technological and economic advancements have been phenomenal,
there have been observed
cultural "generation gaps"
which cannot be explained
adequately by the "programming"
effect of enculturation.
Harris (1975:150-151) thought
this could be accounted for
by a cultural evolution.
Certain patterns of

m

culture have

their origins outside of it.

This position may be accounted

for by cultural diffusion
(smooth assimilation of aspects
Of a foreign culture) and
by acculturation (enforced as-

similation of foreign cultural
patterns).

These factors

affect education as well as the
other cultural sectors,
and the sectoral forces also
affect the nature and development of the culture as a whole.
There is evidence that all developed
and developing
nations have acquired and maintained or
are seeking to
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acquire and maintain

capability to optimize the
harnessing and development
of their resources:
human, material,
physical, and fiscal; to
satisfy all or as many of
their
major needs as possible
and to plan their futures
with
clear awareness of past
and current situations
a

'

(strengths

weaknesses)

A national culture has
to do with the
social attitudes, beliefs,
desires, understandings and
.

skills which determine and
influence the social viewpoint
and life-style in relation
to other societies or the
above-

mentioned resources and needs.

This set of determinants

or factors influencing
social thought and action is
auided
or directed by and developed
through education and training of youths and adults.

The continuation of

a culture
depends on the awareness and
appreciation of it bv the
adults; on the ability of the
culture as a whole or in
part to absorb change; on adults'
motivation and ability
to defend, modify and develop
it; and on the effectiveness of educational institutions
to socialize

youth ade-

quately and effectively.

This critical factor of socio-

cultural survival and maintenance
depends on an effective
education
The culture of the Basotho was therefore,
comprised
of a set of religious beliefs and
practices, an economic

system based on pastoral, and crop farming,
and on the
sale of products of their vocational/professional
expertise,
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as well as clan customs of
relationship, inheritance,*

arbitration and so on.

They also had a system of govern-

ment.

People had to be taught about all
these and to
learn to adjust to them. Therefore,
education was also
essential and did in fact take place.
Therefore, while
it may not be questionable that there
is education in a cul
ture, the type of education in it
appears critical.

Sesotho indigenous culture was indeed
a totality which
had a clear sector of education among
others like the
economy, political system and government.
Hypothesis three

Sesotho indigenous education must ha ve

h ad formal j^n d non-formal aspects

.

The Items one to five

of the interview schedule were an attempt
to investigate
a

satisfactory answer to this hypothesis.

As shown in

Chapter five, the two forms of education did exist
in
the Sesotho indigenous education system.

The Sesotho initiation academies/colleges were
formal education institutions with all or most of the cri-

teria for this condition being satisfied.

Education in

them was institutionalized; it was exoert-supervised
there was a body of students; there was

a

curriculum:

specific goals and objectives, set content, methods and

techniques of instruction, learning and evaluation; there
was also

a

certain fee or levy to maintain the institution.

These factors indicate the existence of an institution of
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formal education.
Non- formal education was
also found to have existed in a variety of forms
and settings within the
Sesotho
indigenous culture. Like all
non-formal education elsewhere, it had no institutions
or curricula earmarked
for
it, not even a special
category of instructors or
definable
learner groups.
But there were lots of skills
learned:
movement, speech, cooperation
with others, sharing niceties and necessaries with
others: greeting of others: etc.
These were learned either from
parents or other children
or from other adults than
parents in a variety of ways
such as, verbal advice (telling
or instruction), an example,
riddles or puzzles, stories or
legends, and games.
So it is true that Sesotho
indigenous education

existed in the forms of:

formal and non-formal education.

What some educationalists used to
call informal education
IS included under non-formal
education where
criteria for

the latter are satisfied or otherwise
left out (for the

purposes of this study)

Hypothesis four:

The Basotho must have been aware of the

need for ed uc ation as an instrument for
producing good
p ersons and wo rthwhile citizens for their culture

.

There

is a set of evidences in the thoughts,
actions, beliefs

and products of the Basotho, which to a great extent

reveal their awareness or consciousness of this position.
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The above analysis

(chapter three) makes that
conscious-

ness quite clear.
By accepting the list
of twenty activities set
out
as item one of the
schedule (Appendix A) and
even adding
to the list, the
respondents, a great majority of
whom
are people in the aged
bracket (60 years and over),
agreed
that the Basotho did in
fact have a set of beliefs
to
guide their attitudes, behavior,
morality and skills to
do certain essential activities.
Attitudes, beliefs and
Skills are not inborn but are
learned and therefore

acquired abilities.

This immediately suggests
instructors

and learners, and here again
the interviewees' position
was clear:
the Basotho of old did have
them.
Instructors of non-formal education
included all adults in the
families and communities, the older
children, the purposeful activities themselves, and
so on.
They are even more

clearly discernible in the initiation
institutions element where the knowledgeable elderly
were instructors.
There is evidence that a great deal of
learning took place
during childhood, but there is no evidence
that it
stopped

after adulthood.

The amount and rate might have changed

and certainly also the objectives and
manner of pursuing

them
This leads us to the issue of education goals
(item
four of this schedule)

.

In accordance with the order of
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arrangement suggested by
the respondents, the
goals were:
Values of excellence (in
service and behavior)
taught at initiation
academies;
b

-

Foundations of economic stability
with cattle
as the mainstay of
the economy;

Learning of skills by actual
involvement in
the skills themselves;
a.

Preparation for participation
by (actual even
if limited)

involvement in family and community

life; and
e.

Respect for established authority
and observance of laws

These objectives indicate
convincingly (see goal a.
especially) that the Basotho
were conscious of what they
wanted to get by their education:
excellence
of the per-

sons and groups which went
through

it— in

their skills

and moral behavior and in the
service they rendered to
their families and society.
"Good persons" as used in
hypothesis four should therefore be
understood to refer
to quality of skill and behavior
expected of the educational clientele, while "good citizens"
refers to both
those as well as to the quality of the
service they rendered to society.

Just like all systems of education the world
over,
there must be some machinery of administration
to ensure
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policy planning,
implementation and evaluation
as
towards ascertaining the
achievement

a

step

of the goals.
This
could also be seen to
some extent in the indigenous
Sesotho education system,
especially in the formal
element
initiated elders, under
the academy proprietor
and the chief, formed a
comprehensive policy

body.

The

body,

jointly and severally, did
much that would be expected
today of an effective and
up to date administration:
%

inspecting the system and
insuring improvements; looking
after the young graduates
to ensure observance of
principles; identifying suitable
candidates to fill high offices; furthur training u-l
young cf
a f f to ensure
y of vouna
start
competency (efficiency) and
effectiveness; and so on.
-

^

So indeed, the Basotho were
aware of education as

an instrument to produce
good persons and worthwhile

citizens

Hypothesi s five:

There must have been some organized

Sesotho indigenous education

.

The very comprehensive analysis
of item one of the schedule was intended to clarify this
issue.
It cannot be
doubted anymore, after scrutinizing
these activities and

observing them after they have been
translated into
abilities (in Chapter five), that these
skills were aeguired by way of the activities set for
the achievement
of

certain stipulated or implied objectives or goals.
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sub item three of item
four of the schedule,
for
example, demands "respect
for established authority,
laws ..."
some of the activities
and behaviors needed
for the achievement of
this goal are:
looking at and
observing how the adults
behaved in regard to
this;

initiating the adults' proper
behavior; greeting adults;
observing day-to-day obligations.
Each of the five proposed comprehensive goals
of Sesotho indigenous
education
could be analysed in this
way.
(For a comprehensive
analysis of the activities,
see Item one under Data Analvsis in Chapter three, above.)
Item three elaborates on what
things were done in
the instruction of children,
for example, encouraging
them to observe adults in
certain activities or to imitate
them under certain circumstances.
The instructional
activities cited already indicate
what activity would be
expected of children (to observe and
to
imitate)

acquisition of all the abilities

.

(in Chapter five)

The

depends

on the doing or learning of
certain activities or sets
of activities either suggested or
implied by the abilities
as stated there.
So in conclusion, there were activities

m

and through which learning in the
indigenous Sesotho

education took place.
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Hypothesis six:

Indiaenou^Sesotho edu cation system
a view of the

sotho.

There existed in the
indigenous Sesotho
culture certain qualities
or features indicative
of the
existence of a specific
philosophy of life and a view
of
the world among the
Basotho. These were:
a general policy
that babies and infants
should be given mothers'
affection
and an encouraging attitude
to learn things accepted
as
socially useful and good;
the use of adults' example
as a
standard for youngsters to
imitate; punishment for wrongdoing depending on the
seriousness of the offense and
who
did it; interest in work to
sustain families; families as
a basic unit of Basotho
society; government authority
as
vesting in the last analysis
in people, and participant
democracy in politics; belief in
God, with communication
ith Him bv way of the late
good ancestors; pursuit of
excellence by way of established and
clear principles, etc.
Some of these qualities were:-:
1.

As held by Ashton

(1967):

The Basotho people

maintained that babies and young
children should not be
shouted at in reprimand or even sworn
at.

They saw young

children as comparable with freshly-modeled
clay pots, not
only fragile, but especially destructible

of form or psych-

ological shape; for them, such children pick
up very easily
such emotional patterns and a negative
emotional climax was
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bound to affect their
whole lives negatively,
because it
2.
set then, in a sharp sense
of hurting (like punching
a
hole or holes in a
freshly-made clay pot)
It was a law
deeply-written in the hearts of

most of them never to
laugh at or mock another
person
was in dire poverty (like
a pauper in tatters)
or deformed physically or mentally
handicapped or deranged.
They believed that laughing
at or mocking such deformities or evidences of lacking
were bad.
They warned very
strongly whoever did so with
the proverb:
"He/she who
laughs at misery or adversity
in another calls it upon
himself/herself" (Motseha-lefuma oa
ipiletsa) or "He/she
who laughs at an albino laughs
at himself” (Motseha-sofe
oa itseha)
,

They hated stealing of all sorts
and punished
robbery mercilessly, even by
death.
There are proverbs
again to confirm this:
"A thief is a dog, he must pay
back with his head" (lesholu ke
ntja, le lefa ka hloho ea
Iona)
This applied likewise to adultery.
3.

.

4.

For them, example by an adult or

a

person in

a

high social position, was very influential
on the young
and/or the followers and therefore they
demanded that as
far as possible leadership be
spotless.

idea home:

To drive the

they gave children names of well-respected an

cestors, within or outside their clan; they
asked

a

well-
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behaved and socially respected
person to "give food"
a baby, they used a
chaste and respectful young
person
to introduce a baby to
the elements (rain)
they sought
the services of the best
available medical doctor, warrior
and historian-cum-phi
losopher of good repute, to
lead
;

initiation rites; they punished
people who behaved chronically badly or who shocked
the public with scandal, etc.
Of all the initiation
graduates they demanded

and expected a high sense
of moral behavior especially
in
honesty, ability to sacrifice
for one's people; reliability, respect, chastity, etc.
But not only that; they also
expected good service that bore
tangible results. Every
man and every family had to have
some cattle and to become
as little dependable on
others as possible.

People could amass whatever "clean"
wealth they
could that was acceptable and in fact
those who succeeded
and did not thereby become miserly
and forgetful
6.

of the

principle of helping the needy, were
praised and cited as
examples for youth to follow. Men who

had no cattle could

get them by asking for them on loan from
relatives or

neighbors or chiefs.

If they looked well after them, even

while using them, they might get some of them
calf) when the owner asked to have them
back.

the

ma_f isa

(a

cow or a

This was

system of economic distribution that allevia-

ted destitution.
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The family „ as the basic
unit of social life.
It was also the foundation
or basis of higher and
more
embracing social institutions,
like government or nation.
Every person was a member
of a certain family.
Orphans
were absorbed by the clan
structure or like foreigners,
they belonged to the chief.
7.

The chief was a social
principle or symbol of
unity drawing people together.
Their principle of chieftainship stated that: "The chief
is a chief by the grace
of the people" (Morena ke
morena ka batho) as also the
proverbs which indicate the onerous
responsibilities of
office: "The chief is never
absent" (morena ha a ete)
9.
"The chief is a hornless bull"
(morena ke poho e chitja)
"The chief is a bag of excrement"
(morena ke khetsi ea
masepa) and so on. Along with
the principle stated earlier may be mentioned another:
"The nation is a bull"
(sechaba ke poho) shows how the people
viewed a chief's
power (hornless) as against that of
the nation (the per8.

;

fect or complete bull)

Every family unit had its head who along
with
other senior members of the family decided
its priorities
and policies within the framework of clan
principles.

Family property and leadership went by established
rules
of succession upon the eldest family member

(heir)

the next in line by order of birth and house number

or
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(house here taken to be
the unit of a family
which
legally had only one head)
10.

The Basotho had a set of
laws which had to be
Observed by all concerned
without exception. The
proverb
"The law respects no chief"
(molao ha o tsebe morena)
shows the degree of impartiality
it had to
have.

Laws

were implemented by community
and national elders along
With the chief who acted as
convener, chairman and judge
ith senior ministers acting
as members of the jury.

These ancient laws (Ellenberger
and Macgregor, 1969
267-271) could be summarized as
follows:

:

a.

Every man should give freely
some of his time
(1-3 days a year) for
social/communal services
like matsema (work parties) at
the chief's
field (tsimo-ea-lira)

b.

The young must honor their parents
and respect
all adults.

c.

Each must help another (who is in need)
without

expecting to be repaid.
d.

Everyone is responsible for the welfare of
his
neighbor:

crimes must be reported to the chief;

parents are responsible for their family members
there is a collective responsibility for col-

lective crime of omission or commission.
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e.

f

.

Travelers (strangers) shall always
be welcome
and their persons and property
inviolate.
Any man who does not intervene
when men fight
shall be held conjointly culpable
for any
injuries incurred.

g.

h-

Any man who beats another's
wife shall be
liable for a fine of one head of
cattle.
Any man having carnal connection
with the

chiefs great wife shall be liable

to be driven

out of the community or executed.
i.

Any man who seduces or tries to seduce
an unmarried girl shall be liable to pay two
head
of cattle or six,

j.

if the girl becomes pregnant.

Any man caught in illicit intercourse
with

a

married woman shall be liable to pay two or
1.

three head of cattle if the woman was suckling a baby; and the woman's family shall be

liable for payment of one head of cattle for

their daughter's fault.
k.

In the case of desertion by the woman, her family

shall be held liable for the return of the paid

bohali cattle (except two)

:

and if they had

children, the husband's family will only keep

them if they do not claim back the bohali cattle.
The maternal uncle has privileges and duties

towards his nephews and nieces.

He shall have
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a share of his
nieces'

m.

n

bohali cattle if he per-

formed his duties well
towards them.
Any man wounding another
shall be held liable
to the extent of the
injury sustained.
Any one who causes the
death of another shall be
held liable to a fine of
ten head of cattle.
"to dry his family's tears".

A thief shall pay four-fold
in compensation of
the wrong caused (theft)
p.

A warrior shall be held
liable to pass all

captured stock (booty)

to the chief.

q.

Reserved pastures shall be protected
and maintained free of stock by all.

r

Doctor

’

s.

s

fee shall be paid punctually by
a

patient's family, upon recovery by the
patient.
A person's death shall always be
notified
to

his/her chief and maternal uncle (by
the family
concerned)
t.

.

Big game shall be considered royal
game and

whoever kills them shall submit them to the
chief
because "the wolf is eaten at the chief's
place"
(phiri e jeoa moreneng)
11.

Leisure time among the Basotho was used for

public and private entertainment of all kinds.
was mainly for the older adults.
a

Liqour

There were dances and

wide variety of games for the young and the adults
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12.

each sex, which could be
observed by the others.
Land was regarded as a
national (and not
individual) possession.
Rights over its use could b
e
given to families or transferred
as found necessary by
the chief and his counselors.
13.

War could only be declared
by the chief.
Any form of attack or suspicious
human movements were to
be reported immediately to
the chief.
Every man could
be called to battle whenever
necessary, by his
chief.

14.

The Basotho believed in the
immortality of the
human spirit and in the resurrection
of all men.
They
believed that good people went to
God's home (Heaven)
after death and there became the
little-ones-like-God
15.

mediators between God and human beings,
and that
good ancestors became its intermediaries.

a

family's

It was held

that bad people (witches, robbers,
murderers, etc.) upon
death dropped into the dark under-world
full of terrible
and inexplicable things.
The Basotho enjoyed beauty and sought to
produce
it and to maintain or improve it in
their works of art.

Of the Basotho, Ellenberger and Macgregor
(1969: 269-270)

said in this regard:

They loved to shine in conversation, and this, with
a general desire to please, induced them
to frequently
veil their thoughts in metaphor, and to express their
ideas in the form of proverbs and maxims; to qualify
their flattery with amiable raillery and their mocking
with suggested praise.
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The above-cited qualities
and possessions of the
asotho indicate that:
they were conscious of the
existence of this world of mortals
and two worlds for the
dead (Heaven and the Den);
they had a system of organized
inter-personal (family and communal)
relationship;
they

had time for work and
entertainment; they had a set of
principles for each adult to abide
by as a criterion for

membership of their society; and

a

human being was valuable

so long as he did not make
himself a public nuisance, or
a factor of scandal in
which case society found ways to
rid itself of him.
All these point to the fact that they
did indeed have an established
pattern of thought and

action unique to themselves.

it is this system of

principles instilled into youth at
initiation and demanded of all adults thereafter that I
call their philosophy.
The system of principles and the maxims
of which their
langauge is quite rich, which were used for
guidance in
pratical situations as well as the wise techniques
like

those used in solving problems, were aspects
of their

philosophy of life.
So the Basotho did possess a philosophy of
life

and a view of the world.

These were clearer in the formal

than in the non-formal aspect of education.

But they could

also be discerned in their beliefs, skills, attitudes and

products
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Implications
Study to Ednr a finn a1
n
~
Development in Lesotho
1

.

asAj^gaj^rlmar ^ Education

:

It is clear that

both the non-formal and
the formal education
aspects of indigenous Sesotho
education were
made available on a mandatory
basis to every
Mosotho child. They were
regarded as essential
foundations of their lives. By
implication, the
national primary education
system of Lesotho
today should be available to
all Basotho children.
A variety of alternatives
will need to be investigated and the best tried.
2

'

M uca tion
_

of the Needy

;

To make all children

receive education in the indigenous
culture, the
chief looked after those whose
families were
indigent and also those who were
orphans without
guardians.
The chiefs then could be represented
by Government (at district and
national levels)
today.

it would seem reasonable therefore
to ex-

pect Government to foot the bill in
respect of

established cases of real need, to carry them
at
least over primary education.
3

*

Appr entice ship/inter ns hip

:

From early childhood

Basotho children got training in real

v/ork by

first assisting their parents/relatives until
they

could do it effectively on their own.

In order
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to train to become
professionals or technicians,

they were attached for
some time to skilful and

well-known master craftsmen or
professionals,
e.g.,

in blacksmithing

basketry, etc.

,

doctoring, building,

This appears to emphasize
the im

portance of the internship already
practised by
the N.T.T.C., L.A.C., and
the apprenticeship
practised by the L.T.I.* as
essentail and integral
parts of their training programs.
it will
need

to be extended depending on
evaluation research

findings
4

.

Ac ademies of Culture

:

The indigenous initiation

academies were a very powerful factor
for socializing youth into the heart of the
national culture
national values. A serious research study
of how

the idea could be transferred into
modern Lesotho

appears necessary as an immediate project.

A set

of initial tutors for future modernised
academies

of culture should be identified and given
thorough

training in Culture, Ethics, Education, Economics,
and Nationalism.

*N.T.T.C.: National Teacher Training College.
L.A.C.:
Lesotho Agricultural College.
L.T.I.:
Lerotholi Technical Institute.
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£^£aL^tudies

:

Most of the formal e(Jucation

offered in indigenous
Sesotho education was of
a practical work
type.
Children enjoyed producing something useful
to themselves and/or
to others.
Work-oriented projects would
need to
be introduced as a new and
integral part of the
schools curricula.
But there will be need for
a research study of
how that would be done in
the best way, to enrich
rather than delute current school programs.
6

.

Sports, Games and Exhibitions

:

in the past,

Basotho people used to enjoy
observing or participating in a variety of indigenous
sports and

games, e.g., stick fencing
performances; wrestling; ox races; dances; morabaraba
knuckle-bones
;

(

liketoana)

tion, etc.

;

inter-village or inter-ward competiThe idea is far from obsolete.

These

indigenous sports and games would even
need to be
redeemed and used alongside those acquired
from

Western and Eastern cultures.

They and products

arising from practical work could also be
shown
at Education Exhibitions all over Lesotho.
7

*

Community Involvement in School Management

:

Indigenous education of infants and young children
fell mostly into the hands of families, clan

members and neighbors

But from then on community
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involvement increased until
it reached its 'climax
at initiation academies.
This does not imply
taking away schools from their
legal proprietors,
but making sure that the
nation gets all that
it can by the use of all
available talent and
capability at the local level.
There is, therefore, need for immediate
research study in
this

area also, to reveal national
thinking regarding
problems and implications of such
an undertaking
as well as the most acceptable
ways in which it
could be done.
8.

Us e of Games, Poet r and Songs
y
in Instruct ion/
Le arning

:

*

Formal and non-formal traditional

techniques of instruction and processes
of learning, were full of examples of
situations in which
the use of games of various types or
songs
and

singing or poems, was very common.

For example,

the learning of language was often done
by means
of language games, such as nursery
poetic recitals,

songs sung in accompaniment of some story
or activity

to highlight certain aspects,

to summarize

the story or to facilitate rhythmic, uniform

movement.

Home or family activities of adults and

older children, were learned through the use of
toys or objects like bones or daywork.

They were

also learned by participation in work activities
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normally done by adults
and older children.
Such songs as were
found in some legends
helped
to focus attention
on some essential
aspects of
a fable/myth, made
some reference more

lucid and

in that way made a
description or narrative
clearer.

This also facilitated
the understanding or
remembrance of, or interest in
the legend.
Many a
traditional game was also
accompanied by talking
singing or reciting; examples
are:
morabaraba,
liketoana, mobetano, mokallano,
mochehano, mantloane and mice hunting before,
during or after or
throughout the game. The use of
songs as means
of learning or instruction
was very common and so
was their use as a facilitator
of rhythmic movement and of remembrance of important
issues.

Poetry and music sometimes went
together as in the
Sacred Hymns, but both featured learning
from infancy to adulthood.
9

.

God as a Basis of Life and Learning

:

The in-

digenous Basotho tribes based their religious
beliefs in the one perfect God and used their
good
late ancestors as mediators.

The principle of

mediation was their religious way of life.

There

were no theoretical theological discussions with
children; but all adults had to understand, ap-

preciate and live in accordance with the indigenous
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principles of Basotho
religion available to
them
in the form of
prayers or what were
called Sacred
Hymns Uikoma or Lifela
tsa Basotho).
Basotho
Children always participated
in family religious
rituals, along with their
parents and relatives
and either observed
as adults performed

(molutsoane)

or participated with
them (lesokoana)

Religious
and socio-economic
principles were said to have
been learned at initiation
academies. There is
need for research into the
indigenous Basotho
religion and on how far it has
been affected by
Chr i s tiani ty
10

.

— 6St

for Peace-

:

.

The Basotho's quest for peace

had been woven into their
life-style by their
ancestors.
Their greeting at any time used
the
word Khotso” (peace) for one
or more of these
reasons:

as a wich that the person greeted
feel

peaceful within himself/herself; that
the relationship between him/her and others be
governed by
mutual' respect and understanding and
that he/she
be an instrument of continuing intraand inter-

community understanding, mutual respect and tolerance.
a

Peace could therefore be said to have been

principle upon which social relationships

operated and was a major objective sought by the
Basotho as

a

community.

The Custom of greeting
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has persisted to this
day among the Basotho.
use of the exclamation
"Khotso!

Nala!"-

P u l a!

"Peace!

Rain!

Plenty!

The

"-in adjourning meetings

or

assemblies, still continues,
too.
Although the
influence of the usage may
not be easy to measure.
It still exists.
The use of the word
becomes an
excellent opportunity for
modern education
to

Study the concept and its
application to the international context, as one of
the means of guaranteeing the maintenance of
world peace-international

understanding, mutual respect
and tolerance and
the "stringless" assistance
of those
in need.

11

.

T he Basotho Economy

:

It was also noted that cattle

were the central medium of
economic and sociocultural transactions. Cattle
were used in the
bohali marriage contract. They were
also used in

religious sacrifices such as thanks-givings
to
God via ancestral spirits; appeasement

of these

ancestral spirits to render

a

cure to a very sick

relative; funerals and other occasions.

The im-

portance of cattle can be gathered from the proverb

khomo ke molimo o nko e metsi"--lit. an ox

(bovin)

is a god with a wet nose --something quite
,

important in the life of human beings but which
has a lowly material nature.

From a very early

age, Basotho boys were told stories of cattle-
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raiding campaigns and
the like.
Bravery and
valor were worthwhile
virtues, especially if
they
were displayed to save
or win cattle wealth.
Boys were also imbued
with the love of cattle
in
a variety of ways:
by being brought to
cattle
kraals every morning and
evening and asked to
assist in various activities
there; by being
offered some heifers as theirs
(ho tsoaeloa) to
look after, improve and
increase and by being
taught a very wide variety
of games and of cultural activities in which
cattle and the idea
of cattle were commonly
used.
These ideas and
practices have clear implications
for the current education.
The central medium of exchange
of the current economy should
be identified and

placed carefully in children's curricula;
students
should be shown how and why and inspired
to posess
clean wealth. They should also be taught
economic
principles of thrift, saving with profit and
in-

surance.

tices

The economic value of cooperative prac-

(matsema)

,

"mafisa" animal loan practices

and others should be studied, so that they can
be appreciated.
12

.

Indigenous Socio-Cul tural Values
197)

:

Wandira (1971:

indicated that "a study of the education of

man cannot be complete without a study of man
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himself."

Education is one of
or th<=
«
the services
human
beings render to
themselves to make
themselves
more aware or conscious
and appreciative of
their
self identity and of
their environments and
to make
themselves more capable
of influencing

their abilities and those environments
to their greater
profit.
Indigenous Basotho society
used education
as an instrument to
achieve the stated and other
goals.
Generally speaking, the purpose
of their
education appears to have
been the improvement
of the individual human
being to make him capable
of developing and reflecting
a complete and worthwhile image of himself as a
unique human being
and as a worthwhile member
of his family and

community and of contributing in
a variety of ways
to the maintenance and
development of his/her
society.

While this purpose may be the same
for

other nations or peoples, what
generally differed
were the ways and the extent to which
the purpose
was achieved at any time.
For example, while all

peoples need food, clothing and shelter, the
type
of food, clothing and shelter they make
or

get depends on what their environments, and

abilities can offer them.
Some of the several values instilled into Basotho

youth by indigenous education were the following:
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respect and obedience of elders
and the law;
following the good behavior of
designated model
adults; pursuit of excellence
in deportment
(honesty courage, reliability,
humility, justice,
chastity and peacefulness) and
service; as well
,

as

love of practical work.

All of these still

appear relevant in the modern
education setting.
Blind acceptance and maintenance
of the past may
not benefit the Basotho society
of today.
But
there is no doubt that today's
Basotho society
still want adults who are well-developed
intellectually, emotionally and spiritually,
as they are

physically.

it is the function of education to

"produce” these individuals.

Today’s demands of

social survival have changed, so must
the ways in

which the Basotho satisfy this need.

Just as

they easily and quickly adopted the use
of horses
and guns from white people in the nineteenth

century, it is hoped that they could also
improve

their methods of self-expression (art) by selective

adoption strategies rather than outright abandonment of their cultural artistic and other heritage
and uncritical acceptance of aspects of foreign

cultures
Elders and other people of responsibility were
not only selected from the aged, for their quality
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Of experience, but also
for the distinguished

achievements they had made.

Senior tutors in

initiation academies, were
said to have generally
been highly distinguished
persons— respected
experts in their areas and
people who knew and
observed the nation's cultural
norms.
It could
be implied from the foregoing
that Basotho's
de-

mands for well-qualified
teachers in today's
schools, derives from this
cultural experience
Of long standing.

Today's national advisors and

leaders in education should
therefore, be men and
women who do not only have high
credentials in

their fields of expertise, but
who have also

distinguished themselves in service.
Summary

This chapter assessed the extent
to which each of
the hypotheses had been
proved/disapproved. Evidence to
prove them was gathered from chapters
three

to five mainly.

The six hypotheses were upheld.

Hypothesis one held that the Basotho people had
an
indigenous culture of their own. Chapter four
based on
the findings of the research, on works
of such scholars as

Ashton (1967), Shedick (1953), Casalis (1861),
Macgregor
(1911)

and others, went a

]

ong way to uphold this hypothesis.

Based on the contention of culture theorists like Tylor
(1871)
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Harris (1975)

and a critical observation
of Sesotho
culture (chapter four), the
hypothesis that Sesotho indigenous
culture was a totality and that
education is part of that
totality,— was also upheld. An
examination of the components of indigenous Sesotho
education indicated that it had
both formal and non-formal aspects.
this way hypothesis
three was proved correct.
Hypothesis four contended that
Basotho must have been aware of
education as an instrument
to produce good people and
conscientious citizens. A
,

m

critical consideration of their
goals of education upheld
this conviction.
Hypothesis five, that there must have
been activities by which learning
took place, was proved
correct when Item I of the schedule
was upheld
by inter-

viewees.

Hypothesis six, that Sesotho indigenous
education

must have reflected that people's
philosophy of life and
view of the world, was also upheld.
The following issues were identified as
implications
of the study of indigenous Sesotho
culture to the development

of the current education system in Lesotho:

need for

universal primary education; responsibility of government
over the education of indigent children; apprenticeship
as
an aspect of vocational education;

training in culture; in-

clusion of pratical studies, of sports, games and exhibitions
and the involvement of communities in school education.

CHAPTER

VII

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusion
The primary purpose of this
study was to describe
and critically analyze the
indigenous Sesotho education
system in the context of indigenous
Sesotho culture.
Its
secondary purpose was to identify
some aspects
of

ideas from the indigenous education
which might be used
to bring about dynamic education
reforms in the current

education system:

both formal and non-formal in Lesotho.

The former purpose was carried out
in Chapters two to five,
the latter in Chapter six and
recommendations, below.

The introductory chapter set out the
problem,

purpose, design and significance of the study
as well as
its assumptions and delimitations.

Chapter two explored

the meaning and significance attached by
anthropologists
to the phonomenon "culture."

Some problems of studying

indigenous African cultures were then observed.
aspects of Bantu indigenous culture as
cussed.

in Chapter three,

a

Then, some

branch, were dis-

the indigenous Sesotho culture

was explored from the point of view of its social organ-

ization and social stratifications

(education being left out,

as it would be considered separately in Chapter five)
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Chapter four described the
methods of data collection used by the study

(choice of topic, area of
study,

sample population and techniques
used)
The research instrument was then described and
the collected data analyzed and interpreted.
Chapter five discussed Sesotho
indigenous education at various
levels and ended up with
its appraisal and a brief
description of the purpose and
methods of Sesotho indigenous
education.
in Chapter six,
the assumptions made earlier
in the study were examined
against the results of data analysis
and some conclusions
were drawn.
These conclusions are given in
very brief
summary form below:
.

Hypothesis one

Available evidence indicated that the

:

Basotho people did have indigenous culture with unique characteristics.

Hypothesis two:

it was agreed on the basis of evidence

that Sesotho indigenous culture was a

totality

,

one aspect of which was education.

H ypothesis three That Sesotho indigenous
education must have
:

had one or both formal and non-formal ele-

ments or aspects was found correct.

Hypothesis four

:

That the Basotho must have been aware of
the need for education as an instrument
for producing good persons and worth-
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while citizens was held correct.

MZP^l^is^ive:

That there must have been some
activities in or through which
learning
took

place

m

the Sesotho indigenous
education

was held true.
Hy pothesis six

:

That indigenous Sesotho education
should

reflect

a

philosophy of life and

a view

of the world of the Basotho was
found

correct.

The uniqueness of Sesotho culture
was reflected in
the description of its various
aspects:
educational, political, economic, and religous. As
a dynamic component of
the culture totality, education
was directed to the benefit
of all children.
Each family clan looked after its children's
education, otherwise those who were not
provided for became
a social responsibility cared
for by the chief.
The laws
of the nation/tribe indicated the
responsibilities of adults
and families in looking after their
dependants and in con-

tributing to the welfare of their community.

Sesotho indig-

enous education appears to have made both pratice and
theory

available to educands, in accordance with people's levels
of maturation.

This seems to affirm John Adam's words

(1912:8)

that theory and pratice were to been seen as complementary.

Indigenous Sesotho education sought to benefit every

member of society with basic knowledge and skills of practial
work, social morality and socially-acceptable individual
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fulfillment.
(Wandira,

Every human being

_

1971)

^

^

^

and not only because
of their productive
usefulness.
But they were also
expected to contribute to
the
welfare of their families
and societies to the
extent of
thexr normality, ability,
wealth and other attributes.
The role of indigenous
education lay in the preservation and fostering of the
cultural heritage (knowledge,
skills and values); the
development of the whole person;
Physical, intellectual, affective
and spiritual attributes
in the socially-desired
direction; and in being an instrument of positive change (Wandira,
1971: 235-8).
Beside the

dynamic acquisition and use of
horses and guns by the Besotho
in the nineteenth century may
be cited the borrowing of a
large number of terms that
expressed new concepts and their
Sothof ication; " and the adoption of
European clothing and
food crops.
These are examples of the flexibility
and absorptiveness of Sesotho culture, which could
be used to advantage for the culture's development.
The content and methods of indigenous
education were

dealt with at length in Chapter five.
adults was not left to chance.

The education of young

Older adults in the families

Sothof ication is used here to mean adaptation, to be and
to
do what a Sesotho word (noun, verb, etc.) could be and
do,
e.g., pene < pen; tafole < table.
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and neighborhood, became
their teachers as necessity
arose.
They had to learn the subtle
intricacies of marital relationship; the art of being a
parent; responsibilities of
spouse
one another, to parents,
relatives and others; the way
to rear a baby, an infant and
a child, values to seek
as an
adult and a citizen; the making,
maintenance and improvement
of clean wealth; social prestige:
wisdom, wealth and responsibilities. They also had to learn
the reasons for those
don'ts" they had been given as
youth.

Indigenous education of the Basotho, like
those of
other nations, had limitations.
it relied on the past and
on elders for authoritative guidance
while modern education
used people, libraries, laboratories,
radios, television, etc.
Means of communication were limited while
today there are
written materials, telecommunications, television,
and

fast air, water and land transportation
facilities.

Scien-

tific and technological advancements of today
dwarf any attempts of the indigenous culture which should,
however,

become useful as a starting point where necessary.

While

instruction was in the hands of family and clan members, ex-

panding knowledge today has made necessary the establishment
of schools and the employment of trained teachers.

The use

of a large number of untrained teachers, however, makes to-

days'

school education less effective than the expert-based

initiation academies.
There is need for

a

change of attitude toward the value
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of the cultural heritage,
among todays'

leaders.
The negative attitude of many
missionaries and colonial officers
to Sesotho cultural offerings
resulted in much less. Bear
ing in mind that a nation
without culture becomes rootless
and easily blown off by light
winds of opinion and ideological argument, the Basotho would
do well to retain
and re

fine what remains of their cultural
heritage.

Education

equipped with well-trained and adequate
teachers is one of
the most powerful means of
interpretting and passing on
the national culture.
Recommendations
These have been divided into two groups,
for the sake
of convenience:
action and research recommendations.
The

former simply indicate what need to be done
where no research
appears necessary as a preliminary step, but
the latter in-

clude all recommendations which have to do with
research.
1.

Action:

(a)

Collection of Sesotho oral tradition in its various aspects:

i)

unrecorded games (verbal, manual and
otherwise)

ii)

unrecorded music and dance of all
types

iii)

unrecorded legends, myths, fables,
and others;

iv)

unrecorded proverbs, idioms, maxims
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V)

v i)

unrecorded riddles of various
kinds;
unrecorded praise-poems of all
kinds

unrecorded adventure stories;
stories of humor etc.
(b)

Collection of artifacts of all
kinds which were used in the
Sesotho

indigenous culture, and facilitating
their use as objects of study by
schools
(c)

Collection of the initiation
academy "Truths"

(likoma)

and their

secret and security storage under

government control and supervision
of classified documents.
(d)

Improvement of the conditions of
the national archives and museum

and thereby their usefulness as aids
to education.
(e)

Identification and protection of
national monuments and shrines in

order to make them educational and
tourist attractions.

Such include:

Thaba-Bosiu, Botha-Bothe, Menkhoaneng, old buildings in Matsieng,
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Mori j a, Roma and Leribe;
caves with
Bushman paintings, dinosaur
footprints, cannibal caves and
other

places of historical and scientific

interest
(f)

Introduction of

well-reasoned

a

system of practical work projects

by all schools, both primary and
secondary, from which lists the latter could select projects for each

session or year.
(g)

Revival of sports and musical com-

petitions and art and crafts exhibitions by schools.
(h)

Establishment of

a

policy of assis-

tance by Government,

to all officially

declared orphans and children of the

destitute aged or sickly parents.
(i)

Encouragement of the opening of
restaurants that sell traditional
Sesotho foods and of shops specializing in the sale of Sesotho antiques.

(j)

Revival of the idea of initiation
academies, in a new and dynamic modern
way:

they could be opened after
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completion of high school
education
(perhaps,

as a part of the envisaged

national service program) at
a few

selected institutions.

Tutoring

could be done in Sesotho Culture,
Ethics, Education, Economics,
Religion and Nationalism.

The idea will

need to be discussed a great deal

before it is implemented.
2.

Research:

Immediate research appears necessary to
answer the following problems
(a)

The type and degree of community

involvement required to make the

management of schools more effective
and economic.
(b)

The relevance of Lesotho primary and

secondary school curricula:
content,

goals,

techniques and assessment

strategies
(c)
i)

The following areas:

indigenous sex education ideas and

practice and current ideas;
ii)

indigenous religious ideas and practices

iii)

;

indigenous music and dance;
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v)

vi)
(d)

indigenous poetry;
indigenous morality etc.

Ways of decreasing unhealthy friction between educational institutions
and of facilitating greater cooperation.

(e)

Alternative strategies to promote

universal literacy and numeracy and
to maintain them actively.
(f)

The value of internship/apprentice-

ship as a training technique for

vocational/ technical/ professional
preparation
(g)

The content and techniques of the

indigenous Sesotho initiation rites.
(h)

The extent to which Sesotho indigenous education has been affected by

colonization
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appendix a
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
ABOUT INTERVIEWEE:

APPROX- AGE

HOME AREA
HOME DISTRICT
P ur P° se of this interview schedule is
to invesSesotho indi genous education, to
Y
collect availab^ '°f
ti

oat^n

regarding its philosophy and
practice'
= Lfi
was P rom P ted by the desire to find
out what
MhathJiin
Sesotho indigenous education was
like (its
essential qualities)
and by an awareness of the usefulness of cultures in the life and
development of nations
t at the results of the study
will enable
?
Lesotho education
authorities to reconsider their ideas
and practices with regard to policies
on curricula, instruction, teacher education, research,
planning
administration of education, etc. in the light of and
these
indings and thereby reinforce the foundations
of
current education and expedite successful
educational develop,

,

This research is undertaken as part of University
studies.
The names of respondents will remain confidential.
it is the firm hope of the researcher that
the
respondents will offer the whole truth they know on the
issues requested, and he thanks them sincerely for making
such valuable information available.
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1

.

s

T

Sr^cS

*

II.
1

.

2

.

3

.

4

.

5

6

7

8

9

10

.

.

.

.

.

.

This work is done by
which people?*

Greeting respectfully
rnose whom people meet

A

A'

B

B

'

Talking and acting
respectfully to elders
and authorities.

A

A'

B

B

'

Washing hands and
utensils before meals
and bathing regularly.

A

A'

B

B

'

Preparing food for
family

A

A'

B

B

'

Making articles of
clothing from skins,
hides, or wool/mohair
and grasses.

A

A'

B

B

Tilling arable land or
sowing seeds or weeding
or harvesting.

A

A'

B

Tending animals like
cattle, sheep, goats
or horses.

A

A'

enclosures

A

Narrating folklore:
myths, legends, fables,
historical anecdotes,
etc
Observing accepted
communal/family ways
of social behavior.

or leave.

^^.
0

C

C'

D

D

C

C

'

D

D

'

E

C

C'

D

D

'

E

C

C

'

D

D

'

E

'

C

C

'

D

D'

E

B

'

C

C'

D

D'

E

B

B

'

C

C

D

D

E

A'

B

B

C

C'

D

D

A

A'

B

B

C

C

'

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B

C

C

'

D

D'

E

E

a

'

'

Constructing family
huts, kraals and bush
'

'

'

'

E
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11.

Pa ying special attention
to family wealth, e.g.

cattle
12.

13.

i

Training for warreadiness (effective
defense from or
attack on enemies)

Attending civil and
criminal cases in public court hearings.

A

A'

B

B

'

A

A'

B

B

'

C

C

'

C

C

'

C

C

'

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

'

C

C

'

C

A

A'

B

B

'

A

A'

B

B

'

A

A'

B

B

'

ing, etc.

A

A'

B

B

'

Carrying out specialized vocations, doctoring, lecturing,
blacksmi thing, fighting, craftmaking, etc.

A

A'

B

B

'

the homes.

A

A'

B

B

Teaching and learning
of critical social beliefs, attitudes and
skills (e.g., Lebollo)

A

A'

B

B

A

A

B

B

D

D

'

D

D

'

D

D'

E

'

D

D

E

'

D

D'

E

D

D'

E

'

D

D'

E

'

D

D

'

E

'

D

D

'

E

C'

D

D

'

E

E

F,

Making articles of clay,

—

grass, bone, horn,
leather/skin, wool,
iron/copper ore, etc.

15.

Decorating with works
(expressions,
designs, flavors, etc.)

1

'

of art

1

Entertaining with

1
—

dances, games, jokes,
riddles, debates, hunt«
i

r^

1

1
—

00

1

1
—

<J\

20.

*A
B'

D

'

Collecting fuel wood for

Undertaking cooperative
social projects, e.g.,
hoeing, entertaining,
harvesting, at funeral,
etc
= Female Infance
= Boys
= Women

A'
C
D
'

= Male Infants
= Young Women
= Men

'

B =

Girls
C'= Young Men
E = Everybody
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III.

Here follows a list of
activities that used to
be performed by skilled
persons, in teaching or
guiding others.
Indicate which of them were
performed generally by
everybody/anybSdy at any
or all developmental levels)
Y
nr
V
using the number (of
in til £oxes
boxes. ' Add
any others you may remember.
(

active"

^

M

'

Leading youth to observe
very carefully.
2

.

A

A'

B

B

'

Guiding youth in simple
speech through interesting techniques,
e.g.
nursery 'poetry,
songs, riddles, interesting narrations, etc.

A

A'

B

B

'

Encouraging youth to
participate as assistants in adults activities, e.g., preparing
food, performing war
dance, reciting poetry,
making clothing, etc.

A

A'

B

B

'

Giving adults' names
and a share of respect
and family responsibility to youth.

A

A'

B

B

'

Expecting, encouraging
and urging youth to
advise and inclucate
social responsibility
among themselves.

A

A'

B

B

Praising aloud worthwhile performances
or evidence of prog—
ress by youth.

A

A'

B

B

A'

B

B

C

C

'

D

D

'

E

C

C

'

D

D

'

E

C

C

'

D

D

C

C

D

D

C

C

D

D'

E

C

C'

D

D

E

C

C

D

D

,

3.

1

4.

5.

6.

7.

Exposing learners to
real-life or imnro—
vised' problems.

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

E

E

1

.

A

'

'

'

E
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8

Using corporal punishment to train youth,
especially male, for
the harsh conditions
of their time.

.

9

.

10

.

A
A'

B
B

'

Female Infants
Male Infants
Girls
Boys

C
C
D
D
E

'

'

Young Women
Young Men
Women
Men
Everybody
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ns/societies of the world,
of the Basotho had purpose
add any others you may purposes
remember
tance to the "ancient" Basotho

Extremely Very
Just
Not
ImporImpor- Impor- Important
tant
tant
1*

To prepare learners
for their place in
their family, tribe
or community, e.g.,
as soldiers, housekeepers, etc.

2.

To ensure the learning
of a job by actual participation in it with
the educators themselves actually
involved and providing
guidance and leadership
.

3.

To establish respect
for established

national/tribal/
family authority and
laws, whilst simultaneously guaranteeing
individual freedom
and respect of peoples'
decision by those in
positions of authority.
4.

To lay firm foundations
of economic stability
by interesting and

inculcating youth in
alternative modes of
production, management,
marketing and other
economic exercises concerned with families,
arable lands, stock,
and specialized skills.
A

B

C

D
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Extremely Very
j us t
Not
ImporImpor- Impor- Important
tant
5.

To establish in all
youth (male) the
essential skills
and attitudes required for national
survival and development,
by an intensive six
months or so of formal
education at the
Lebollo (Circumcision
Academy)

~A

b

c
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V.

used to happen among the
Basotho of old:
1

.

Teachers or educators according
to the indioenou**
Sesotho education "system,"
were all adults of
sound mmd as well as all
skilled persons irrespective of age or nationality.

Yes

No

Special ceremonies were held to mark
development level and the beginning ofthe end of one
another.

Yes
3.

No

he use of the switch (lash) in training
young men was acceptable in those times Basotho
because of
the circumstances that youth were being
trained for.
3

Yes

No

Each Basotho male age-group was always organized
around a leader and usually such a group went through
life together.

Yes
5.

Sesotho indigenous tradition ensured that all young
men were circumcised" and all young women, who wanted
to were initiated.

Yes
6

.

7.
8

.

No

No
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VI

1

.

2

.

3

.

4

.

5

.

In what essential skills
knowledges, and attitudes
or ways of relating with others
are young Basotho
of today lacking?

APPENDIX b
the interview SCHEDULE
MOBOTSUOA:

(SESOTHO VERSION)

LILEMO

LEAHO
SETEREKE
Ntate/'Me' ea khaoane

rrm

*
susumelitseng patlis.so ana e

bile

takatso ea hn

-

ie ,hu, °
°° e nsng e sebetsa kateng.
Se
ODeno 153 bohlokoa tsa tfiuto
'^
ea
° b ° Phe 0ns le khoiison
ea lichaba.

*1

f

^

meetlo ea sesotho. le
tlhokomelo ea bohlokoa ha m
Ho tSeoioa bore litholoana tsa
9
patlisiso ena li tla thus*
DaTsamais ba tnuto Lesotho
bocha ka boteng le tsebetso
ho inahana
ea meralo ea thutn h
3 thUDe '° 63 iitlchere
reroa le ho laoloa ha
''Patlisiso, ho
thuto ho latela litsioollo
^r,™
‘

'

i

a

tla

sala e le

'

'

tekunum" Ke

bohle boo ba bo tsebang
ho tse botsitsoena
bakeng ,a tsebo ea boh.okVeota
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'

SIS

ZX

^

'

'm

"

Uabits0
baarabl

^

a

133

**"'

bathusi (taboouoal
fana ka bonnete

Tla

*

P "°

^

“

***
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m ®
la

,a " 9

ke lethatha

™

mesebersi eo Basotho ba neng ba e etsa
metsengea bona
kapa ka linako tse itseng tsa selemo kapa hangata
ho lawl a meetlo ea Sesotho. Ak'u take joanana
v/ ho e nepang kapa X ho e fosahetseng,
fcketsa eo u hopolang hore e siiloe ka phoso.

7

*

rt
libakeng

le

Ho

1.

le

Ho

3.

letsatsi

A

A'

B

B'

C

C'

D

D'

E

le

ba baholo

A

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

ho

A

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

D.

E

A

A.

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

q

m

A

A'

B

B'

c

c*

D

D'

C

A

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

A

A

B

8'

c

C'

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B'

c

c:

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B'

c

c*

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

A

A'

3

B'

C

C'

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B'

C

C'

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B'

C

C'

D'

E

tsamaisong.

le

hlapa

teanang

a

ba sieang.

a

ho sebetsa ka tlhonepho

le

lilemong

'a

le

tlhompho bao motho

lumeiisa ka

bona kapa

Ho bua

2.

tse ling ka letsatsi

le

ho hlatsoa

lijana pele

ho

lijo le

itlBatsoa khafetsa.
4.

Ho

lokisetsa ba leiapa

5.

Ho

etsa liaparo ka matlalo,

ba linku kapa ba

lipoli le

Ho phethola mobu

6.

Ho

ho

ka majoang.
jala lipeo,

kapa ho

alosa liphoofolo tse kang likhomo, linku,

lipoli

kapa

lipere.

Ho aha matlo

8.

le

makoko kapa boea

ho kotuia.

hiaola kapa
7.

lijo.

a leiapa,

masaka

le

metero

(makhoakhoa).

Ho pheta

9.

lits'omo tsa mefuta-futa, tsa

melimo/

baiimo, tsa liphoofolo, lipale tsa 'mole

Ho

10.

latela

mekhoa

le

tse ling

amohelehang ea maiapa

e

le

sechaba ea boitsoaro

Ho hlokomela

11.

la

bo

•

leiapa, le

kang

itokisetsa tfireletso ea sechaba (boits*ireletso

chatsi

phutuhelong

Ho mamela

13.

la

likhomo.

Ho

12.

ka thata leruo

le

tlhaselong ea

linyeoe tse litsekisano

lira)

le litlolo

tsa

A

molao, makhotleng.

|

14.

Ho

etsa lintho tsa ietsopa, joang, lesapo, lenaka,

lekoko/letlalo, boea ba nku, ts'epe/koporo

le

•

tse ling.

15.

Ho

khabisa ka mesebetsi ea botle (lipolelo,

litema litatsoiso
16.

Ho

ithabisa ka metiio, lipapali, mesoaso, lilotho,

likhang,
17.

tse ling).

le

ho tsoma,

joalo-joalo.

Ho etsa mesebetsi e khethehiieng: bongata,
bosuoe, bolala, ho loana lintoa, ho etsa lintho
tse itseng tse khethehiieng, joalo-joalo.

18.

Ho

roalla patsi

bakeng

la

tsebeiiso

malapeng.
19.

Ho

ruta/ithuta litumelo tsa bohlokoahali secha-

beng, maikutlo

le

litsebo tse khethehiieng (joaloka

lebollong).

20.

Ho kopanela
hlaoia,
le

e

ho

mesebetsi ea sechaba, e kang ho
ho kotuia, ho boioka bafu

ithabisa,

A= Likhohloana tsa banana

C'=

Bahlankana

A'ss Likhohloana tsa bashanyana

D—

Basaii

Br=Bana ba banana
B'=Bana ba basnanyana

E= Bohle (Kakaretso)

C.

= Baroetsana

D
-

meng.

Banna

.

-

-

-
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ill.

E latelang ke mesebets.

neng e etsoa ke batho ba itseng (hangata
ke litsebi) ho ruta
u supe hore na ke efa
eona e neng e etsoa ka kakaretso
(ke bohle kapa ke mang kapa mang feela
ka linako tee bontsitsoeng)
'

reela

1

.

Ho

ta “' Sa

nomoro

3

.

.

5

.

“

'

-u tsoae sebelisa

e ka lesakaneng. Ak'u eketse tseo u

li

hopolang.

tsa

A

A'

B

B'

C

C'

D

D'

E

a

thusa bacha ho ithuta puo e bonolo ka maqheka
hohelang a kang lipapali-puo, lipina, lilotho,
lipale tse hlabosang le tse ling.

A

A'

B

8'

C

C'

D

D'

E

Ho khothaietsa bacha ho sebetsa e le batlatsi ba
batho ba baholo mesebetsing ea ba baholo joaloka

A

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

A

A

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B'

c

#

D

D'

E

le lietsahala.

Ho

le

.

Ak

bacha ho alosa ka hloko liketso

tokisong ea

4

e

-

•
tataisa

ba baholo

2

bang

li

jo,

ho etsoeng ha

tsa

letsopajiaparo

tse ling.

Ho

reha bacha mabitso a ba baholo ho ba hlonephisa bohle le ho fa bana boikarabelo bo itseng.

Ho

lebella,

ho khothaietsa

le

ho susumetsa hore

bacha ba eletsane 'me ba rutane boikarabelo.
6

.

Ho

rorisa/boleiisa

haholo litsebetso

tse ntle le lipo-

nahatso tsa katleho har'a bacha.

7

.

Ho akhela baithuti mathateng a 'nete kapa a
maiqapelo a bophelo joaloka ho ba roma moo ba
feta thateng

8

9

.

c
-

A

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

A

A'

B

B'

c

C'

D

D'

E

tla

ho ea

fihla teng, ho luia meraka j.j.
ho rupela bacha, haholo ba
batona, ho ba lokisetsa mathata a bophelo a linako

Ho

sebelisa lesoai

tsa

bona.

.

10 .

*A

= Likhohloana tsa banana

C'=

=

Bahlankana

A' =s Likhohloana tsa bashanyana

D

B =s Bana ba banana

D'=s Banna

B'

a

C

™ Baroetsana

Bana ba bashanyana

E

Basali

= Bohle

(Kakaretso)
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IV.

Thuto ea moetlo

Ak

sepheo.
(ea

^

2

ea Basotho, ho tsoana

u eketse tseo u ka

bohlokoa ka ho

li

fetisisa) e tlang

le

ea

machaba

hopolang, u ntan'o

ho ba eona ea pele

li

a

fa

mang a lefatse e ne e e-na le
Imomoro ka tsela eo ea pele

joalo-joalo.

Ho loklsetsa baithuti sebaka bophelong ba lelapa la bona, kapa ba sechaba
sa habo bona
joaloka bahiabani, bahlokomeli ba matlo joalo-joalo.
Ho tbusa bacha ho
tataisa le

Ho

rala

ithuta ts'ebetso ka ho e etsa e

le

bathusi ba ba baholo ba ntseng ba ba

ho ba khothatsa.

metheo e matla ea ho lemoha, ho kholoa
bahabo motho le sechaba sa habo.

le

ho sebeletsa Molimo

le

balimo ka ho

sebeletsa

Ho kenya ho
le

baithuti tlhonepho ea 'nete ho batsamaisi ba sechaba, ba malapa le
molaong,
ho kenya hape poulelo ea bolokolohi ba batho ka bonngoe le tlhonepho ea liqeto tsa

sechaba ka ba boikarabelong.

Ho

ratisa

bacha

le

ho

a

malapa, a

li

le

ho ba

fa litsebo tsa

bapatsa/rekisa ka nepo (hore

mobu

o lengoang,

a

li

ho hiahisa

tse

molemo, ho

li

fane phaello e ntle), esitana

liphoofolo tse ruiloeng

le

baballa
le

ho

ho

li

atlehisa

holisa

maruo

a litsebo tse khethehileng.

Ho hloma har'a bacha mahlale le maikutlo a hlokehang bakeng la paballo tsireletso
kholiso ea sechaba, ka thuto ea bonyane likhoeli tse tseletseng lebollong.

A--Bohlokoa bo fetisisang.
B--Bohlokoahali
C--Boh‘lokoa feela.

D--Bohlokoa bo fokolang haholo.

le

/

/

v/
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C E
taol
Geo u

1

.

,e
Ij

Lr™

hopoiang.

“

h

«

“*"*"9

.° “

,f'°
" "e
„ "9

*

-ore PoWo « e
a „ 9 Mle
eBah3ls h »' 3 &>*,««, 0, khale.
Ek 0Oa

Utichere kapa baruti ka moetlo
oa sesotho, e ne e le batho
bohle ba bahoio 'me bao
le litsebi tsohle
ho sa natsoe lilemo kapa
mohlobo oo ba tsoang ho oona.

e-seng lihole

2

.

Mekete

e khethehileng e ne e
etsuoa

tsa tse ling

bophelong.

ho tsoaea

cm
liqetello tsa linako tsa

o

bohiokoa

le

liqaleho

CHE
3

.

Tsebeliso ea thupa/phafa thupelong
ea Basotho ba batona
ea khale kaha ba ne ba
lokisetsoa bopheio ba mathata.

e ne e

amoheleha mehleng

CHE
4

.

Sehlopha ka seng sa lithaka har'a
Basotho se ne se e-be
eena me hangata se hole 'moho
le eerta ho isa lefung.

le

motsamaisi eo

se

phelang

le

CHE
5

.

Moetlo oa sesotho o ne o tlamella bacha
bohle ba batona

le

ba batsehali ho bolla.
E

6

CHE

.

7

.

8

.

VI.

Basotho ba bacha (ba banyenyane
lileraong) ba
kajeno lee ba fokola haholo
lintlheng life
litsebong tsa raesebetsi ea
matsoho, ea kelello
kutloelo-bohlokong le mekhoeng ea
kamano le ba
bang?

—

APPENDIX C:
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HAP OF LESOTHO

APPENDIX

D

INDEX OF SESOTHO WORDS
Ahe

hail!

Baheno

your relatives

Baheso

my relatives

Bale

woman initiates

Balimo

God's people

Bana

children

Banana

girls

Banna

men

Baroa

bushmen

Basa li

women

Bashanyana

boys

Bashemane

boys

thank you!

(dead ancestors)

(derogatory)

,

boy initiates

Basotho

people of Lesotho

Bathepu

Nguni from N/E Cape Province

Batho

people

Batsoali

parents

Beno

your parents/relatives

Bohali

marriage cattle/contract

Hantle

well

Ho hlonepha

to respect
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Ho phatsa

:

to lacerate/

Ho phela

to live

Ho tsamaea

to go/travel

Karete

a game with sticks

Khotso

peace

Koae

tobacco

Kobo

blanket

Koma

truth (secret)

Lebollo

initiation/circumcision

Lekhotla

court-place

Lg 1 a la

blacksmith

Lelapa

family

Leqai

uncircumcised/uninitiated man

Lesheleshele

soft porridge

Lesholu

thief

Letata

kaross

Lifela

truths (hymns)

Liketoana

knucklebones (game)

Likhomo

cattle

Lisiu

grain, grass baskets

Lisu

dung fuel

Lithoko

praise poems

Lumela

greeting

Maboella

reserved pastures

Mafisa

:

loaned animals

287

Maf ura

:

fats

Mangae

initiated boys' songs

Matebele

people of Zulu origin

Matobo

reserved pastures

Matsema

collective work/parties

Mobineli

assistant tutor

Mohobelo

men

a

'

s

dance

Mokhibo

a

Mokotla

bag (of hide/skin)

Molao

law,

Molimo

God

Mongala

initiation run-away

Mophato

initiation place/academy

Morabaraba

a

Morena

chief

Moshemane

male initiate

Mosuoe

tutor /prof essor

Pitso

national public assembly

Thakaneng

boys'/girls' hostel

Thethana

girdle;

Thonepho

respect

Tsela-tsoeu

good-bye (said to one going away)

Tsimo-ea-lira

chief's large field

women's dance

principle, maxim

men's game

(derogative of uninitiated man

fibre skirt
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L ikhoeli tsa Selemo:
1

.

2

.

3

.

4

.

5

.

6.

Phato

:

Loetse

:

Mphalane

;

Pulungoana

:

Tsitoe

;

Pherekhong

:

Months/Moons of the Year

August

September

1

.

2.

Selemo

:

Le/Hlabula

:

February

Tlhakubele

:

March

;

April

Motseanong

:

May

n.

Phupjane

:

June

12.

Phupu

:

July

9

November

__

m

#

10.

December
January

Summer

3.

Le/Hoetla

:

Autumn

4

Mariha

:

Winter

Totems/Clans

Bafokeng

:

of hare, wild vine

2.

Bahlakoana

:

of crocodile

3

.

Bakhatla

:

of baboon

4

.

Bakoena

:

of crocodile

5

.

Bakubung

:

of hippopotamus

Baphuthi

:

of duiker

Basia

:

of wild cat

8.

Bataung

:

of lion

9

Bathepu

:

a N/E

10.

Batlokoa

:

of wild cat

11

Batloung

:

of elephant

1

.

6
7

.

.

.

'Mesa

Seasons of the Year

Spring

Liboko:

:

q

October

Linako tsa Selemo:

Tlhakola

7

Nguni tribe

12.

Makhoakhoa

13.

Makholokoe

p

14.

Maphuthing

of duiker

of crocodile
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TABLE 4a

RESPONSES BY AGE:
ITEM

Sub-Item No.

A

A

1

B

A-R 26-30

2

B

'

c

c

1

D

D'

E

1

0

2

0

0

3

0

0

4

0

0

5

0

0

6

0

7

0

8

0

9

0

10

0

11

0

12

0

13

0

14

0

15

0

16

0

17

0

18

0

0

19

0

0

20

0

oooo
oooo
10
oooo
Olio
oooo
oooo
10
10
oooo
10
10
oooo
10
oooo
Olio
111
1110
oooo 1110
10
10
10
111 1110

0

0

0
0

111
1110
10
10
10
110
1110
0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

1

1

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

290

1

0

0

0

0

291

TABLE 4b

RESPONSES BY AGE:
ITEM

Sub-Item No.

A

A

1

0

0

2

0

0

3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13
14

15

16
17
18
19

20

1

B

0

0

0

0

0

2

B'

c

C'

D

0

0

0

0

1

Olo
10
Olo
10
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
111
010
011
ooo

000
10
loo
Olo
ooo
Olo
10
Olo
Olo
Olo
10
Olo
ooo
110
10
ooo
110

OOo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
0

A-R 31-39

o

o

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

D
1

'

E
0

o

1

1

0

o

0

0

1

0

0
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TABLE 4c

RESPONSES BY AGE:
ITEM

Sub-Item No.

A-R 40-49

2

A

A

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

2

2

1

1

3

0

0

2

1

2

4

0

0

1

0

5

0

0

0

0

6
7
8

9

10

11
12

13
14

15

1

B

0

0

000
C

c

0

1

17

0

0

2

18

ooo
ooo
0

0

2

1

D

D

1

E

112
0

0

4

1

3

1

1

3

0

4

0

0

2

1

3

3

0

%

0

12

3

3

0

3

0

2

0

2

0

0

0

0

4

4

0

0

0

0

4

2

0

2

2

2

0

0

2

0

4

0

0

0

3

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

4

4

0

0

0

20

1

ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
Oil
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
011
ooo
0

16

19

B

2

0

10

10
12

0

14

0

2

4

0

0

2

3

2

4

0

0

0

3

3

2

3

0

0

0

0

3

4

0

4
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1

TABLE 4d

RESPONSES BY AGE:
ITEM

Sub-Item No.

A-R 50-59

2

A

A

B

B

1

3

3

4

2

3

3

3

1

4

1

c

c

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

1

2

2

2

0

0

0

0

10

0

0

0

0

14

0

0

o

0

3

7

0

0

0

8

0

8

ooo
ooo
17
ooo
18
ooo
111
ooo
13
ooo
12
111
ooo
ooo

5
6

9

10

11
12

13
14
15

16

17
18
19

20

0

0

0

D

D

2

2

7

2

4

2

5

0

11

0

1

2

11

0

5

10

11

0

9

0

7

0

3

11

0

11

2

0

1

1

E

117
*

0

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

111
2
2

9

0

8

0

10

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

1

12

0

0

2

12

0

0

8

6

10

9

0

1

8

1

11

4

0

5

3

5

5

0

0

1

10

5

9

5

1

1

9

10

8

8

0

0

5

5

10

10

1
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TABLE 4e

RESPONSES BY AGE:
ITEM

Sub-Item No
No.

A-R 60-69

2

A

A'

B

B

1

2

2

4

2

0

0

3

0

4

'

C

C

4

5

3

3

0

0

0

0

5

0

6

'

D

D

5

2

1

28

5

5

4

5

26

0

5

5

6

3

26

0

0

16

0

29

5

2

0

0

2

3

4

5

28

0

0

0

1

2

9

10

29

31

3

7

0

0

2

15

0

33

0

26

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

3

8

33

0

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

31

7

0

10

0

0

2

2

5

7

11

10

15

11

0

0

0

2

1

16

1

30

4

12

0

0

0

1

0

8

1

30

0

13

0

0

0

6

1

33

0

14

0

0

1

0

3

4

25

30

1

15

0

0

1

1

12

1

31

6

2

16

1

1

2

4

13

13

15

15

17

17

0

0

0

0

0

1

13

32

0

18

0

0

5

0

24

6

30

3

1

19

0

0

0

0

24

23

30

31

1

20

0

0

0

0

2

3

31

31

2

'

E
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TABLE

4f

RESPONSES BY AGE:
No.

A

A'

B

B

1

1

1

3

2

0

0

3

0

4

'

A-R 70-79
C

C

3

5

1

1

0

0

0

0

5

0

6

D

D

E

5

2

2

25

2

1

7

6

24

0

8

5

7

4

21

1

0

17

0

28

4

1

0

0

0

1

0

6

29

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

26

28

0

7

0

1

1

12

2

25

0

20

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

1

5

30

0

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

30

9

0

10

1

2

3

2

9

8

12

11

17

11

0

1

0

1

0

8

3

27

1

12

0

0

0

0

0

10

1

29

0

13

0

0

0

0

1

0

4

26

0

14

0

0

0

0

3

5

26

30

0

15

0

0

0

0

19

2

30

5

0

16

0

0

3

3

19

13

12

11

13

17

0

0

0

0

3

0

10

27

1

18

0

0

5

0

20

3

27

3

0

19

0

0

0

0

26

25

27

28

0

20

0

0

0

0

3

1

29

29

0

'
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TABLE 4g

RESPONSES BY AGE:
ITEM

Sub-Item No

2

A

A'

B

B'

1

0

0

2

2

2

0

0

1

3

0

0

4

0

5

.

A-R 80-89

c

c

D

D'

111

3

3

10

2

2

11

0

0

2

0

2

0

10

0

0

0

9

0

12

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

12

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

1

12

12

0

7

0

0

0

5

0

12

Oil

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

1

5

13

0

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

13

2

0

10

0

0

0

0

3

2

11

11

0

0

0

12

0

0

13

0

14

3

3

10

'

E

10

6

1

15

1

0

0

1

12

0

0

0

0

13

0
1

14

0

0

0

0

0

2

3

11

11

0

15

0

0

2

2

6

3

13

6

0

16

0

0

3

3

8

8

0

8

5

17

0

0

0

0

2

2

6

11

0

18

0

0

1

0

6

11

4

0

19

0

0

0

18

3
8

11

12

0

20

0

0

0

0

0

13

13

0

0

0

I
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TABLE 4h

RESPONSES BY AGE:
ITEM

Sub-Item No.

A-R 90-99

2

A

A'

B

B'

C

1

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

1

0

4

0

0

0

0

4

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

6

0

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

4

8

0

9

0

10

0

11

0

12

0

13

0

oooo
oooo
oooo
oooo

14

0

0

0

0

2

15

0

0

0

0

5

16

0

0

0

0

17

0

0

10

18

0

0

0

19

0

0

20

0

0

0

0

1115
111 10
115

0

0

0

0

C'

D

D'

e

0

5

5

0

1

0

0

6

1

0

0

5

4

0

6

0

3

0

2

0

16

0

5

2

2

0

1

10

10

2

3

5

1

3

0

7

0

0

0

6

0

2

6

15

5

1

0

1

4

4

4

3

3

2

0

3

5

0

0

5

3

4

4

0

0

0

4

4

5

5

0

0

0

0

0

6

6

0

#

298

TABLE 4i

RESPONSES BY AGE:
ITEM

Sub-Item No

.

A

a

1

A-R 100-120

2

B

R

'

c
e

c
u

D

D

'

E

1
1
2

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

3

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

6

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

7

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

9

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

10

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

11

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

12

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

13

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

14

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

15

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

16

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

17

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

18

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

19

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

20

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

